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Rites For Real Estate Broker,
Otho S. Sawyer Jr., Held Today
OTHO S. SAWYER, .TR.
Final rites for Otho S. Sawy-
,,, jr., prominent Memphis real
estate broker, were held on
Wednesclig afternoon at Mt.
Olive CME Cathedral with the
pastor, Rev. Henry C. Bunton,
delivering the eulogy.
Mr. Sawyer died last Satur-
day night shortly after retiring
in his home at 1232 Dunne-
vent. Death was attributed to
a heart ailment.
A native of Humboldt, Tenn.,
he was the oldest son of the
late Dr. Otho S. Sawyer, Sr.,
who practiced in Humboldt,
and Mrs. Anna C. Sawyer. He
came to Memphis with his par-
ents at a very early age and
was educated in the local pub-
lic schools.
He began his business career
(See RITES, Page 2)
43 Going To College On
"Elks Lodge Scholarships
Forty-three students are en-
rolled in colleges and universi-
ties throughout t h e United
States on Elks scholarships at
the beginning of 1962, accord-
ing to Lt. George W. Lee, grand
commissioner of education for
the IBOEW.
Among the 43 is Hamilton
Holmes, whom attorneys for the
University of Georgia once de-
scribed as unqualified for ad-
mittance, but who now has a
straight "A" record for courses
he took last fall.
Elk scholarship aid. Lt. Lee
revealed, is being given two
African students from Ghana,
five white students, six of the
Little Rock nine including Min-
/Le Jean Brown, Elizabeth Eck-
Ward, Ernest Greene, Thelma
Mothershed, Gloria Ray a n d
Carlotta Walls.
Also being backed by the
Elks in their scholarships are
Spottswood Bolling, one of the
plaintiffs in the 1954 school de-
segregation case; and two stu-
dents who started the sit-in
movement in North Carolina,
Ezzelle Blair and Joseph Mc-
ELK SCHOLARSHIPS were
sent out recently to aid some
43 white and Negro students
presently enrolled in colleges
and universities throughout
the United States, and getting
reedy to mail them is Lt.
Neil. Lonnie C. King, leader in
the sit-in movement in Atlanta
has been given a scholarship to
the Howard university school of
Law in Washington, D. C.
Asked about the Elks inte-
grated scholarship program, Lt.
Lee said, "I would suppose the
ultimate purpose of education
in a democracy is the develop-
ment of a common heritage and
a common citizenship.
"I am further convinced that
such a unity of educational pur-
poses, regardless of race, must
be established if our democra-
tic processes are to expand in
this illimitable common
ground," he said.
Negroes in the past have
leaned heavily upon the white
!nen for donations for educa-
tional purposes, he said, and
they have given generously, but
it often served as lir cover-up
for inequalities for second-class
citizenship.
But in the new environment.
Lt. Lee said, the Negro must
not only solicit charity, but
must also bestow it.
George W. Lee. right, grand
commissioner of education for
the IBPOEW. Standing at
left is Mrs. Maxine Cash, one
of the secretaries of Atlanta





Members of the Beale Street
Elks were praised for aiding
many students in obtaining a
college education. The praises
were voiced by Elder Blair T.
il
unt, pastor of Mississippi
ir. Christian church, when
delivered the main address
at the Elks' Installation pro-
gram last Sunday afternoon at
Riverside Baptist church, which
was crowded beyond seating
capacity. Many stood on the
outside.
Elder Hunt said, "There are
those who obtain education be-
cause of the scholarship award-
ed them by the Elks lodge."
He went on to urge the
new exalted ruler, Isaac Young,
to use experience with youth
for greater cooperation within
the club. The speaker said
"young members of the organi-
ation should kick arms with
members of experience in ord-
er to take advantage of the
great potential available."
Hunt continued "We are a
fliomebody with the quest ofruth in our hearts and divin-
ity in our souls. We are great
statesmen, singers, artists, poet,
builders and educators."
In conclusion, ha said "the
Klks Lodge has done a lot—
but it yet has a lot to do Have
virtue and patience in doing
it."
Exalter Ruler Isaac Young
said in his first message, "the
Elks Lodge's history is dotted
with great men of great ac-
complishments. The Elks' books
are lined with records of great
contributions made in scholar-
ships to needy students. The
records are covered with dona-
tions to needy families."
He went on to say "we
know about the past perfor-
mance of the lodge, therefore,
I'll not discuss it any further
here. Rather, I want to discuss
what we are going to do is
the immediate future."
He went on to reveal the
lodge's planned program.
Among others appearing on
the program were The River-
side Baptist church Choir, Rev
C. Dandridge, Perry Allen,
Frank T. Scott, Mrs. Frank T
Scott, Mrs. Donella Rowell
Spencer Wiggins, Nat D. Wil
Hams and Rev. 0. D. White
and Thaddeus T. Stokes, who
was the master of ceremony.
Also appearing on the pro-
gram were: The Mitchell Road
School Glee club, directed by
Mrs. M. D. Slaughter and A.
Bradford.
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MISS NDCC for 1962 is pic-
tured among these contestants
for the title, but she will not
S. picked until Saturday
evening. Feb. 17, at the sec-
ond annual NDCC Ball for
officers and their sponsors at
Carver High school. Contest-
ants selected to represent
their schools are seen here
with last year's winner. On
front row, from left, a r •
Misses Shirley Hill, Carver:
Phyllis Ross, Hamilton, last
year's winner; Frances Anita
Danes,. Booker T. Washing-
ton: and Juanita Branch.
Manassas. On back row, same
order, a r • Carolyn Jones,
Hamilton: Freddie M a •
Rook s, Douglass: Eunice
Marilyn Logan, Lester, and
Ernestine Prewitt, Melrose.
According to Major George
Robinson, local NDCC com-
mander, the judging will start
at 6:50 p.m. A banquet and
the military ball will follow








Under a blinding Arctic sun,
the small party of explorers
moved in single file across the
thin layer of ice. They had been
on the march, day and night,
for 18 to 20 hours at a stretch.
One of them — Matthew
Henson — paused to lean wear-
ily against the stand of his
dogsled. His brown, frostbitten
face showed the strain of fa-
tigue. His powerful frame sag-
ged beneath the mass of pro-
tective furs covering his body.
Only his quiet gaze revealed
the patient determination that
gave him strength.
Commander Robert E. Peary,
his health broken by the ordeal
of the expedition, had gone on
ahead, taking his turn at open-
ing the trail. Henson came sec-
ond, followed by the four Es-
kimos, Ootah, Egingwah, See-
gloo and Ooqueah. By Henson's
reckoning they were nearing
their destination — the North
Pole. It was Peary's plan to
reach it in five desperate
marches.
COMPANIONS FOR YEARS
Nine long months before this
day in April 1909, the explor-
ing party consisted of 12
Americans and 39 Eskimos. At
various stages along the 450
inile march, some of the party
were sent back to open the re-
turn trail. The last group had
set out only recently, leaving
Peary. Henson and the four
Eskimos to go on alone.
Why Commander Peary
chose Matt Henson, the sole
Negro on the expedition, to re-
main with him was not hard
to guess. The two men had
been friends and companions
for 18 adventure-packed years.
They had battled the frozen
North many times together.
Each had seen the strength and
courage of the other measured
against its countless dangers.
Besides speaking the Eski-
mo language, Henson knew the
life and ways of the people
thoroughly. His resourcefulness
and intelligence were needed
for what lay ahead. No man
was more worthy than Henson
to stand with Peary at the top
of the world. The North Pole
was Henson's dream as well.
The hardships and dangers
of the Arctic expedition were
many, but few things were so
important to its success or fail-
ure as the care of the dogs and
sleds. Without either, there
was little chance of human sur-
vival.
MADE THE SLEDS
The sleds used for the Peary
Expedition were all construc-
ted by Matthew Henson. Long-




The Bethel United Presby-
terian church has made plans
to present the Concert Choir of
Knoxville college, February 16,
at 8 p.m., at C. Arthur Bruce
Hall (at LeMoyne college) Nep-
tune and Walker.
The Concert Choir of Knox-
ville college has been for a
number of years one of the
most outstanding choirs in the
country. Bethel United Presby-
terian church is proud to pre-
sent this popular and outstand-
ing choir in (Concert) to the
Memphis community, said the
church's pastor, Rev. J. A. Mc-
Daniel.
The choir is under the aus-
pices of the board of National
Missions, United Presbyterian
church in the United States of
America.
Civic Club Council To Study
Proposed Consolidation Of
City-County Governments
Members of the Bluff City
and Shelby County Council of
Civic clubs voted unanimously
last Thursday night to make a
study of the proposed consoli-
dation of city and county gov-
ernments and other forms of
local governments in an effort
to find out what is best for the
minority group in Memphis.
The action was taken after
0. W. Pickett, a real estate
broker, appeared before the
group and urged them to take
immediate steps to preserve the
political balance of power that
has been gained only in recent
years.
Pickett recommended that the
group select the names of 20
persons acceptable to the Ne-
gro community be submitted
and two chosen to serve on
the Charter Commission.
He also suggested that letters
be written to the Chamber of
Commerce requesting that some
Negro be appointed to its Re-
search Committee.
PICKETT QUIZZED
Before taking any action on
the matter, the Council mem-
bers, with R e v.. Alexander
Asa
sitss\
DOORS TO OPEN—St. Jude
hospital will be opened in a
ceremony to be held in Mem-
phis on next Sunday, but the
spotlight will be an the tele-
L
1111114
vision star. Danny Thomas.
who sponsored it as a shrine
to St. Jude, patron saint of
hopeless causes. The building
was designed by the Negro
ma*
architect, Paul Williams of
Los Angeles, who may be on
hand for the ceremony. Coat
of :he hospital for cildren is
$3 million.--(Jaffis Photo)
Gladney presiding, asked Pic-
kett a number of questions in
an effort to learn what had
motivated his interest in the
proposed change.
He said that he was interest-
ed in the matter as a private
citizen, and not as the mem-
ber of a political party, and
stressed that the study be non-
partisan.
Pickett suggested that the
names of persons qualified to
serve on the Charter Commis-
sion be selected and submitted
to local officials on or before
Feb. 20.
At the same meeting the
Council approved a suggestion
of 0. Z. Evers, president of
the Bingharnpton Civic League,
that a letter of commendation





Diggs (D.-Mich.) has asked the
Department of Labor to inves-
tigate some employment agen-
cies in the East, who are lur-
ing women from the South to
jobs as domestics in the North
and then charging them ex-
erbitant "finder's fees" imme-
diately after they arrive.
In a letter to Secretary Ar-
thur J. Goldberg, Congressman
Diggs said that he had received
complaints from Negro women
who had been recruited and had
become victims of the "racket."
"I have seen advertisements
in various publications urging
people (obviously Negroes) to
come to New York City, all
expenses paid, and earn $60
week for domestic work," he
wrote.
"However, once they arrive
they are required to pay a
'finder's fee.' usually equiva-
lent to one week's wages, and
if their services are not satis-
factory they are immediately
released. Some employers have
been known to hire a series of
these women for nothing by
firing them as 'unsatisfactory'
after one week's work," he
wrote.
The Michigan Democrat said
that he had heard about some
women who were fired and
their personal effects confis-
cated when they refused to pay
the fee.
Congressman Diggs asked
the Labor Department to deter-
mine if women can be pro-




Mr. and Mrs. Julius London,
863 Mississippi blvd., announce
the engagement of their daugh-
ter, Julia Ann, to Warnsby
Stegall, jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Warnsby Stegall, Sr., of 590 S.
Lauderdale st.
Miss London is a student at
Tennessee State A and I uni-
versity. Young Stegall is sta-
tioned with the U. S. Air Force
in Washington, D. C. Both are
graduates of Fr. Bertrand high
school.









A. Arthur Halle, 1962 Heart
Fund Chairman, today an-
nounced the appointment of B.
G. Olive, Jr., first vice presi-
dent and secretary of Univer-
sal Life Insurance company, as
co-chairman for the 1962
Heart Fund campaign in charge
of Negro solicitation.
Olive also announced that
the following would serve as
committee chairmen in the
month-long campaign which
begins here and throughout the
nation on February 1: Mrs. F.
M. Hassell, coordinator; Dr. G.
W. S. Ish, Jr., chairman of
medical and dental division;
Dr. T. W. Northcross, co-chair-
man of medical and dental di-
vision; Reverend A. E. Camp-
bell, chairman of ministers' di-
vision: Reverend Roy Love, co-
chairman of ministers' division;
Mrs. D. E. Hall, secretary; Mrs.
Ethel Venson, public relations;
C. C. Sawyer, businesses; Mrs.
Georgia Harvey, sororities; L.
B. Hobson, schools and colleges;
Mrs. Ann Hall Weathers, gen-
eral solicitations; and Mrs.
Johnetta W. Hozay, social clubs.
KICK-OFF DINNER
This committee will meet to
kick-off the campaign and plan
organization strategy at a din-
ner on Thursday, January 25.
The Heart Fund Drive will
reach its high point on the
weekend of Heart Sunday,
February 25, when thousands
of volunteers in all communi-
ty's residential areas will vi-
sit their neighbors to deliver
(See FUND, Page 2)
'Hypocrisy Of Republican Party
Fills Me With Disgust'
Martin Luther King, Jr.
earlier this week, expressed in
strong terms his displeasure
with the members of the House
Rules Committee who voted
against the bill by which
President John F. Kennedy
sought to create a new cabinet
Department of Urban Affairs
and Housing.
"I am appalled and sickened,"
said Dr. King, "by the destruc-
tive viciousness of the in-
sidious coalition which stands
determinedly flatfooted in the
path of the progress of the
American people as a whole.
This negative vote is a clear
vote against civil rights and an
example of the stubborn un-
willingness of this coalition to
come to grips with the prob-
lems that now exist and those
that will rise within the next
few years," said the civil
'gilts leader.
He continued: "I am filled
with disgust over the hypocri-
sy of the Republican Party.
This exhibition of entrenched
insularity is another expression
of its superb failure to stand
up to the outmoded coalition
and support its own avowed
concern with national pro-
gress." Dr. King added, "major
consideration should be given
to the need for the department
itself. Political leaders of both
persuasions should be forward
thinking enough to rise above
party lines and vote for the
President's bill.
"Now that the President must
make use of his Reorganiza-
tion Act powers, it is impera-
tive that the members of both
parties in the house and sen-
ate give strong support to ite
emergence as law.
St. Jude Hospital To Open Sunday
Danny Thomas, the television
star, will have his day on next
Sunday afternoon when open-
ing ceremonies for the new and
ultra-modern hospital for chil-
dren, St. Jude is formally open-
ed.
Also scheduled to be in Mem-
phis for the opening is Paul
Williams, the Negro architect
who designed the hospital in
the shape of a star.
Fred P. Gattas, general chair-
man for the program, said in-
vitations to the ceremonies had
been mailed to all of the Ne-
gro leaders of the community.
He said that he was not cer-
tain that the architec, Williams,
would arrive in time for the
ceremonies, but that if he did,
he would be coming in from
he Virgin Islands, where he
planned to be this week.
OTHER SPEAKERS
The program will include
talks by Governor Buford Ell-
ington, Senator Estes Kefauver,
Representative Clifford Davis
and ministers representing the
various religious faiths—Catho-
lic. Jewish and Protestant.
The hospital is being named
for St. Jude, patron saint of
hopeless causes, because Danny
Thomas prayed to him during
a winter night back in 1937
when he w a s considering
abandoning the theatrical pro-
fession.
"Give me just o n e small
sign," he prayed to St. Jude,
"of what road I must tare, and
I will build you a shrine where
the poor, the helpless and the
hopeless may come for com-
fort and aid."
When he returned home that
night Danny found a letter of-
fering him a small announcing
job on a radio program, and
he accepted it as the sign that
he had prayed for.
SUGGESTED MEMPHIS
He discussed his plans with
the late Samuel Cardinal
Stritch, archbishop of Chicago,
who agreed with Danny that
a Lospital would be a worthy
shrine. The Cardinal decided
that Memphis would be the
best city in which to locate it.
Since the plans for the hos-
pital were announced and the
ground-breaking ceremonies for
the $3 million hospital were
held on Nov. 2, 1958, small
clubs in Memphis have made
St. Jude one of their annual
projects.
One of the main reasons that
Negro clubs have been so in-
terested in St. Jude is that it
will be open to all, without
any regard to race, and will
be staffed with the same policy
in mind.
Idemphians have been asked
to raise only $750,000 for the
completion of the hospital, Dan-
ny Thomas will raise $500,000,
although he and others had al-
ready raised $1,300,000.
The hospital will be operated
by the American Lebanese
Syrian Associated Charitial:
and the annual operating esi-.
penses is expetced to amount
to $1,000,000.







During the past few weeks
I have been confronted by
many people with questions
concerning the Real Estate
field and questions that con-
cerned them directly. We shall
attempt to answer a few of
these questions publicly so
that they might benefit others
if the particular question is
necessary to you.
Fund
(Continued From Page 1)
educational information on
"heart attack" and to accept
contributions.
Local Heart Fund contribu-
tions make possible the sup-
port of cardiovascular research
in Memphis and in clinics and
laboratories throughout the
state and nation, the new
campaign chairman said in
evaluating the importance of
the drive.
55 MILLION
"Research is the heart of the
Heart Association's program,"
he explained. "Mike than 65
million Heart Fund dollars
have been invested in this
phase of the program since
1848 and have been respon-
sible for great progress in sav-
ing hearts through new meth-
ods of diagnosis, treatment and
prevention," he said.
Additionally, Heart Fund
dollars support broad programs
Of public and professional edu-
cation and community service
Which, "bring the benefits of
research back to all of us,"
Olive continued.
Local research, community
service and education programs
have been supported generous-
ly by the Memphis chapter of
the American Heart Associa-
tion but many needs still exist
in this community and many
answers have yet to corne to
combat the diseases of the
heart and circulation, Olive
stated.
RESEARCH NEEDED
"Although heart diseases are
Still the nation's No. 1 health
enemy, many research leaders
believe we are on the verge
of significant break-throughs
which will ultimately lead to
the control of the heart dis-
eases," he continued. "The
residents of Memphis and
Shelby County can help to
speed the day of victory over
these diseases. . Their Heart
Fund dollars will make it
possible to expand the research
needed to save thousands of
lives.
"The Heart Fund is a great
crusade in which we all can
participate through giving and
serving as volunteers. / am
happy and proud to serve as
co-chairman of this 1962
drive," Olive added.
Olive is a member of the
Board of Directors of the
Memphis Heart Association
and serves on several import-
ant administrative and program
imarm,  
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'Tye's heck in Crampa a
Hine there was something to
make you sleep... they called
k work.-
(Question) "I am in the pro-
cess of selling my home and
contracted to X salesman from
one realty company but now
another salesman has con-
fronted me with someone who
wishes to buy immediately
but the period of 30 days for
salesman X to sell my home
has not expired. The sooner
I sell the better for me. What
is my obligation to salesman
X if my new-found buyer does
not care to deal with him?
(Answer) Your first obliga-
tion is to salesman X for the
30 day period you have given
him to sell your house. After
this period is over you then
give the new salesman with
the anxious buyer the listing
and proceed from that point.
In the case of your not desir-
ing to wait until the contract-
ed period is over, you may
ask salesman X to forego his
allotted time and tell him
of your new interest and more
than likely the two salesmen
will get together about it. Of
course, he doesn't have to
eliminate the contract but you
will find some noble people
in every profession.
(Question) "The door on
my new home has fallen off
one of the hinges. This sur-
prised me after the FHA ins-
pection etc. The real shock
is that the house is only about
nine months old. How long
is the builder of my house
obligated to repair building
defaults according to FHA
regulations.
(Answer) A complete run-
down on The FHA regulations
was given in a past article but
for the benefit of those who
missed it and—this is con-
sidered important because
many have inquired. The
builder of your home is obli-
gated for the period of one
year after you take title to
repair all building defects.
This includes swollen window
frames, bath room fixtures,
roofing and anything that is a
direct fault of the builder.
Better call early before your
year expires. Give it a good
inspection in time.
(Question) The property I
intend selling is about 12
years old and during this time
many improvements have been
added. The brokers and sales-
men contacted to sell it for
me give different estimates
on the value. It is worth more
to me than any of the esti-
mates heard. Which price
should I try? I know what it
is worth better than anybody
else.
(Answer) First of all, a well
trained salesman or broker
would not attempt to tell you
what your property is worth.
A good broker would instruct
his staff to tell you of the ap-
praisal profession. "Apprais-
ing" is that branch of agency
in which qualified persons
give considered opinions of
the value of real estate for
others for a fee. Although
brokers and salesmen must
be familiar with the principles
of property valuation and be
able to apply them in their
daily work, ther will recom-
mend the services of an ex-
perienced appraiser whenever
value opinions are deemed im-
portant.
Gone are the days when
oral judgements and quick
"guesstimating" proved accep-
table. The fee for the ap-
praisal of your home is very
low and his opinion will be
carefully formulated. If you
want to stick to your own esti-
mate, you may!
(Question) "Mr. Brown,"




GRAS. . . Members of the
Beta Omega Chapter of Al-
pha Kappa Alpha sorority's
project committee are seen at
the home of the committee's
chairman, Mrs. AUL* Mae
Roberts, where plans were
completed for a gala Mardi
Gres dance, to be sponsored
by the organisation Friday,
Pole
(Continued from Page 1)
er and more functional than
the regular Eskimo sled, they
could carry a greater load and
more easily navigate rough
areas. One of Henson's respon-
sibilities was to keep them in
repair. If one broke down, as
often happened, Henson skill-
fully went to work patching it
up and putting it back in work-
ing order. Generally this meant
exposing his hands to freezing
temperatures of 40 or 50 degrees
below zero.
Henson's skill in handling
the Eskimo dog was another
reason why he was there. He
had full responsibility for se-
lecting all the sled dogs for the
expedition, and he managed
them with a firm and experi-
enced hand.
Once when the party was
traveling over is channel of thin
ice, ore of the sleds broke
hrough, dragging a dog into the
water. When the animal was
fished out, its fur quickly froze
into a mass of ice. In an effort
to restore circulation and save
its life. Henson quickly began
thrashing the creature. But the
huskey's strength was no
match for the freezing Arctic
waters. The dog sickened and
had to be destroyed.
ICE CRACKED
On this day in April 1909,
they were traveling over a
similar plain of shifting ice.
For hours now. Henson had
felt it vibrating and trembling
with every step, where the
slightest pressure in the wrong
place would crack the ice open
and drop him into'the freezing
water.
It was just after Henson's
pause to rest, when the ice did
crack open. The four Eskimo
sledmen had passed him and
gone ahead. In an effort to get
underway. Henson braced his
feet against a block of ice be-
hind him and began to push,
calling to his team of dogs.
As the sled moved forward,
the block on which Henson
stood began sliding from under
him, leaving a space of open
water. Desperately Henson
flung himself forward to get a
firmer grip on his sled. But
the pulling dogs tore if from
his grasp. It all happened in a
second. He twisted wildly on
the slippery block, and then
crashed into the water.
For a moment his heavy gar-
ments kept him under. He
grabbed at a jutting ledge of
ice, but his gloved hand slipped
off. His fur hood clung to his
face, blinding him. Struggling
almost without hope, he worked
frantically to throw off the
hood and yell for help. Then
suddenly he felt hands grasp
him firmly and yank him out
of the water. It was Ootah, one
of the Eskimo sledmen.
AT THE POLE
Quickly, Henson was strip-
ped of his wet outer garments
and the ice was beaten out of
his bearskin leggings. The
freezing water had not touched
his skin. With dry clothes, and
without resting, he started of
again — it was the best way to
e t the blood circulating
through his chilled body.
Not many days later, on
April 7. 1909, Henson led the
exhausted group to the site
where Commander Peary
planted the American flag, des-
ignating it the North Pole.
It was a moment of supreme
accomplishment for Peary
Henson, and their Eskimo
companions — one that over-
shadowed all the hardships en-
dured to make it possible. And






WE DON'T WANT TO SELL
EVERYBODY
BUT WE DO WANT TO SELL YOU
ALL SALESMEN ARE LICENSED & BONDED
UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE TRAINED
SALESMEN
H. 0. Jones Theodore R. Branch
Harold Moore U. C. Brown
Can Suggs James L. (Iowan
W.T. (Jack) Simmons, Broker
Feb. Id, at Currio's Club
Tropicana. Tickets are on sale
by members, which entitle
some lucky person to receive
• $25 U.S. Saving Bond. Oay
masks, costumes and fun ma-
ken will add to the fun of
the dance, though costumes
are not mandatory. Seen
seated on floor, left to right.
Mrs. Roberts. chairman; Miss
Carol Jamison, Mrs. Ernes-
tine Guy, and Miss Gloria
Clark. Seated, left to right,
are Mrs. Juanita Chambers,
Mrs. Verna Allen, Miss Vel-
ma Lois Jonsis, Mrs. Marjorie
Ulen, basileus of the chapter:
Mrs. Edna Swinglisr, Miss
Elms Mardis and Mrs. Helen




By James G. Gregory
SOIL TESTS MEAN LESS
GUESS WORK
Fertilizer and lime are very
important in the production of
crops, but they cost money.
t is therefore desirable to
leave out, as much of the guess
work as possible in the use of
these materials. One of the best
ways of doing this is soil test-
ing.
In taking a soil sample, It is
important that the sample
represent as nearly as possible
he actual soil conditions that
exist in the field being sampl-
ed a person must remember
a few basic things. These are:
"Take one sample from each
5 to 10 acres of a fairly uni-
form field."
A representative soil sample
from the field may be obtain-
ed by taking a slice of soil 4
to 5 inches deep from 15 to
20 different places over the
field.
COUNTY AGENTS
A hoe, shovel, post hole dig-
ger or other farm tool may
be used to dig a bole 4 to 5
inches deep; and then a spoon
may be used to get a uniform
sample up the side of the hole.
All of the soil taken from
he different holes should be
mixed and a soil carton filled.
Fill out the information re-
quested on the soil carton
(box) and information blank
completely. Mail the soil sample
to the Soil Testing Laboratory.
Cartons and information sheets
may be obtained from your lo-
cal county agents.
TEST SOIL EARLY
January is a good month
for farmers to take soil samples
for testing. A soil test made
n January is just as effective
as one made in March for a
spring seeded crop. An advan-
tage of an early on hand be-
fore the seeding time.
For example, a soil test is




of the Agricultural Conserve
tion Program- The deadline for
completion of this practice is
April 15. In order to get the
report back in time to carry
out this practice, the sample
should be sent to the testing
laboratory by the end of Febru-
ary or the beginning of March.
It takes longer to get test
results from a soil sample in
the spring, as most farmers
wait until near seeding time
to send samples, resulting in
a rush at the laboratory. This
delays the samples three to
four days during February.
March and April. Normally a
farmer should receive a report
in 10 to 14 days from the time
he mails the sample if the
sample is mailed directly to
the laboratory in Nashville.
Civic
(Continued From Page I)
be written to Carl Rowan, dep-
uty assistant Secretary of State
for public affairs, regarding the
stand he made in denouncing
segregation at t h e Memphis
Municipal airport when he stop-
ped in the city on Saturday,
Jan. 20.
The group talso voted in favor
of Ever's suggestion that mes-
sages of congratulation be sent
to Commissioners James Moore,
Claude .Armour and William
Farris for their stand in rec-
ommending that the airport
restaurant be desegregated in
advance of a decision by the
U. S. Supreme court.
The Council looked with dis-
favor upon his suggestions that
Commissioner Moore be urged
to take direction in desegregat-
ing the airport restaurant and
that Robert Weaver, Housing
Administrator in the Kennedy
Administration be censured for
reportedly saying that he "as-
certained local conditions be-
fore entering into areas that
might prove embarrassing to
himself, and Evers withdrew
them.
General secretary of the Na-
tional Funeral Directors And
Morticians association, Robert
H. Miller of Chicago, says
plans are being -completed by
the Kentucky Association of
Morticians, Inc.. to entertain
the National Board .of Direct-
ors who will hold their 25th
Annual Board Meeting in
Louisville April 29 to May 1
at the Sheraton Hotel just
prior to Derby weekend.
The Kentucky Association
under the Presidency of
James Nathan Wilson of Har-
rodsburg. have planned many
pre-derby social affairs after
the business sessions close.
The most important item on
their Agenda will be the com-
pletion of plans for their 25th
Silver Anniversary to be held
in Chicago, (their home site)
Illinois, August 26th thru 30th,




North Pole stands in history as
one of the outstanding ex-
amples of human courage,
daring and achievement. When
men speak of these qualities,
they would do well to remem-
ber Matthew A. Henson.
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LEARN TO DRIVE
If You Have Any Trouble Whatsoever
In Getting Driver's License
Call Tenn. State Driving School
BR 64121
Plans for a Spring Fashion
Tea were made when members
of the Stitch and Chat Sewing
club met last week at the home
of Mrs. Mary Jordan of 1535
Livewell
The meeting was presided
over by Mrs. Lola Gibson, the
president, and the club voted
to make a liberal contribution
to the March of Dimes.
Officers for the year were
installed by Mrs. Josephine
Smith.
The "surprise box" was won
by Mrs. Rosie Jelferies, and a
tasty meal was served by the
hostess.
Miss Carrie Canada will be
hostess for the club's next
meeting.
StorkStops
AT E. H. CRUMP HOSPITAL
Jan. 12.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Al-
len, 664 Mound at.; girl, Karen
Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Harris,
1432 Washington, Apt. 2; girl,
Stephanie.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kil-
patrick, 1355 S. Parkway; boy,
Frank Russell IL
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Hill-
iard, 3053 Crystal ave.; boy,
Christopher Alan.
Jan. 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Denton,
2106 Worthington cl.; boy,
Reginald Laurez.
Mr. and Mrs. Colonel Foster,
1466 Britton at.; girl, Teresa
Fern.
Mr. and Mrs. Matthew L.
Harris, 3031 Tillman, Apt. 1;
boy, Michael Bernard.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Smith,
762 Marechal Neil; boy, Gerald
Anthony.
Jan. 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Tillman,
3383 Fostoria rd.; boy, Michael
Andre.
Jan. 15.
Mrs. and Mrs. James L.
Parks, 1404 Taylor; girl,
Rhonda Joyce.
Jan. le.
Mr. and Mrs. James Banks,
1307 S. Main; girl, Phyllis
Elaine.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion B.
Ford, 1957 Quinn ave.; boy,
Barry Antoine.
Jan, 17.
Mr. and Mrs. Zeek Clem-
ons, Jr., 1497 Hanauer at.; a
boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Dillard,
1477 Lockhaven; boy, Gerald
Anthony.
Jan. 19.
Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Hood,
2805 Jackson; girl, Tamara
Andrea.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira E. Spillers,
1841 Keltner cl., Apt. 7; boy,
Ira Eugene Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Cart-
wright, 1423 Kansas; boy, J.
W. Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Burl Ford,
251 W. Dison; girl, Rosalind
Lynette.
Mr. and Mrs. David Prewitt,
1177 Krayer; girl, Stacy Diane.
Mr. and Mrs. Leander Doo-
ley, 287 Mooder; girl, Phyllis
Maxine.
Mr. and Mrs. William Shurn,
1970 Kansas; girl, Lisa Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H.
Newsom, 364 Ashland; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Lucky Dow-
ery, 1451 Locust; boy, Lee
Anthony.
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Palmer,
1849 Benford; boy, Calvin.
Jan. 26.
Mr. and Mrs. David A. Good-
man, 1487 Patton; girl, Sharon
Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe N. Barnett;
344 N. Manassas; girl, Sandra
Elaine.
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Neely,
2690 Spottswood; boy, Jerry
Louis.
Mr. and Mrs. James A.
Adams, 3018 Yale; boy, Allen
Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Remus,
280 N. Dunlap; girl, Barbara.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Jackson,
1169 Grand; boy, Bobby.
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Jones,
1213 Greenwood; boy, Jeffrey
Alan.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie A.
Jones, 2859 Carnes; girl, Ken-
sey Augusta.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernell L.
Jackson, 2053 Nedra; boy,
Vernon Dewayne.
Jan. 25.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie L.
Franklin, 2198 Stovall; girl,
Felicia Ann. -
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L.
Hamilton, 308 Red Oak; girl,
Sheila Venice.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H.
Williamson, 2197 Clarksdale;
girl, Terry Bernita.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy John-
son, 1275 Pennsylvania; boy,
James Alexander.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
Smith, 2367 Saratoga; boy,
Derek Anthony.
Mr. and Mrs. William H.





Mr. and Mrs. Will R. Gar-
ner, 1041 Lane; girl Debra Ann
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Williams,
1379 Raymond; boy, Hugh Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie C.








E. NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
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Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jones,
1478 Marjorie; girl, Vanesia
Marsha. -
Mr. and . Mrs. Raymond
Hardy, 160 Brooks; girl,
Brenda Kay. -
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert born,
699 St. Paul; boy, Michael
Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur M.
Woodson, 3023 Tillman; boy,
Arthur Marion Jr.
Jan. 24.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Davis,
24 W. Desoto; girl, Kim Jevita.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Bonner,
2848 Choctaw; boy, Lloyd Ed-
ward.
Mr. and Mrs. James Fields,
260 W. Dison; twins: girl,
Alma Catherine; boy, Alvin
Carl.
Mr. and Mrs. McKinley
Hooper, 100 Neel; girl, Beverly
Denise.
Jan. 22.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Wil-
kins, 2203 Castex; girl, Ste-
phanie Antoinette.
Mr. and Mrs. James B.
Walker, 830 Dallas; girl, Re-
becca.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
Killebrew, 214 Vernell; boy.
Aaron Jerome.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Clem-
ons, 1804 Keltner cl.; girl,
Jeann.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Bearden,
981 Willoughby; boy, Carl.
Mr. and Mrs. Enunitt John-
son, 949 Mosby; girl, Patricia.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie West,
930 Latham; boy, Maurice.
Jan. 23.
Mr. and Mrs. Isaiah Brad-
ley, 2150 Bennett; girl, Joyce
Diane.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel J.
Sims, 1156 Wilson; girl, Jac-
quelyn Marilyn.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Jen-
kins, 914 S. Fourth; girl, Ora
Nell.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Cox, 878
S. Fourth; girl, Terry Jo.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim F. Burks,
312 Decatur; girl, Estrelita Lor-
ris.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Lee,
902 Willoughby; girl, Debra
Denise.
Jan. 21.
Mr. and Mrs. Girtha Turner,
868 S. Fourth; girl, Melanie
Katrene.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl D. Shaw,
737 Davis; girl, Delissia De-
mone.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph L. Jor-
dan, 451 Tillman; girl, Bob-
bie Jean.
Mr. and Mrs. Timothy Mull,
620 E. Olive; girl, Tawana
Yvette.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy T.
Seymore, 955 Bella; boy,
Perry Eugene.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam E. Wright,
973 Baby Row; boy, Frederick
Jerome.
Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Williams, 605 Brown Mall, gilt,
Kyra Yvette.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom A. Mc-
Ghee, 897 Stafford; girl, Rosa-
lind Alane.
Mr. and Mrs. William C.
McIntosh, 1397 Elliston; girl,
Rochelle.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter Mc-
Cleod, 1181 Evergreen; girl,
Angela Vernise.
Jan. ka,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Har-
ris, 90 W. Fields; girl, Virginia
Allison.
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Crump,
1100 Argyle; girl, Sanders
Maria.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Hill,
3019 Tillman Cove; boy, Randy
Darnell.
Mr. and Mrs. William A.
Dean, 729 Williams; boy,
Leonard.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmet Hester,
572 Han-ell; boy. Elmer Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Beck,
839 Whitford; boy, Gerald
Wayne.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis Anderson,
800 N. Fifth; girl, Jeraline.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Wed-
dle, 267 W. Waldorf; a girL
Mr. and Mrs. Lepolyer BUD-
yon, 748 Wortham; girl, Ben-
ale BeRaine.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward M
Ford, 2974 Broad; girl, Cher-
lyn Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence R.
Finale, 141 Bick/ord; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Azely C.
Jackson, 566 S. Lauderdale;
girl, Katrina Faye.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert •
Nunley, 1041 Melrose; girl,
Debra Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Solomon John
son, 1050 N. Seventh; boy,
Solomon Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Elton Brown,
892 E. McLemore; girl, Toni
Elaine.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas L.
Evans, 583 S. Lauderdale; boy,
Antonio Denis.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Thom-
as, 749 Neptune; girl, Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie H.
Blakeley, 797 Bullington; boy,
Robert Anthony.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Burks,
593 Handy Mall; a girl,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter L.
son; boy, Milton. 
Rites
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as a huckster and then openec
a grocery store on Lenow ave..
near Walker which he operat-
ed for a number of years be-
fore selling it and entering
the real estate business with
his brothers in 1947.
His wife, Mrs. Virgie M.
Sawyer, a teacher on leave
from the Georgia Ave. Ele-
mentary school, told a report-
er that her husband hand ap-
peared to be feeling well while
eating a late super at his
home on Saturday night.
She said that a short w
later he began suffering a h _
attack, and that before
could summon a doctor or tall'
an ambulance he died.
Mr. Sawyer was a building
consultant for the Cornette
Realty' corporation, vice presi,
dent, of Sawyer Investments.
Inc. a member of the advisory',
board of Mutual Federal Sav:,
ings and Loan corporation and
owner of Comet Construction
company.
ELK AND MASON
He was an Elk a Mason and
belonged to Top Hat and Tails
inc.
Assisting Rev. Bunton at the
funeral were Elder Blair T.'
H u nt , pastor of Mississippi
Blvd. Christian church, w h
gave remarks; and Rev. Phillip
Brooks, who reed scripture and
gave the prayer.
Aside from his wife, Mr.
Sawyer is survived by two sons,
Otho S. III, 16, and Harry,
four; and t w o daughte
Brenda Ann, 15; and 0th
Marie, seven; his mother,
Anna C. Sawyer; a sister,
Othella S. Shannon, princip
of Georgia Ave. Elementa
school; and two brothers, C.
Sawyer and W. S. Sawyer.
Active pallbearers included
Alfred Bethel, Frank Williturni
0. W. Pickett, Richard Gooden
Carl Warren, Ernest Cloyd,
Claude Owens, Allawrence Ti*
nee and Frank Jackson.
Interment was in Elmwood
cemetery. T. H. Hayes a n 4
Sons Funeral Home was ffr
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THE J-U-G-S, Inc. gave a limb on a questionable per
very nice Press Party at the son. We have got to hand it to
Flame restautant last Sunday Johnson . . . 'nice work —
afternoon. Members of the all- keep it up."
women social and civic club DO YOU WANT TO BE
w ere so beautifully dressed BURIED OR CREMATED?
until wethought — immediate- That was the question during
ly after arriving — that they an interlude of the JAYCEE'S
were the "Living-Ads Them- meeting last Tuesday. Willard
selves." ",The Living Ads," as Bell, a past president, who
you well know, are the lovely obviously finds a grave too
girls who participate in the confining, demands to be cre-
club's annual Charity Show, mated and have his ashes scat-
CONGRATS to Johnny tered to the four-corners. But
Johnson, jr., head coach at we don't know which four
Manassas high school. He was corners. Could be the four
selected as the "Man of the corners of a night-club. Char-
Year" by his church — Mt. les W. Westbrook, also a past
Moriah Baptist church. The president — expr e s se d ve-
v really has it .. . otherwise hemently . . Don't Bury Me
siM hardly think that his In Memphis . . I could not
church would go out on the rest here. "Take me back home
to Georgia and bury me on
the banks of the tree-lined
Chattahoochee river which
flows leisurely by." We say
"huh."
BEST CONVERSATION
PIECE OF THE WEEK — is
the newly organized Omnibus-
100 Club, an all-men commun-
The U.S. Army is its need ity service club. The big ques-
of teachers to accept overseas tion is . . . is it or is it not a
posts, according to a news re- political club? Members say
lease, this week, from the . . . it is not a political club.
Memphis General Depot. THE SOCIAL MECCA NOW
Openings are available to is the newly opened bowling
teachers in Army_ operated alley on Michigan. More than
schools in France, Germany, bowling goes on there. Its the
Japan, Okinawa and Korea, social mecca now. When the
according to the Board of newness wears off, perhaps
Civil Service Examiners at some real good bowling teams
Memphis General Depot. and leagues can be established.
Largest vacancies exist for EVANDER POND. JR., mai-
" mentary teachers exper-ltre d'hotel at the BIG-M, was
•ed in primary grades. given a surprise birthday an-
igh school teachers qualify-
ng in two major fields are also
seeded.
Other vacancies exist for
ichool librarians, teachers of
-emedial reading in element-
try grades, high school rom-
ince languages, guidance coun-
telors, dormitory supervisors
ind administrative personnel.
A Bachelor's Degree, teacher
raining and two years teach'
rig are required.
Salary for the instructional
itaff is $4,435 with additional
!or advanced academic pre-
saration. Rent-free quarters
tnd overseas transportation are




ined by contacting the
ic Board of Exam-
mers at Memphis General





3chool To Work In
3NCC Movement
A student, reportedly on
.eave from Howard University
In Washington, D. C., was in
Memphis last week enroute to
Jackson, Miss., where he has




The student, Dion Tyrone
Diamond, a native of Peters-
burg, Va., said he became in-
volved with the movement
after he was arrested seven
times in sit-ins. He said he
was arrested, in Jackson, Miss.
Alt May 23 as a Freedom
"per. He spent 37 days in
Parchman State prison, he
said.
Diamond said he decided to
take a one-year leave from
college after he concluded it
was selfish for him to think
snly of obtaining an education
for himself "when my black
brothers were in need in the
South, particularly when many
A them are not equipped to
tight their battles alone."
The 22-year-old man said






There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our cour-
teous treatment and desire to
help rou•
"Open Thursdgy and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to /:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Home Owned - Horne Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We like to soy yes to your
loon request"
l
itomined and Supervised by
the State Deportment of
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main. .I.. 7-R5R1
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
niversary last week. He helped
to plan the affair. George B.
Blancard, sponsor of the par-
ty, perhaps did not tell him
who the was for . . . oh! well
Evander had a swinging time.
THE REPORT WAS NOT
TRUE that Theodore R. John-
son, principal of Lester ele-
mentary school, was injured
in an automobile accident sev-
eral Saturdays ago while at-
tending a Teachers' Associa
tion meeting in Nashville. The
person or persons who started
the rumor caused Mrs. John-
son a lot of anguish. It was
not an amusing joke at all.
Think of the great pain Mrs.
Johnson suffered while trying
to learn the truth of the mat-




The E. A. Harrold Junior
High School in Millington has




start with the crowning of Miss
Shirley Ray "Queen of Har-
rold" at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday,
February 7. Immediately pre-
ceeding the crowning there will
be a Parade of Queens. Parti-
cipating in it will be girls
selected queens of the school
during the past 10 years. The
coronation ball will follow.
Homecoming activities are
scheduled to start at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday when the Ellis Tigers
clash with the Woodstock Ag-
gies. The Harrold Hornet's will
attempt to stretch their win
column when they meet the
Ellis Tigers. There will be
special half-time features.
The festive occasions are
open to the public, announces
Miss Addie Collins, chairman
of publicity. C. J. Wells is
principal of the school.
OMEGAS HOLD FIRST
WORKSHOP IN D.C..
Attorney H. Carl Moultrie,
national executive secretary
of The Omega Psi Phi fraterni-
ty, Inc., announced today the
first annual Workshop for the
district representatives at the





spend two days considering
problems facing the fraternity,
undergraduate housing, scholar-





We Have Capacity To
Solve Your Income
• Tax Problems
Come To 319 Beale St.
Ask For CAREY CRIER
6 to 10 P.M. Week Days
All Day Saturdays
JA 6 5835 Carey Grier
Kindergarten Teacher
'Of Trinity CME Buried
IN THE ARMY now arid in
training at Fort Chaffee. Ark.
is Private Thomas M. Peoples
of Memphis. who has been as-
signed to Co. H. 397th Regi-
ment. During eight - week
course he will learn such sub-
jects as first aid, dismounted
drill, map reading and military





One hundred delegates are
expected to attend a two-day
Tennessee state convention
planned by the Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity, announces
the fraternity's southern vice
president, Walter Washing-
ton, president of Utica Missis-
sippi Junior college.
The convention is scheduled
to start at LeM6yne college,
Friday, Feb. 3. Eleven state
chapters, under the state di-
rectorship of Robert Jacox, are
expected to be represented at
the two-day workshop.
All Alpha Phi Alpha fra-
ternity members in Tennessee





The 63rd annual policyhold-
ers meeting of the North Caro-
lina Mutual Life Insurance co.,
was held in the Home Office
auditorium Monday, Jan. 3,
with president A. T. Spaulding
reporting progress in 1961.
Spaulding cited the firm not
only as a significant business
institution, but also as a sym-
bol of Negro potentialities and
what can happen in America.
The 1961 assets are expected
to exceed $70 million with
more than $290 million insur-
ance in force and premium in-
come of over $14.9 million.
Two North Carolina Mutual
salesmen emerged as one mil-
lion-dollar producers at the
close of the year--the first
time in history that individual
efforts have reached this peak
in a Negro-owned company.
Among noteworthy events
of the previous year, the com-
pany expanded to the West
Coast with the June opening
of a branch in Los Angeles.
New quarters were occupied by
existing offices in Albany,
Georgia; Nashville, Tenn.; and
Norfolk, Va. North Carolina
Mutual also established its
first European agency.
Through stock purchase, the
company has gained control of
Bankers Fire and Casualty In-
surance company enabling it to
do multiple-line business.
During the year, North Caro-
lina Mutual became the first
Negro member of two exclusive
trade organizations: the Amer-
ican Life Convention and Life
Insurance Association of Amer-
ica. •
The president pointed out
further in his report that the
1961 payments to policyholders
will exceed the 1960 payments
by more than a half million
dollars.
Spaulding concluded with a
note of appreciation for t h e
support and confidence evi-
denced by policyholders and
co-workers. Another highlight
of this meeting was the elec-
tion of Dr. James M. Nabrit,
President of Howard universi-
ty, to the board of directors.
In commenting on this se-
lection, Spaulding stated, "We
are delighted to have President
Nabrit as a member Of_the
board of directors of our com-
pany."
DRINDE88.1111111111WEIMI
Mourners filled the audi-
torium, balcony and the lower
auditorium of Trinity CME
church on Sunday, Jan. 14, to
pay their last respects to Mrs
Ivory Graham Rhodes, director
of the church's kindergarten
for more than 12 years.
According to the pastor,
Rev. P. Gonye Hentrel, who
delivered the eulogy, it was
the largest crowd on hand for
a funeral since he became pas-
tor of the church.
Mrs. Rhodes, who lived at
881 Wells at., died in her sleep
on Jan. 11. Her death came as
a surprise to her many friends
and associates, because she
had not complained of being
She joined the church in
1933 and had served as its sec-
retary for a number of years.
Mrs. Rhodes was also active
as church missionary.
Aside from the pastor, those
who took part in the final
rites were Rev. Dan Boyd, who
read a passage of Old Testa-
ment; Miss Velma Lois Jones
who paid tribute to Mrs
Rhodes as a friend, Christian
and neighbor, and Mrs. Mattie
Suttles who told of her work
as a missionary.
Mrs. Rhodes was the widow
of the late Freddie Rhodes,
who died in 1956.
Survivors include her fa-
ther, Cain Graham of Mem-
phis; and three sisters, Mrs.
Ella Fisher of Woodstock, Mrs.
Cora Graham and Mrs. Ruby
Scates of Chicago.
Interment was in the Mt.
Pisg a h cemetery at Lucy,
Tenn. J. 0. Patterson Funeral
home was in charge of ar-
rangements.
Alumni-Faculty Soiree Plans
Keeping Committee Very Busy
Committees are busy shaping rie Long and Eunice Carruth-
up the Alumni-Faculty Soiree era and Fred Garner.
which will highlight LeMoyne Contact—Mrs. Marie Mixon.
Alumni Day, February 11, in
the college commons. It is
scheduled for 5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
The affair will feature some
of Memphis' outstanding talent.
Added features will be a ses-
sion by Squash Campbell's
combo and numbers by the
Owen College Choir.
All Memphians are invited
to drop by for this evening
of thie entertainment.
Co-chairmen of the Soiree are
two c,ty school teachers and re-
cent graduates of LeMoyne.
Misses Thelma Townsend and
Frances Thomas. Program
chairman is Mrs. Charle P. Ro-
land, a member of LeMoyne's
faculty.
Working with Mrs. Roland as
members of the program com-
mittee are Mrs. Susie High-
tower, Miss Martelle Twigg,
Miss Eliza Young and LeRoy
Van Johnson.
The Washburn twins, Mes-
dames Mildred Hodges and
Myrtle Crawford, are in charge
of decorations.
The food committee consists
of Mesdames Ann L. Weathers,
Wilhelmien Lockard and Le-
titia Poston; Miss Yvonne
Brown and Elmer Henderson.
LeMoyne Alumni Day is an
annual occasion sponsored by
the LeMoyne Alumni club of
Memphis. Mrs. Weathers is
president and Mr. Henderson
vice president.





Adams and Bobbie Nelson and
Mrs. Velma Tennial Slaughter.
Registration—Misses Clarice




By MRS. ANGIE MITCHELL
Members of the Memphis
branch of the MI (Mississippi
Industrial) College club were
delighted to have a member
of the college's first graduating
class with them when they held
their first meeting of the year
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Dun i Jones of 1114 S. Welling-
ton at,
Present for the meeting was
Mrs. Roberta Payne Woods, a
member of the class of 1907,
who gave a brief message to
the group. Mrs. Woods lives in
Memphis at 967 Mason st.
J. W. Estes, honorary mem-
ber of the club, and husband
of the former Miss Esther Irv-
ing, delivered a short but time-
ly message on "Paiental Con-
trol." -
There was never a dull mo-
ment during the meeting, with
John Hill, the president, lead-
ing out during the business
session. And it was a gala oc-
casion when gifts were distri-
buted under the supervision of
Mrs. Esther Hill Haywood.
ANSWERS CALLS
The keen interest and warm
love always exhibited when a
call of need comes from MI
college or some of its students
was demonstrated at the ses-
sion.
The club has been inspired
by the dynamic energy and ser-
vice that has been brought into
the club by Mrs. Isabelle Scott.
Among the many former MI
TAPS DIP ECTOR — Leading
out in the Teen Age Pro-
grams for the March of
Dimes is James Kincaid, a
junior attending Douglass
High school. This year's ac-
tivities include dances at the
Abe Scharff branch of the
YMCA. with Mrs. Martha
Jean Steinberg of WDIA









each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
MRS. IVORY G. RHODES
Cotton Makers' Jubilee
Scheduled For May 7-12
Plans for the 1962 Memphis
Cotton Makers' Jubilee have
been reveal by the directors.
Jubilee Week has been set for
May 7-12. This year's theme is
"King Cotton Supports Quali-
ty."
The selection of Miss Ju-
bilect will take place during
the pre-jubilee talent show
which has been set for March
16, at the Music Hall of City
Auditorium.
Featured will be talented
students of Negro high schools.
The officials of the Mem-
phis Cotton Makers' Jubilee
said, "we recognize the fact
that we live in a time of great
LINDA WOODRUFF and Owen C. Cardwell, Jr., both
14-years-old, enter the previously all-white E. C.
Glass High school in Lynchburg, Va. They were the
first of their race to attend classes with white pupils





LYNCHBURG, Va. — (UPI)
—Two Negro children Monday.
became the first of their race
to attend classes with white
students in this 175-year-old
central Virginia city.
The children, Linda Wood-
ruff and Owen Cardwell jr.,
both 14, arrived at the city's
only white school at 8:52 a.m.
several minutes after more
than 2,000 white students had
entered the school. There were
no incidents.
They walked up to t h e
school entrance, entered, notifi-
ed Principal L. H. McCue they
had arrived, and walked down
a lc,ng corridor to their as-
signed classroom. Several stu-
dents were standing at the
school entrance, but there was
no noticeable reaction.
POLICE ON HAND
Seven policemen were scat-
tered around the streets toiceep
traffic moving. But there was
little traffic and few passers-
by.
Police chief R. 0. Brooks said
Sunday he was prepared to give
aid, if requested by school offi-
cials. But the desegregation in
this city of 55,000 was complet-
ed with no incidents.
A heavy snow here Sunday
left several inches on t h e
ground and threatened to de-
lay the court-ordered desegre-
gation, school Supt. M. Lest-
er Carper decided to go ahead
with schools as usual.
U.S. District Judge Thomas
J. Michie last Nov. 15 ordered
that the two children be ad-
students present at the meeting
were Dr. C. J. Bates and Prof.
Henry Neal.
Guests on hand for the meet-
ing were Mrs. Catherine Mix
and Mrs. Mary A_ Smith.
One new member joined the
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milted to the high school. On
Jan. 24, Michie ordered the city
school board to prepare a full
desegregation plan for its 26-
school system within the next
30 days.
The Negro boy and girl were
among four young Negroes who
requested transfer to white
schools last May. Their re-
quests were referred to t h e
state pupil placement board
which turned them down.
The federal suit was filed in
September and Judge Michie
ordered two of the four plain-
tiffs in the case admitted. Two
others were denied admission
for reasons other than race.
Michie said.
tensions, which are caused fay
the many types of changes go-
ing on in the world today,
And realizes the need for ass
escape valve and a neutralls.
ing agency for these tensions.
We think wholesome entertain.
merit on a community wide
bases with all types of citizens
participating is a good begin-
ning in that direction," said
Dr. R. Q. Venson.
"We also realize the im-
portance of the Negro's strug-
gle for first class citizenship.
Therefore, are dedicated to the
goals the Negro seeks. How-
ever it is our opinion that the
Negro can best reach these
mils in his own image,
trough his own contributions,
by his own initiative, and at
his own expense. Furthermore,
we believe that preparation
arid production is the measure
en an individual. Through
them great characters are
known and by them anyone
cats make a good report. Pre-
paration and production know
no limitation, therefore can-
not be ciicurnscribed.
"Moreover, we believe that
every individual should have
the opportunity to make some
contribution toward the im-
provement of the place in
which they live and contribute
to the enrichment of the thing
from which they receive their
livelihood. Otherwise, they can
he considered ingrates and
parasites both are non-prod-





The Junior Musicians club
of the Florence McCleave
Music association, a branch of
the National AssGciations of
Negro Musicians. Inc., pre-
sented at musical concert in
the Owen college auditorium
on Sunday afternoon, Jan. 7.
Among those who appeared
on the program were Ralph
Wiley, Jr., Amelia Lyons, Na-
.talie Jones, Carmella Guy,
Ophelia Rainey, Mignonette
Bradfield, Barbara Currie,
Ava Johnson, Etta Susan Ish,
Sandra Hill, Gloria Brown,
Sharon New, William Jernigan
and Francine Guy.
The concert was the first
in a series to be presented by
the juniors, which will pro-
vide them with an opportunity
to perform before an audience.
Membership in the club is
open to children between the
ages of five and 16.
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"And it came to pass,
when he was in a certain
city, behold a man full of
leprosy; seeing Jesus, fell
on his face, and besought
Him saying, 'Lord, if Thou
wilt Thou canst make me
whole'!" —Luke 5:12
PRODIGAL SON
This week I have talked with
two people who stand out in-
delibly in my mind. The
first was a young man, a re-
cent graduate of one of our
leading high schools.
Before he was 19, he had
spent two terms in our state
institutions for juvenile delin-
quents. His moral, spiritual
and intellectual outlooks on
life are non-existent.
He boasted that there is
nothing bad or of ill-fame that
I could name that he has not
done.
He says he is a visitor of
houses of ill-fame, has drunk
everything that the human
body could take, has robbed
individuals and institutions
everywhere he has been.
His mother died of a broken
heart because of tht mess she
made trying to raise him. (At
this point he dropped his
head.)
We talk of people who live
in an atmosphere where there
is no weight and he is left
to the mercy of the forces that
be -here is one!
WASTING LIFE
This young man has never
known want in his life. All
that he thought he wanted
has been given him, and this
might be one of the weak-
nesses of his life.
He is now confined in one of
the state institutions and his
mind has not been changed.
He feels th;Jt the world owes
him a living and he goes out
to get it any way that he can.
The tragic thing about it i
he I- as no intention of chang-
ire his way of life. He has
failed to learn his lesson.
When told that he was
wasting the most precious
years of his life he offered no
apologies for what he has
done or is still doing. He still
feels that his way of life is
best. When asked - why he did
not join the YMCA, church,
or some other worthwhile in-
stitution for his betterment he
replied that neither these or-
ganizations nor the people who
run them have anything to
-offer him.
To converse with a person
like this seems almost unbe-
lievable, but there is such a
person liVing. The tragic thing
Is that he does not represent
one person but many people
living today.
But God has a peculiar way
of compensating. I talked with
another person of the exact
opposite way of thinking. A
few hours later I talked with
a parent who has the respon-
• ity of rearing some chit-
died. This outlook was alto-
gether different.
-BETTER OUTLOOK
This person, although de-
prived of a full normal home
life, has accepted the res-
ponsibility of rearing the chil-
dren under the best available
circumstances he can. At
points he is deprived of the
basic necessities of life and
has to make personal sacri-
fices that "ends might meet."
Oftimes the children go out
with suitable clothing, and
food while both are denied
him.
But he takes this as a part
of the price he has to pay for
properly raising these chil
dren. Personally he thinks
that no price is too high to
pay for these children. Hard
work, sacrifice, and oftimes
tears at points make life al
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looks back and wonders how
he actually made it. Then he
grits his teeth and says,
"Thank you, Jesus!"
Two people—two ideas of
life! One realizes the power
of God as the other takes the
whole plan of life in his hands
and tries to mould his life ac-
cording to his plans.
This is not something that
has just started—men his-
torically have placed their all
on God and knew that God
has had an answer for all of
their difficulties. The passage
used for the center of our
thinking today tells us of a
man who was stricken with
leprosy. One day he met Jesus
and said, "If Thou wilt thou
canst make me whole!"
The fullness of our lives
today are obtainable only to
the extent that we recognize
the power of God.
There is an inner voice that
speaks to each of us today
and we must adhere to it.
Only to the extent that we
listen to that voice our whole
outlook on life will be dif-
ferent. Not only must there
be a voice speaking to us to-
day but that voice must be
heard. Rather than permit our
lives to degenerate to a realm
of nothingness like this first
life we must recognize like
this leper that God is able to
take our old sinful lives and
make them shining examples
of all that is noble and worth-
while.
Today, in the midst of con-
fusion, sin, and all types of
temptations we must realize





One of the oldest members
of Hope Baptist Church, Lee
Burns, was buried in the Na-
tional cemetery last week. He
died at the Kennedy VA hospi-
tal Jan. 21 after being admitted
about four days previously.
However, he had been in fail-
ing health for a long period
Mr. Burns became a mem-
ber of Hope Church about 40
years ago when it was located
on Pearl Place. He was a
member of St. Albion Masonic
lodge. No. 5.
Born in Germantown, Tenn.,
he had spent his entire life
in this area.
Officiating at the funeral
held at Zion Baptist Church,
1210 College St. were Rev.
A. J. Pryor, who was assisted
by 7tev. M. A. Greer. Intei--
mem was under the direction
of the J. 0. Patterson L.neral
home.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Mottle Burns of 303-C
Dixie Mall.
STEWARDSHIP CONFER-
ENCE—For the first time in
the history of the church, a
national conference on
Christian Stewardship was
held for ministers of t h e
Ablcan Methodist Episcopal
church. Present for the five-
day seminar held at the St.
laza,' AME church in St.
%undo School - 9:30 A.m. Morning Worship - 11 A.M.
ILT.1'. - 6 P.M. Nicht Worship - .8 P.M.
REV.:1011N S. How trim Pallor - MRS. C. M.1181NsTON, secY•
YOUTHFUL CRUSADERS
—Cold rainy weather didn't
stop this group and 20 more
crusaders from going ahead
with their financial drive.
Here For Religious
Emphasis Programs
The annual observance of
Religious Emphasis Week at
LeMoyne is scheduled for Feb.
7-9, according to the Rev. John
C. Mickle, student personnel
director and chairman of the
college's Religious Life Com-
mittee.
Speaker for the week will
be the Rev. William Loyd
Imes, retired minister and so-
cial worker of Dundee, N. Y.
He will speak at chapel serv-
ices each morning at 10:30.
Rev. Mr. Imes has enjoyed
a remarkable career, Other
than filling several palpita
throughout the nation, he has
served as president of Knox-
ville college and as chaplain
of Fisk and Dillard universi-
ties. He has written numerous
books, including "The Black
Pastures" and "An American
Pilgrimage in Two Countries."
DEFENDER SATURDAy, FEBRUARY 3, 196%
The members of Youth
Evangelism solicited funds
from the public to support
their forthcoming crusades.
From left are Miss Lillian
HARREL C. MOORE
Asks U.S. To Protect
Jailed Alabama Cleric
ATLANTA, Ga. — The Rev.
Martin Luther King has sent
an urgent message to Atty.
Gen. Robert F. Kennedy ask-
ing that he make some move
to protect the Rev. Fred
Shuttlesworth who is in jail in
Birmingham, Ala.
Rev. Shuttlesworth is serving
a 90-day sentence growing out
of a violation of a bus seating
law in Alabama which has
since his conviction been de-
clared unconsticutional.
A militant civil rights fight-
r, he is secretary of the
Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference and a Baptist
minister.- who has been arrest-
ed several times by Alabama
racist officials.
KING'S MESSAGE
Dr. King, who is president




does not shrink from jail-going,
but I have grave fears for his
safety in the light of the recent
rash of bombings and general
bitterness directed toward this
courageous non-violent leader.
"h is clear that hundreds Of
Louis, Mo., Jan. 22 to 26
were 53 AME ministers and
11 bishops from 25 states and
13 Episcopal districts repre•
senting more than a million
members. Seen here are from
left Dr. H. Ralph Jackson.
director of the Minimum Sal-
ary department, and his as-
segregationists, in and out of
jail would like nothing better
than to do bodily harm to Rev.
Shuttlesworth. We respectfully
request immediate surveillance
by your office of this situation
as a precautionary measure to
insure his safety."
Later 20 civil rights organi-
zations in nine Southern states
joined in a telegram to Atty.-
Gen. Kennedy urging him to in-
tervene in the case of Rev.
Shuttlesworth and the Rev. J.
S. Phifer, who also entered
Birmingham jail Jan. 25 to
serve a 60-day sentence for
challenging in 1958 a bus segre-
gation ordinance.
Convictions of the two min-
isters in state courts was up-
held by the Alabama Supreme
Court and the U. S. Supreme
Court on Jan. 9 refused to re-
view the convictions because of
technical flaws in the appeals.
"We feel," said the telegram,
"that no technicality should be
allowed to make two American
citizens serve jail sentences on
charges that our federal courts
have declared were illegal in
the first place
sociate. Dr. Ezra M. Johnson,
both of Memphis, listening to
an address by Dr. Malcolm
D. Blackburn, New York,
speaking on the subject,
"The Every Member Can-
vass." Another Mernphian
present at the conference was
Rev. Elmer M Martin pastor




Sunday School -9:30 A.M. MorningWorship 10,55 A.M.
M. Y. F. 5:00 P.M. EseningWorshin 1:15 PM.
REV. 0. M. GRISHAM, Mulish':
Thomas. Willie Owen, Mn.
Betty Owens, Louis Miller
and Gale Jackson, captain of
the junior crusaders. The





The Simmons Real Estate
Company, located at 401 Linden
ave., this week is featuring one
of its top real estate salesman.
He is 25-year-old Harrel C.
Moore, who has been employ-
ed by the real estate company
since it was organized.
Moore, a • graduate of Ten-
Centenary Mission
Plans Official
Opening Sun., 3 P.M.
The official opening of the
newly established Centenary
Methodist Mission of the
Methodist Church is expected
to be held Sunday, Feb. 4 at
3 p.m. at the Harris Memorial
Methodist church, 802 Looney
Ave., announces the minister
of the mission, Rev. W. H.
Morris.
Featured address is expected
to be delivered by Bishop
Charles F. Golden, head of
Nashville Birmingham Area of
the Methodist church, which
includes parts of Tennessee,
Mississippi and Central Ala-
bama.
Also expected to appear on
the program are: Rev. C. J.
Reed, district superintendent
of the Memphis Methodist dis-
trict; Rev. Morris of the Mis-
sion; and Rev. D. M. Grisham,
pastor of Centenary Methodist
church and Rev. H. H. Jones,
pastor of Warren Methodist
church.
The public is invited
to attend.
nessee State A&1 University,
has studied at the University of
Tennessee Extension school. He
was graduated from Wood-
stock high school. He is a mem-
ber of Centenary Methodist
church.
Moore and his wife are the
par:nts of three children. They
live at 177 Bickford at.
Courses For Ministers
Offered At Owen Now
The Howe School of Reli-
gion is offering special courses
in religion for ministers and
Christian workers at Roger
Williams Hall of Owen col-
lege, Feb. 2 to May 25.
Registration will be held
Jan. 29-31 in room 102 of
Roger Williams hall at 6:00
p.m. Applications may be ob-
tained by writing: Howe
School of Religion, P. 0. Box
7325, Geo. W. Lee Station,
Memphis 6, Tennessee. The last
day for registration will be
Feb. 13. The Pre-Opening Con-
vocation will be held Feb. 1.
Orientation will be held Feb.
2, and classes will begin Feb.
The program is designed for
ministers who are unable to
enter a seminary but who be-
cause of their calling and par-
ticipation as a pastor or active
clergyman want suitable train-
ing along the lines of formal
seminary courses, and persons
who want specialized train-
ing in religious education and
methods for church workers.
COURSES OFFERED
Courses to be offered and
the instructors are: Basic Eng-
lish, Miss F. A. Owen; Survey
of Old Testament Literature,
Rev. W. M. Fields, Jr.; Survey
of the New Testament Litera-
ture, Rev. Eugene Waller; Ser-
mon Building, Rev. W. C.
Holmes; Practical Theology,
Rev. P. L. Rowe and Rev. C.
L. Dinkins; Religious Educa-
tibn, Rev. E. W Williams
Christian Doctrines, Rev. S. H
Herring; and Church and Corn
meuvn 
H. C. 
CR abeNv.Sr.itB. Kyles ancR
Classes will meet Tuesda:
and Thursday or Wednesda:
and Friday evenings from 8:01
to 6:55 p.m. and 7:00 to 7:51
p.m.
Howe School of Religion i
not a part of Owen collegt
and does not carry collegi
credit, but work is counted to-
ward certificates in the arei
of the student's interest.
Rev. C. L. Dinkins is presi
dent of the Howe School
Religion. Rev. H. C. Nabrit ii
the dean and Rev. B. L. Hooks
is treasurer-business manager
Special classes will be WAIL
tiled at times convenient',
students who wish a compre-
hensive study, review, or "rern
fresher" course in a core cur-
riculum of basic studies. These
classes will be organized ac-
cording to the needs of the
students enrolled. Rev. J. B.
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By A. L. FOSTER
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
(Formerly Chicago Negro Chamber of Commerce)
I am indebted to Wilhelmina
Sheppard of DuSable high
school for a most exciting ex-
perience last week. On January
16. I and a thousand others at-
tended the 5th Annual Lun-
cheon-Conference for the dis-
tributive education classes of
the Chicago public high schools.
As readers of this column know,
23 Chicago high schools are
engaged in distributive educa-
tion programs which offer
special instruction for seniors
di who expect to enter the fields
Mr of retail merchandising and
service trades and provide
practical experience through
employment.
Cornelius Lott, David Gray
and I were among Miss Shep-
pard's guests. She and other
members of the Cosmopolitan
Chamber of Coommerce have
been cooperating in persuading
chamber members to make jobs
available to intelligent and am-
bitious young people.
It was inspirational as well
as informative. Dr. Hobart
Sommers, assistant superin-
tendent of schools presided and
John D. Austin, regional di-
rector of Sears Roebuck Founda-
tion made the presentation of
city awards. The presentation
of school awards were made
by Dr. James H. Smith for the
south section and Dr. Thaddeus
J. Lubera for the north section.
The former is deputy superin-
tendent and the latter, associa-
tion superintendent in charge
of instruction.
DUSABLE STUDENTS
Since I was seated with stu-
dents of DuSable, I was nat-
urally • interested in James
Jones who was the award win-
ner at DuSable. Jones was as-
signed to Martin Oil Services,
Inc. However, since the Cham-
ber is cooperating with Carver
and Hyde Park also we gave
special applause to Carver's
Dora Watts who worked with
Kroger Company and Willene
Brent of Hyde Park who was





It was inspiring to talk with
the students at my table. On
my right was Edwin Gibson,
whose father wants him to
study medicine. Next to him
was Beverly A. Hall who was
positive in her choice of a fu-
ture.
Miss Hall is interested in
fashion designing so I en-
couraged her by telling her
about my second cousin, Jeri
Wynn, a graduate of DuSable
who studied at the Art Insti-
tute and is now living in Lon-
don and employed with the
British Broadcasting company
In her field. I also mentioned
Ruth West, whp is in the field
of office designing for Borders,
Inc.
STUDENT'S ASPIRATIONS
LaVerne Reed who worked
with Dr. Norman Adams of
Mercy Hospital was also one
of the students present. She as-
pires to be a medical tech-
nologist. Brenda Williams who
has ambitions to be a private
secretary, and Geronirno Wick-
era, a basketball star, hasn't de-
cided on his future career. He
will probably settle for a
coaching job in some high
school or college but only after
• professional basketball ca-
reer.
Dr. Adams, Miss Reed's
guest, said he once had an am-
bition to be a deep sea diver.
The other adult was Clovis
Williams, pharmacologist who
manages a Walgreen Drug
store at 6300 Cottage Grove.
I wiish that every member
of the Cosmopolitan Chamber
could have attended. Chamber
member patrons were Benson-
Rixon, A & P, Goldblatt Bro-
thers, Hillman's, Jewel, Kro-
ger, National, Neisner Bro-
thers, Sears Roebuck, Stineway
Ford Hopkins, Walgreen Drug
and F. W. Woolworth.
TRAINING STATIONS
Neisner, Krogrer, Woolworth
and Hillman were aslo among
those listed as training sta-
tions where the school award
winners worked.
I had another exciting ex-
perience. Several columns back
I suggested that the board o
education should have heard the
three young men, represents
tives of the Vice Lords and
Egyptians when they attempt
ed to present a statement a
a budget hearing. Theodore
Williams, secretary and treasur
er of the senior Vice Lords ac
cepted my invitation and met
with Thomas Russell, chair
man of the Chamber's Youth
Bureau and me in my office
for an informal talk.
Previously. when I told a
friend that this so-called "gang
leader" was coming in, he
asked if I wasn't "afraid to be
alone with such a vicious
character." That shows the ex
'tent that publicity has pre-
judiced the minds of the public
against these chaps. Because
there is certainly nothing vi
Mous about young Williams. As
a matter-of-fact, Williams is in-
telligent, thoughtful and sin-
cere.
MEETS WITH VICE LORDS
Confused perhaps but am-
bitious and eager to find a
job and to find himself. I read
very carefully his statement
which he had written for the
board hearing. I also read the
statement by Melvin Lilly of
the Egyptian Cobras. Both
show good thinking.
We've got to work with these
boys. We have to bring them
in contact with business and
professional and technically
trained men who will inspire
them to develop their natural
talents and skills.
Thomas Russell and a small
band of dedicated men, the
YMCA, Boys Clubs, Boy Scouts,
youth groups in churches,
settlement and community
houses and other individuals are
tackling the problems of boys
and young men caused by over-
crowding slum conditions, and
lack of work opportunities; but
more manpower is needed.
Volunteers are badly requir-
ed if we are going to meet
the challenge presented by
Theodore Williams, Melvin
Lilly, the Vice Lords, the
Egyptian Cobras and all the
other so-called gangs which
are giving Chicago a bad name.
TELLS STORY
Chicago is indebted to the
Illinois Bell Telephone Com-
pany and WBBM-TV, including
Fahey Flynn, for the docu-
mentary, "I See Chicago" spe-
cial on the "newcomers" in Chi-
ago. As described by Edward
Marciniak, director of the Com-
mission on Human Relations,
"this objective look at the in-
migration of Southern Whites.
Negroes, and Puerto Ricans
was a warm and human ex-
amination of an important
phase of Chicago life."
I was visiting Dr. Homer V.
Wilburn when he received a
letter and noted that the stamp
commemorated the 100th an-
niversary of basketball 1861-
1961 with the name of Dr.
James Naismith. It had special
significance for Dr. Wilburn
because Dr. Naismith was di-
rector of physical education at
the University of Kansas when
Wilburn was a student there.
He taught Wilburn physical
diagnosis. Dr. Wilburn had
high praise for the founder of
basketball based upon his
personal relationships.
Cornelius Lott, vice president
of the Cosmopolitan Chamber
and chairman of 47th Street
area unit, is receiving congratu-
lations upon being named as-
sistant to the president of the
South Side Bank & Trust Com-
pany. He was elevated from
the position of public relations
manager.
BANK PROMOTIONS
Other promotions at the
bank were Anthony M. Frale
from vice president and cashier
to executive vice president;
Ervin Beyer vice president to
vice president and cashier; Hal-
let W. Carr, assistant cashier
to vice president; Mary Ann
Bud from savings department
to assistant cashier; and
Glenny Teatro assistant cashier
to acting auditor.
Cosmopolitan Chamber mem-
ber, James C. Worthy has been
elected a partner in the firm of
Cresap, McCormick and Paget,
management consultants anf
will direct the midwestern di-
vision at 100 W. Monroe.
Worthy was with Sears Roe-
buck for many years. While as-
sistant secretaty of the U.S. De-
partment of Commerce he came
to Chicago to address the an-
nual convention of the Nation-
al Negro Business League and
urged its members to make lo-






PORTER, head of the depart-
ment of art at Howard uni-
versity, is shown here view-
ing the art work of American
Indians with staff members
of the division of Indian
Health, b. S. Public
Health Service. Looking at
the painting called the "Buf-
falo Dancers" from left to
right are; Mrs. Jean Paisano
Davis of the Laguna tribe,
Laguna, New Mexico; Pat-
rick Clements of the Oglala
Sioux tribe. Crawford. Neb.;
and Miss Eloise Wahnetah of
the Cherokee tribe, Cherokee,
N. C.
Business Executive Says Skill Not Race,
Is Criterion For Employment Today
DURHAM, N. C. — There is
no longer a question of wheth-
er business and industry will
employ Negroes for skilled
work. The need now is for
counseling and guidance in the
colleges to acquaint Negro
students with job opportunities
and to encourage quality prep-
aration.
This view was expressed by
Dr. Charles E. Scholl, manager
of personnel administration
services for the Burroughs
corporation, who visited North
Carolina college yesterday.
Dr. Scholl is with the Cor-
porate Industrial • Relations
staff at Burroughs.
He and Robert M. Coyner,
placement coordinator, inter-
viewed 15 NCC accounting and
business education majors re-
garding possible job opportuni-
ties with the Burroughs corpor-
ation.
Dr. Scholl described the cur-
rent search for talent in Negro
colleges as "no program of
benevolence but one based on
the hard facts of business life."
"With its scarcity of trained
Three executives of the Chi-
cago Metropolitan Mutual As-
surance Company on Monday,
January 15, were elected to its
board of directors, chairman
Thomas P. Harris announbed.
The successful candidates are
James D. Grantham, Horace G.
Hall and George S. Harris.
Founded thirty-five years
ago by the late Robert A. Cole,
the Chicago Metropolitan Mu-
tual Assurance Company
specializes in ordinary and in-
dustrial life insurance.
Operating in the States of
Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Mis-
souri and Ohio, Chicago Metro-
politan has 243,614 policies in
force, $116,174,633.00 insurance
in force, and $15,409,51'8.00 in
assets.
The home office is located at
4455 South Parkway, Chicago.
personnel. this country simply
cannot afford to overlook any
source of adequate training,"
he continued. "We must take
advantage of all natural man-
power resources."
In the past, he said, busi-
ness and industry were largely
unaware of "this source of
trained personnel."
Commenting on his visit to
NCC, the Burroughs corpora-
tion executive said he was im-
pressed by the "excellent
physical facilities" of the col-
lege and by the preparution of
faculty members.
Both, he continued, a r e
needed 'if students are to be
adequately prepared to assume
responsible roles in industry.
"There is an ever increasing
demand for highly skilled
people, but they must come to
us with the basic skills which
are best acquired in education-
al institutions. We want them
to be immediately produc-
tive."
Scholl said the demand is
greatest for specialists in ac-
counting, mathematics, statis-
tics, and various branches of
FHA 1961 Volume Reflects
Increase In Chicago Area
Joseph T. Lyons. director of
Federal Housing Administra-
tion's Chicago office announc-
ed that volume of home
mortgages had increased 18
per cent in 1961 over the same
period in 1960.
Totals for new construction
in home mortgages registered
3532 units as against 3100
units in 1960. Existing con-
struction applications were
4715 units against 9851 units
for the year before. The grand
total for all home mortgages
was 8247 units in 1961 as com-
pared with 6951 units in 1960.
In project mortgages there
was a small increase in the
total number of units with
fewer units in new construc-
tion a n d more in existing
construction. There were 2983
units in new construction as
against 3711 in the year ago
period. However, there were
more units in existing con-
struction, 1496 in 1961 as
compared with 726 units in the
same period h year ago. Grand
total in project mortgages
was 15 projects for 4479 units
in 1961, as compared with 13
projects for 4437 units in 1960.
, Nursing home projects con-
sisted of 3 projects containing
607 beds as compared with
projects for 484 beds in the
1960 period.
Housing for the elderly ac-
counted for 2 projects with
289 units in 1961 and there
were no projects in the year
1960.
Aside from the dramatic
quality of some of the larger
projects, the most significant
trend from the FHA standoint
was the increased use of FHA
financing for existing con-
struction in the home mort-
gage field. The increase in this
use was 22 per cent greater
than in 1960.
During the year just closed
FHA insured its first non-
profit housing for the elderly.
The project, Brethren Home,
is currently under construction
at Mount Morris, Illinois,
under the sponsorship of
Church of The Brethren.
engineering. "It is extremely
important, however." he as-
serted, "that they possess com-
munication skills in addition
to their quantitive skills. One
ioust not forget that it is ex-
tremely important to be able
to communicate his findings."
The visiting executive pre-
dicted that the shortage of
skilled persons will become
even more acute "in the im-
mediate years ahead." This is,
so, he' continued, because of
industrial expansion and the
trend toward increased tech-
nology.
This means, he further stat-
ed, that the search for talent
regardless of race will continue.
"In fact, I would say this is
only the beginning."
Scholl said this implied the
need for greater counseling
and guidance in the colleges
and even in the high schools.
"The students must be made
aware of existing and expand-
ing opportunities and of the
need to prepare for them.
With regard to employment,
these are the only questions
now being raised by the hard
facts of business life," he said.
Arthritis is one of the oldest
known ailments — it even af-
flicted prehistoric animals. The
1962 March of Dimes helps
make possible mankind's all-
out efforts to find its causes
and provide care for its vic-
tims.
Western Nigerian Rubber Industry
Opens New Plant, Expands Rapidly
IBADAN, Nigeria—The re-
cent opening of a new $168,000
crepe rubber factory at Benin
City, West Nigeria by the Brit-
ish Bata Shoe Co., Ltd., is in-
dicative of the rapid build-up
of the rubber industry in West-
ern Nigeria.
John Tusa, British Bata's
managing director, said at the
opening cerensonies that the
establishment of this new fac-
tory was only the beginning
of a program his company plans
institute in Nigeria. Bata, the
world's largest shoemakers, not
only operates a chain of retail
shops in Nigeria but also manu-
factures shoes, processes rubber
and collects hides and skins in
the country.
The opening of the Bata fac-
tory comes at the same time
Western Nigeria Development
Corporation is expanding its
operations in the field of rub-
ber production and processing.
It is adding to its rubber pro-
cessing facilities a new $389,
200 processing factory at its Ar-
aromi rubber estate. The new
plant will make sheet rubber,
lumps and crepe from latex
produced on the plantation.
PEAK PRODUCTION
Tapping began April. 1961 on
423 of the Araromi plantation's
12,000 acres. Peak production on
the plantation is expected to be
reached in 1967 when the plan-
tation will begin to yield 13,
500,000 pounds of first grade
rubber annually and employ
R. E. Thomas Named Head
Of Western Greyhound
Ralph E. Thomas, a veteran
of nearly 33 years with Grey-
hound has been named presi-
dent of its Western division,
Western Greyhound Lines,
with headquarters in San
Francisco. T h e appointment
becomes effective Feb.l.
His predecessor as presi-
dent of Western Greyhound,
M. C. Frailey, assumes presi-
dency of the parent Grey-
hound Corporation, with head-
quarters here. Feb. 1. F. W.
Ackerman, chairman of the
board, president and chief
executive officer of the cor-
poration, becomes chairman
and chief administrative of-
ficer on that date.
Mr. Thomas, 55, joined
Greyhound in 1929 after grad-
uating from the University of
Southern California with a
degree in business admini-
stration.
He has held various posi-
tions with divisions of Grey-
hound—director of transporta-
tion, senior vice president and
Hint Helps
To prevent silverfish, U.S.
Department of Agriculture en-
tomologists suggest spraying
with a two per cent chlordane
solution. Spray not only the
boxes used for storage, but
shelves, crevices or other hid-
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Stops Attacks in Minutes
N.Y ..5. N.Y. 48ewsso—Theiwthma
formula prescribed more than any
other by doctors for their private
patients is now available to asthma
sufferers without prescription.
Medical tests proved this formula
stops asthma attacks in minutes and
gives hours of freedom from recur-
rence of painful asthma spasms.
This formula is so effective that
it is the physician's leading asthma
prescription—so safe when used as
directed that now it can be sold —
without prescription in most states
... Relief Lasts for Hours
—In tiny tablets called Primatmiect.
These Primatene. Tablets open
bronchial tubas, loosen congestion.
relieve taut nervous tenskni. All
without painful injections.
The secret la—Primatene combines
8 medicines (in full prescription
strength) found mart effective in
combination for asthma distress.
Each performs a special purpose.
So look forward to sleep at night,
and freedom from asthma spasms.
Primatene —984, at any drugstore.
Why be without your glasses?
Attest All Types
BRING IN THE PIECES OF YOUR
BROKEN GLASSES. . wo will produce
your prescription perfectly and quickly.
EYES EXAMINED
Precision Instruments — Trained Staff —
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executive vice president—and
was vice president-assistant
to the president of the parent
corporation.
Thomas, a native of Oak-
land, Calif., will make his
home in San Francisco.
R. E. THOMAS
about 4,000 tappers daily. ,
The development orpora-
tion's agricultural manager,
Chief B. 0. Ogrniniya, disclosed
that over 99 percent of sheet
and crepe rubber produced on
the Araromi estate was of very
high grade due to the fact that
only the best clones are planted
at Araomi.
Production of rubber has in-
creased steadily in both quanti-
ty and quality in recent years
in Western Nigeria. The region
already exports over 35,000
tons of rubber each year. It is
expected that the value of pro-
duction at current prices will
increase by over 10 per cent
over the next five years.
The Western Nigerian
government is satified that
there is future for natural rub-
ber, provided costs are kept
low enough to compete with
synthetic rubber. A policy of
promotion of planting of rub-
ber and of encouraging im-
proved methods of management
and processing has been adopt-
ed and a production target of
two and one-million clonal
seedlings a year has been set.
Land carrying moribund or
unproductive rubber is being
replanted with the new high.
yielding material available. In
the meantime the government
has stepped up rubber research
and is going ahead with the
establishment of a new $532,000
regional rubber research sta-
tion designed so that it may be
expanded later to serve as a
federal or inter-territorial in-
stitute.
New laboratories are also
being provided for rubber re-
search workers in the agricul-
tural research division of the
ministry of agriculture and na-
tural resources.
Animal Welfare
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How far would you
walk barefoot
to get a U.S. education?
This African boy, now a student at Skagit
Valley College in the state of Washington, trekked
2,500 miles north to the U.S. embassy in
Khartoum, Sudan—because he was determined
to win a college degree in the U.S.A.!
In February Reader's Digest
there's an inspiring true story
about a young man named
Legson Kayira which should
be read by every American—
especially by Americans in-
clined to take U.S. education
for granted. Pick up a copy of
the Digest today. Read The
Boy Who "Walked" to America
. find out why Lesson turned
down all offers from the com-
munists ... and what he plans
to make clear to all his people
at home about the Americana
who helped him.
A__14.98 in February Reader's
Digest, you'll find such absor
ing and rewarding articles
How Your Rod; Fight
Infection. A fascinating descri
tion of the silent, daily warts
between your personal defen
forces and bacteria, viruses a
protozoa.
How to Keep Young Mental
This article reports Alesand
Graham Bell's "Rule of Three"
• plan for learning which
enrich the life of young or old.
What Not to Tell a Child
God. The mother of a 111
gives 6 "don'ts" which will
parents give understanding
ewers to such difficult qu
l'Why did God let Grandpa
Don't miss these and more
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SERVING L000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
Racial Bar Comes Down
The storm is still raging in Washing-
ton's exclusive clubs over the admission
of Negroes to the memberships. This was
stirred up by the refusal of two of the
leading clubs, the Metropolitan and the
Cosmos, to accept the "brother" in their
select circles.
:Washingtonians say with some justi-
fication that "the Metropolitan has the
mpney and the Cosmos the brains."
.Among the Metropolitan's members,
besides those distinguished mainly for
wealth, are cabinet secretaries, diplo-
mats, columnists, editors, publishers.
The Cosmos' criterion for admission is
intellectual accomplishment. A man not
"cultivated in science, literature or the
arts" or "distinguished in a learned pro-
4ession," as required by the club's by-
laws, would have trouble passing through
thi?, eye of the Cosmos needle.
Last fall Attorney General Robert F.
Kennedy and some other Administration
officials resigned from the Metropolitan
because it bars Negroes from member-
ship and even reprimands members who
bring Negro guests to its dining room.
Last week the 12-member Cosmos ad-
missions committee refused membership
ter,Carl T. Rowan, Deputy Assistant Sec-
retary of State for Public Affairs. He
has a national reputation as a brilliant
journalist and is the author of three
books.
The incident provoked a wave of pro-
tests. Several members resigned, among
them J. Kenneth Galbraith, Harvard
economist and now Ambassador to In-
dia; Harlan Cleveland, Assistant Secre-
tary of State for International Organiza-
tions; Bruce Catton, noted Civil War his-
torian; James P. Warburg, economist.
Prof. Galbraith had been sponsor for
John F. Kennedy-also a writer-whose
name had been before the club's admis-
sions committee since last August. His
resignation nullified the application and
the White House said no effort would be
made to renew it under other sponsorship.
Several other members-among them
Gov. Nelson Rockefeller of New York-
refused to resign, saying they would
fight the policy from within the Cosmos.
Well, the upshot of the whole tempest
over the Potomac is that the ban on Ne-
groes has been dropped by action of an
overwhelming majority of the Cosmos
club. The betting is that if Mr. Rowan
is still willing to join, he will soon be
welcome. Our advise: Join brother, you
have nothing to lose and much to gain in
prestige, precedence and eventual influ-
ence.
The 'Twist' In Central Africa
Against the beat of the war drums on
the border between Katanga and North-
ern Rhodesia, the political dance is like
the newest in the West: The Twist. A few
days ago the Rhodesian Federal govern-
ment denied charges made by the Unit-
ed Nations that arms and soldiers were
being allowed to cross the border.
At the same time, the Rhodesian gov-
ernment said it was "particularly alarm-
ed" at an alleged appeal by UN Acting
Secretary General U Thant for tanks
and howitzers to use in Katanga. But the
Acting Secretary General denied having
asked for any howitzers and tanks.
The Rhodesian office in London, ask-
ed to substantiate the charge, has point-
ed to a news agency report that Briga-
dier Rikhye, the UN military adviser in
the Congo, had said that more artillery
and tanks were needed.
The importance of all this squabbling
is that it underlines the lack of faith many
Africans and Asians have in Rhodesia's
Sir Roy Welensky's protestations that he
favors the re-integration of Katanga into
the Congo.
Their suspicions already extend to the
British government, which is put in a
double difficulty by Acting Secretary
General's request that UN observers
should be admitted to points on North-
ern Rhodesia side of the border, to check
whether arms and mercenaries are cross-
ing.
This may oblige the British govern-
ment to face the question whether it is
answerable for the Northern Rhodesian
border or not. If it accedes to the request,
a political row seems certain. If it re-
fuses, Afro-Asians and others will take
the refusal as confirmation that there is
something to hide.
Mr. Tshombe himself seems to be in
no hurry to keep the agreement he made
at Kitona on December 21. He then prom-
ised to send 15 deputies to the central
Parliament in Leopoldville; only seven
arrived.
He said the agreement should be rati-
fied Katanga
cried "illegal" when President kasavu-
bu of the central Congolese government
called for a Katanga provincial parlia-
ment to be held at Kamina, in central Ka-
tanga, rather than at Elisabethville (Ka-
mina is in UN hands),
President Kasavubu's call was partly
a ruse designed to show that Mr.
Tshombe's parliament is no more than a
rum or anization it should have 60g
members, but more than half of them ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
have deserted it.





by NAT D. WILLIAMS
today's USA as lung as one
can tell a man's color and race
by the sound of his voice on
the telephone . . . and radio.
Of course, the writer, like
too many other conteinpo-
raries, suffers from something
from which the younger gen-
eration of Negroes should be
spared. And that's sloppy
speech habits. Sloppy speech is
like sloppy clothes . . . if one
gets into the habit of wearing




The clubs are certainly
growing in Memphis town. 1
have news of a new one today.
SPOTLIGHT
The club limelight this week
is shining on a very attractive
Junior at Hamilton high school,
Glover Tillman. She is in the
11-5A class, Mrs. B. Hunt's
homeroom. She residet with
her mother, Mrs. Cornelia Till-
man, at 1339 Gleason ave., and
she attencLs the Greenwood
CME church, where she serves
as secretary of the junior
choir.
She is very active in school
organizations and belongs to
the Senior Band is Junior Class
REAL ESTATE DIGEST
By Jesse L Williams
"Fear them not therefore;
for there is nothing covered,
that shall not be revealed; and
hid, that shall not be knowr. "




ized of modern cities, has af-
forded wide opportunites for
demonstrating creative selling
in connection with the widen-
ing and extension of existing
thoroughfares, as well as the
man, who has learned to culti
vale his imagination arid, hav-
ing conceived a bright idea,
carries on until the idea has
become a completed project.
A form of creative selling, is
the promotion of sales of land,
or the erection of improvements
through the means of syndi-
cates,"partnerships, and trusts,
all of which bear some resem-
blance to each other insofar as
they are instruments for sale
and development of real estate.
opening of new arteries of re-Secretary, a member of the • • •
comes a kind of personal trade- Debutante Society, Student tail trade. A man or woman 451CI. Office management.
mark. And folk are surprised Council, Library Science Club Problems involved in planningwho wants to be more than a
when they see such an indi- and an NDCC Sponsor. mere messenger boy, running
aimlessly from client to client 
and directing the functions of
vidual properly dressed. Usual- Well, Glover there isn't' business or professional offices;
ly they never get properly much I can say but, good trying to sell some house or lot, executive ,duties and responsi-
dressed . .. except at funerals, can find opportunity after op- bilities of the office manager,
an occasional wedding, and 
viraluck!TH!!
ER REPORT . portunity for profitable deals private secretary, and super- VIV
when they're laid in a casket Cloudy: Otis Thomas, (El along new street extensions, vising stenographer; selection
. . . themselves. • Even cemetery promotions have and training of office workers.
COUNTRY CLUB
Negroes desiring first class
Well, the argument here is: 
caDoumitino•go) and Laura Wiley
las) and Dorothy James (Se- 'es* for
(Sheriettes). '
Hot: Frank Reynolds (Koo- ,able to 
proved successful and profit-
and consistent habit of dying
promoters in many cit-
people have a steady 
Selection and care of office
equipment and supplies; office
plans and specifications; and
citizenship should put first routine office procedure, such
things first, and get up off Cold: Duane Milam (Koolas) 
and needing final resting as interviewing callers, report-
those hanging "ain'ts" t (mos °- and Elise Reese (Co-ette). p
laces. ing conferences, and handling
us use so sloppily. More Ne- Freezing: Robert "Pete" 
BAFFLING QUESTION ' office mail. Sixteen assign-
gro parents need to emphasize Having centered the mind ments. Three hours credit.Wells (Los Cabelleros) and
Diana Briscoe. 
ort a definite idea, the sales- (From correspondence studyto their children not to talk
like they (the parents) talk. Sunny: Michael White (Koo- 
man should give it intensive
for such time as needed Tennessee record).
catalogue-the University of
More Negro parents need to las) and Lora Ann Greene studyuntil he analyzed every phaseencourage and insist that their (SeQuita). of the problem. Set the wholechildren talk like "somebody STRANGE AS IT SEEMS
else." More Negro groups need A certain columnist who has 
thing down in writing, if pos-
sible; refine it, and find theto encourage our youngsters eyes for Glover Tillman!!! 
. . . who will be set up to be Relzie McNeal (Raylettes) 
answer to every baffling ques-
those "first-class black, beige, couldn't decide between Leon "it 
presenting itself.
Many, many other forms ofand brown, citizens of tomor- Bennett and Rufus Henderson.
row . . . to get ready to speak It's funny how the Los Cab- c
real estate promotion might
the language of first-class citi- 
me t ; mind,. and these give a
elleros can really change a par- slight indication of the broad
zens. Prepare to speak the ty, (Vernon Davis). field for the application of your
language correctly and ef- Rosie Tabor (Raylettes) was genius which may be dislayed
fectively. blue because a certain fellow ,oy you, the real estate sales-
Oh yeah, it's true that a gang
of white folk mis-use the 
was sick!
Larry Johnson (Los C a bel- ••••••••••••••••••••••
language. But are they . . . leros) almost broke someone's
despite their white-ness . . . •
first class citizens? It'd sur- 
heart!
prise you how many white 
RAYLETTES
Here I am again to inform
Americans recognize the fact 
Remember the new club I
that as citizens and as indi- 
mentioned earlier, well here By GLORIA TUCKEI.1.... you on the latest happenings
around the big and wonderful
viduals, they don't "rate" by 
it is, the "Raylettes."
This club was organized in "................ "H School.
a n y b o d y ' s measurements. January. The advisors are Mrs. SENIOR DANCE PUBLIC NOTICE
That's why ... despite the fact Iola Rankins and Mrs. Rosie The members of the senior These past six weeks
that they are born integrated
... they can't make the dances 
McNeal. class will present a dance en- marked the end of the first
The officers are: Relzie Mc- titled, "An Enchanted Eve- semester. To the students who
on the Peabody Hotel roof, Neal, president; Dorothy Lew- ring," on this Friday night in have not done their best it is
and are not expected at the is, Vice president; Joyce Ran- the school's gymnasium, start- time to buckle down and get
Memphis Country Club. kins, secretary; Willa Dean ing at 8 p.m. a fresh start during the second
This is not to suggest that Parker, assistant secretary; Music will be furnished by semester.
mastery of English will auto- Peggy Waller, Treasurer; Eve- Ben Branch and the Largoes, SPORTS
matically open all the doors lyn Buchanan, parliamentari- and tickets are being sold in The Hamilton High basket-
to which Negroes aspire. But an; Eula Hurst, business man- advance for 75 cents a person ball team is scheduled to play
let's face it ... mastery of the ager; Eula Woods, chaplain or $1.25 for a couple. the Douglass Wild Devils. The di
language will certainly remove and Myrtle Rankins and Rosie The same tickets will cost captain of the team is John rmor
one of the chief barriers to in-. Tabor, reporters. a dollar and $1.50 at the door. Curry







tery of the language will sure- ready swinging. To prove it The second annual NDCC s„ t* h 1
ly enable Negroes to develop they gave a swinging dance for ball for officers and sponsors trend in fashionable clothes
a better slant on what's going an old classmate. Nelson will be held in the Carver are Maureen Allen, Marylond
 , Ro y, Robbie Herron, Lue
will surely help Negroes to Hamilton until he joined the Miss Phyllis Ross will give Amy Gant, Cheryl Tucker and
help America more .. . by be- Air Force where he is now an her crown to one of the talent- Maudette Brownlee.
ing in position to help Ameri- airman first class. ed contestants. Shoes that capture the eye
ca interpret itself more intel- are worn by Beatrice Sim-
ligently. English teachers . . . lain and squad leader.
He lies also acted as chap- A banquet will precede the
coronation and the ball. mons, Bonnie Draper, Dorothy
how, about that? M'am? Now, The club also celebrated Rel- DID YOU KNOW? James Lilia Abron Lee An
whatchubet.' zie McNeal's sixteenth birth- The two Joyces are wearing .
Burns.on. Mastery of the language was• ' t h Feb.17 d
Cooper and Glover Tillman.
fake rings?
i dDaLCATIONS John Smith still makes his played by Lora Greene, Joyce
Sweat socks are being die--
"A Letter Full of Tears," rounds nsimthee iceafetuetriat?e be
Bailie Jones, Erma Williams'
Walton, Delroes Buchanan,
ed 
the British government has avoid- • 
•• Glover Tillman (Orchettes).
an inquiry into allegations that the •: 
Bo"lIdenLo(stheSrioemtteso)n.e," Marva caught?
Martha Turner is looking for son and Paulette Brinkley. '
Brenda Yeete Gloria Thomp-
disturbances between July and Septem- • • Hair-dos that are swinging





Think He ietteDooes ," a boyv.  N friend?eleen  eb
d D. Washington around Hamilton are seen on
tality. Instead it has issued a long of- : 
•
Elice Reese, Elizabeth Carr,
ficial denial. • : Scott (Raylettes).
. "Burnt Biscuits," Carolyn are playing with fire?
JUCY NEWS Elma Kay, Myrtle Adams..











admit that the disturbances were due to Two very important meetings Jubilee gives them an op
por- Golden (El Domingo).
that she can beat the game. Double breasted suits are
dissatisfaction with Northern Rhodesia's - affecting the solidarity of tunity for self-expression 
with ANNOUNCEMENTS
worn by Don Brownlee, AkI would like to urge all so- title 
Gray has earned the
proposed new constitution; it also admits local Negroes - were held al- 
dignity. I am going to con-
rold Hightow- pf "Mr. High School
that some members of the security forces most simultaneously la
st Wed- tinue sponsoring the Cotton ciable persons of the city t
o ___ ,,  • . 2
USA, with a girl at every en, Staton Parham, Hamilton
done Pickett, Ha
Then -
had to be disciplined. nesday ni
ght. One of the meet- Makers' Jubilee. I am going find and join 
a nice club.
high school in the city and
A new version of the June constitution
. ings was being coadUcted by to continue my membership 
Clubs are to develop sociable
Ghee and Robert Wells.
Flynn, Willie Davis, Uriah Mc-
is long overdue, but this has become part 
the Committee-of-10B an af- in the NAACP. I am going to people
 so they can be accepted two or three at Carver.
An old flame informed Clau- CLUB NEWS
of the Katangan, and whole central Afri- 
filiate of the local NAACP at fight those members in the by soc
iety. So, please do so.
dette Jackson that she need The Junior Class recently
can, problem. The British government 
First Baptist church, 682' S. NAACP who are attempting The 
Elliston Height Junior
strike a match and .the held its election of class offic-
will need a courage it has not so far dem- southeast another meeting
Lauderdale St. Several miles to destroy the Jubilee. Civics club is 
having a meet- only
era. The new officers are:
the various local
Several representatives from ing the first Mo
nday in Febru- blaze would. flare. up again,
high schools arY• All members are 
asked
pen
--Elroy Carter, vice president;
onstrated in Rhodesian affairs if it is to was being conducted by the 
Roy Lewis, it. isn't nice to Robert Wells. president*
ests, undertake constitutional change at ton Makers' Jubilee at Tony's the Jubilee. They said "that 
dent, Mis
get in. touch with the presi- put your. nose in othe
r 
Glover Tillman, assistant sec-
act in pursuit of its own highest inter- directors of the Memphis Cot- attending promised to support to  Virginia Harris, secretary;
a pace the African population will accept. Inn, 1404 Lyceum rd. 
Dollye Jackson, plc's business.
they did not understand that —
retary; Myrtle Rankins, Parli-Discussed at the NAACP the Jubilee was not the segre-
amentarian; Harvell Cooper:meeting was the most effective gated part of the Cotton Car-
treasurer; Theodore Pickett,way to boycott this year's Cot- rival until it was fully explain-
business manager, Dori Rowe
bration. Discussed at the Cot-
ton Makers' week-long cele- ed at the meeting."
It appears to me that there reporter, and Preston Peyton,
chaplain.ton Ma Icens' dinner-meeting is a lot of ignorance surround-
LIMELIGHT
Stepping into the spotlight
this week is a very charming
and gracious young lady, Miss
Marva Lois Bolden, Miss Bol-
den resides with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Bolden,
sr. at 2034 Corry st.
In religious life she is a.
momber of the Little Roc*
Baptist church where she is
member of the junior choir.
Around the campus Lois is
reporter for the glee club, a
member of the Student Coun-
cil, Meister singers, and chap-
lain of the senior dui.
She is president of the Sheri-
ettes club and a member of
the Ellington Heights Junior
Civic club.
Upon graduation she plans
to attend Tennessee A & 1
State university where she will
major in science. Our hats go
off to this fine and industrious
young lady.
OUTSTANDING TEACHER
Mrs. Cleo Jackson, Mrs. C




Girls! Evelyn Jones, Yvonne
Owens, Diane Gray, Evelyn
Lawson and Erma Washington
Boys: James Davis, Charles
Crawford, Don Brownlee, Ron





Getting along with people
Is one of our basic social needs
today, and I am listing six ways
in which this can be done.
I. Keep skid chains on the
tongue. One should say less
than one thinks. How you say
It often counts more than what
yeu say.
2. Make promises sparingly,
:did keep those faithfully, no
matter what the cost.
3. Never let an opportunity
to say a kind word go by, or
say something kind about some-
one. Praise good work done,
regardless of who did it. Never
offer spiteful criticism, only
that which is helpful.
4. Cultivate an interest in
others, and notice their pur-
suits, welfare, homes and fami-
lies. Regard everyone as some-
one important.
5. Be cheerful. Keep the
corners of the mouth turned
up. hide palm, worries, and
disappointments under a smile.
Laugh at good stories and learn
to tell them.
s. Preserve an open mind
en all debatable subjects, but
do not argue. Remember that
it is the mark of a superior
mind to disagree and yet re-
main friendly. Never let suc-
cess make a fool of you.
Ester Lee Taylor
Route 1, Box 110
Mason, Tennessee
Praises Davis
Dear Editor: For the first
time in its history, twenty
seven years, the most coveted
award in collegiate football -
The •
awarded to a Negro, Ernie
Davis of Syracuse liniversity,
New York.
I am somewhat chagrined,
and concerned that not one of
the leading Negro newspapers
have given this magnificent
achievement the coverage it
so rightfully deserves. Only
Ebony magazine has carried
the story to some extent.
The citizens of Ernie's home
town, Elmira, New York will
fete him on February 3, 1982
in recognition of this outstand-
ing achievement, his Asperb
athletic prowess, good '(ports-
'SLOPPY Amirs"
The American Negro has
made it plain to the world con-
cerning what he wants in the
way of recognition. The term
"first class citizenship" has
been sent all the way, to the
grassroots of American life
Everybody, who's nearly any-
body, has -some idea of what
"your folks" are talking about
when they use the term, "first
class citizenship."
Just by way of brief re-
minder, most Negroes mean
by "first class citizenship,"
their desire to be sharers in
every phase of national life,
without discrimination based
on race and color. In other
words, whatever share of dig-
nity as a human being our
American way life affords to
Americans in general, the Ne-
gro wants his part of it. So, to
the average Negro segregation
. jim-crow . .. is a crass de-
nial of his elementary rights
as a citizen and an American.
However, as the walls of
jim-crow are being increasing-
ly chipped and even breached,
some startling revelations are
being brought home to the in-
telligent Negro observer. The
first, and most important of
these revelations, is the reali-
zation that with every granted
right comes a required respon-
sibility. Every privilege is ac-
companied with a problem of
how it is to be used. Every
liberty carries a liability . . .
reaching straight back to the
individual who enjoys it.
HE EXISTS
In other words, it is begin-
ning to dawn on a lot of ad-
vocates of "first class citizen-
ship" for Negroes, that one
must qualify for the job. And
that brings up the real point
of today's splurge.
Too many Negroes . . . like
too many whites ... betray by
their speech that they are not
equipped for the role of first
class citizens. They can't even
use the language. They don't
know when to use and when
not to use "ain't'. Despite the
fact that the English language
is a required subject from the
first through the twelfth grade
in most of the nation's schools,
too many Americans don't
know what President Kennedy
is saying when he addresses
the nation via television and
radio. Too many Americans
have to rely on recognition of
thePresidents' picture to gain
the minimal idea that he exists
at all.
If the Negro is to make an
impressive entry into the
realm of "first-class citizen-
ship," he's going to have to
improve his use of the English
language. It's too rough to ex-
pect much racial progress in
were effective ways of obtain- ing the charges and the count-
ing the participation of all er_charges. If the Cotton Me-
high schools . . .as well as kers' Jubilee is "guilty of the
producing a bigger and a bet- charges hurled by the NAACP"
ter "Cotton Makers' Jubilee." then the Jubilee should be dis-
While most of the members continued However if the S
E. ,
of the Cotton Makers' Jubilee NAACP wants the Jubilee to
manship, excellent deportment, are also m em berg of the be discontinued solely because
and above all a fine gentleman NAACP, they are miles apart it ift-Ft-tv ill:Negro institution,
and citizen, in their thinking about wheth- it is not justified unless all
I regret that as of now, you en or not the Jubilee annual other Negro institutions of
have not provided your many celebration is or is not per- like nature are urged to dis-
readers with a human interest petbating "an image of racial continue.
report, photograph or even a segregation." The NAACP con- We are undergoing a social
sports item of this milestone in tends that it does. Jubilee of- revolution which - in itself
American history. Perhaps, ficials contend that the Cotton - creates an abnormal atmos-
you can recoup your inadvert- Makers' Jubilee was created phere. Nevertheless, I expect
ence by covering the celebra- out of a protest of the role men of intelligence, goodwill
tion on February 3, 1962 at portrayed by Negroes in the and with the interest of the
Elmira, N ew York. Sincerely Cotton Carnival. The NAACP community at heart, to first
yours, William E. Whitting- implies that the Jubilee is a attempt to solve their difficulty
ton, Elmira, N.Y. segregated part of the Cotton at the conference table.
Carnival. While Jubilee if' 
. 
• ...




Turn again...ao there may
come seasons of refreshing.
-Acts (3:19)
Let us practice making
prayer a part of all that we
do. Then we will be ready to
greet the new year with fresh
faith in, and heightened an-




Makers' Jubilee, organized in
1923 by its present head, Dr.
R. Q. Venson, is not . . . and
has never been . . a part of
the Cotton Carnival
NOT WITHSTANDING
Dr. Venson said at the last
Wednesday night meeting. .
"I started the Cotton Makers'
Jubilee in order to take our
people off those bales of
cotton they use to ride on in
the Cotton Carnival parade. . .
and to snatch those bandanas
from their heads which be-
spoke 'of enslavement. The
two orglinizations attempted
to arrange a conference to dis-
cuss the merits and demerits of
continuing the Jubilee? I am
fully aware that hot state-
ments about each other have
been uttered. I am also aware
that representatives from the
local Ministerial Alliance met
with representatives of the Ju-
bilee last spring at which time
the ministers promised to call a
meeting for officials of both
organizations. Have the min-
isters kept their promise?
There are no indications
SWINGIN'
WITH THE L's
Seniors, are you going to
graduate?
As you already know, all
high school and junior high
students just completed the
mid-term semester examina-
tions. If you didn't quite make
it this semester you have an-
other chance to make up all
failing grades.
It is a Board of Education
!title, that all seniors who fail
in'any major subject the first
semester, must improve that
grade greatly by the fourth or
sixth week, or be deprived of
graduatiing.
It is the teacher's advice,
that every senior in that situa-
tion work extra hard, because
everyone , wants every senior
to graduate on time. Remem-
ber this can only be done by
hard work and sudden study.
that the/ have.
It is regrettable that actions
from both organizations threat-
en the solidarity of local Ne-
groes in face of the mammoth
task before them. T hardly
think it is bridge-burning time
for any Negro organization. Jackson.
DID YOU KNOW/
Patricia Moore and Eddie
Adair are going strong and
are listening for wedding
bells?
Morris Webb couldn't burn
anything or anyone if he had
the "Great Chicago Fire" to
light it with?
Lue Amy Gait claims she
has a fan club and she's getting
new members every day.
Lynnord Wallace is really
in love?
Clarence Morgan and Eve-




Brown, Larry Johnson, Thom-




Thelma Jefferson and Ruth
Davis.
TOP COUPLES
Millard Brown and Paulette
Brinkley.
Larry Mitchell and Lella
Campbell.
Steven Steward and Rebec-
ca Hill.
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*Moving Of Resources Found New Key
In Battle Against Rural Poverty
WASHINGTON — Making
the most effective use of the
resources of rural America in-
volves enabling people who
live on the land to stay there
by moving new resources to
them rather than moving
people to urban centers, said
Secretary of Agriculture Or-
ville L. Freeman last Monday.
He was speaking before the
National Conference on Land
Ill
nd People here in the De-
artment auditorium with
more than 600 persons in at-
tendance from almost all of
the 50 States.
Putting the purpose of the
conference in the form of a
question, the Secretary asked,
"How should public policy be
designed to encourage the
maximum effective use of re-
sources in rural America to
serve all Americans?"
Then he raised three other
questions around which he
built most of his talk: (1)
What shall we do about find-
ing ways to make better use
of our good land which is pro-
ducing more than we can ef-
fectively use? He pointed out
that 40 percent of the farms
produce 87 percent of the
agricultural output.
(2) What shall we do about
the rapidly developing ap-
petite for recreational re-
sources and more green areas
in our growing cities? and (3)
hat shall we do about bring-
Wing new resources into rural
areas to begin providing new
LAND AND PEOPLE — Dr.
B. C. Webb, second from
right, acting dean of agri-
culture at North Carolina
A. and T. College, Greens-
boro, Is shown taking part in
economic opportunity for the
people?
Secretary Freeman explain-
ed that there is the equivalent
of 1,400,000 underemployed
persons in the rural economy.
Over half the people in this
country who live in poverty,
he said, are located in rural
areas. And 2.2 million, or al-
most 80 percent of the Nation's
farms, produce only 13 percent
of the total production.
"In addition to efforts to
make farms large enough to
provide an income adequate
for the needs of t h e farm
families," said the Secretary,
"we are encouraging the es-
tablishment of factories and
commercial enterprises, in-
cluding recreation facilities
and tourism, which provide
alternative job opportunities
in the rural communities to
give employment where need-
ed."
Continuing, he pointed out
that the way to create greater
opportunity for rural America
is to devise policies which
bring new resources to rural
people rather than attempt to
move the people to cities.
Another effort he listed as
already underway is the
establishment of training
programs in order that the
normal flow of people from
rural areas can compete in
accordance with their capa-
bilities and not be required
to take low-paid jobs in town
because of lack of training
the U. S. Department of Ag-
riculture, Washington, D. C.
Others left to right are: Clyde
Ellis, executive secretary.
National Rural Electric Co-
operative Association: L. L.
and education.
It was brought out during
the conference that 10 million
rural young people will reach
working age within the next
10 years. More than a million
of these will be colored youths
Among the other speakers
on the one-day program was
Dr. B. C. Webb, acting dean
of agriculture at North Caro-
lina A. and T. College, Greens-
boro, who took part in a panel
discussion.
The acting dean, who is a
member of the Department's
Soil and Water Conservation
Advisory Committee, out-
lined a five-point approach
to better use of land and
water in the public interest.
His points were as follows:
(1) More intensive application
of technology already known:
(2) application of suitable
combinations of conservation
measures to special regional
problems; (3) basic research;
(4) creation of better public
understanding and apprecia-
tion of conservation; and (5)
development of the full poten-
tial of human resources.
In attendance at the con-
ference was Dean G. L. Smith
of Prairie View, Texas, A. and
M. College.
NOW YOU KNOW
The first telephone switch-
board for commercial service
was placed in service in 1878,
in New Haven, Conn. It had




dent Edward R. Dudley an-
nounced the appointment of
Richard P. Jones of 2225 Fifth
Avenue, to the position of
executive manager of the of-
fice of the president, Borough
of Manhattan. Jones takes the
place of Michael Bloom, re-
cently named assistant com-
missioner of Borough Works
Jones formerly served as sec-
retary to the president,
Borough of Manhattan.
The position of executive
manager apys $11,000 per year.
Jones holds an LLB Degree
from Brooklyn Law School
and attended New York Uni-
versity. He is a graduate of
the New York City School
system.
A veteran of World War II
he presently holds the rank
of Major in the U.S. Army
Reserve and serves as Execu-
tive Officer of the 369th Field
Artillery Battalion of the State
National Guard.
Jones' appointment will take
effect immediately. He held
the position of secretary to the
president from February 1961.
Prior to this he was engaged
in the private practise of law.
He is a member of the
N.A.A.C.P. Legal Redress
Committee; the New York
County Lawyers' Association;
Vice-Chairman of the Boy
Scouts of America, Harlem
District Council and a member
of the St. Martin's Episcopal
Church.
He is married to the former
Eleanor Carolee of New York
City. He is 36 years old.
Males, farmer and secretary-
treasurer, Washita Valley
Flood Control Council, Chey-
enne, Okla.; Spencer Smith,
secretary, Citizens Commit-
tee for Natural Resources:
and Walter B. Garver, mana-
ger. agricultural department.





day school classes in Christian
churches were called "the
most universally segregated"
school systems in America by
one of the nation's leading
religious leaders last Sunday.
The speaker was Dr. Morde-
cai W. Johnson. president
emeritus of Howard Universi-
ty, who issued that statement
while delivering the sermon
during the morning worship
services of First Congrega-
tional Church of Washington,
D.C. Dr. Johnson spoke prior
to the dedication of the How-
ard Memorial Tower in
honor of General Oliver Otis
Howard, a founder of both the
Church and the University.
The idea for establishing
Howard University was con-
ceived during a prayer meet-
ing in First Congregational
Church in 1866.
Dr. Johnson praised the
courage of the founders of
Howard University "who
threatened white supremacy"
in pioneering the establish-
ment of the institution, and
then told his predominantly
white audience:
"The Christian church
should have initiated the
movement for public school
desegregation, but instead, it
has the most segregated
school system in the country.
If the Christian church would
support desegregation i n
America, no man could oppose
us—for we have the member-
ship.
"A few Christians could im-
press the Supreme Court to
integrate all the public
schools in the nation, but they
could not impress the churches
to do the same."
T he former Howard Uni-
versity head said nowhere in
the world are there people
who suffer like Negroes suffer
"without hatred."
"A segregated church cannot
be an effective vehicle for the
word of Jesus, and any church
which supports segregation is
a blasphemy against God, and
a walking body of death," he
declared.
Dr. Johnson then proceeded
to trace the history of How-
ard Unive rsity, stating that
it produced the first generation
of Negro doctors, lawyers
pharmacists, dentists and tea-
chers, he added:
"Most of the lawyers who
have won cases against se-
gregation in the courts are
graduates of Howard Univer-
sity."
Dr. Johnson paid tribute to
several of the founders of the
University who had enough
faith in the school to enroll
their daughters at Howard
when it was opened in 1867.
Four white girls, he said were
the first students to attend
the University.
Dr. William Stuart Nelson,
vice president of special pro-
jects at Howard; the Rev.
David Colwell, pastor of First
Congregational Church; and
W. Fletcher Lutz, Jr., modera-
tor, conducted services dedi-
cating the Howard Memorial
Tower.
Fisk Grads Make History
For Field Accomplishment
NASHVILLE, Tenn.—Frank
Yerby, author, William L.
Dawson and Charles Diggs,
U.S. Congressmen, Carter Wes-
ley, publisher, Roland Hayes,
singer, and A. Maceo Walker,
insurance company and bank
executive.
These are names—names of
Fisk University graduates who
have made their "marks" na-
tionally and internationally in
their chosen fields.
The achievements of these
persons and many others who
have graduated from Fisk offer
reasons formed at the universi-
ty to total contributions as it
approaches possibly its biggest
milestone.
It will be during the month of
January, 1986, that Fisk be-
comes 100 years old. Founded
on little more than faith by
white members of the Con-
gregational Church and the
Freedmen's Aid Society, Fisk,
against the backdrop of a na-
tion recovering from a civil
war, had the initial purpose of
training and educating young
men and women irrespective
of color.
It sought to help educate a
newly freed people by produc-
ing Negro teachers to radiate
across the country. Their mis-
sion: to make citzens out of
former slaves.
Fisk, as the long list of its
outstanding graduates helps
underscore, moved beyond the
dreams of its founders to be-
come one of the outstanding
liberal arts colleges in America.
The list continues: Martha
Flowers and Lenora Lafayette,
international concert and opera
stars; Harry Schell, city at-
torney for Gary, Ind.; Warner
Lawson, Howard University
school of music dean; John W.
Work, author, composer, risk
professor of music; Charles H.
Wesley, president of Central
State College; Dennis D. Nel-
son, author, first Negro to reach
the rank of lieutenant com-
mander in the U.S. Navy.
Efforts this month at Fisk
are centered around assuring
that the 100th milestone four
years from now will add con-
siderably to the list and to
the claim of "outstanding li-
beral arts college."
A 66 million centennial de-
velopment program, launched
last year by the board of trus-
tees, is the vehicle through
A-t'S iii2oNG1 I Wiwi' l'illlg PAI4 61R.L. FRIEND A GIVT, SPARKSLI(.4...NG? ...SOMEMIN ' -Itifkr LA. S1AR1- 114E FIVE OFl.01E ( NS IDE NEIR. 112EA LIN BLI121.1
WELL ... IF q0111rZE
r BURN NER UP—DON'T GI*
1-1ER A NW( i4 NG./
which the assurance has hopes
of being attained.
The completion of the na-
tionally conducted program will
add $3 million to Fisk s endow-
ment; s $1 million Auditorium
and Fine Art4 Building; a Bi-
ology and Pl•ysims Building
costing $600,00(- $800,000 to re-
novate Jubilee and Livingston,
Halls; $250,000 for phrical ed-
ticatit n facilities; and $2t,5,00('
to rehabilitate the campus.
Dr. Stephen J. Wright, Fisk
preskient, underscored why d
successful centennial program
must be realized when the
university's 100th milestone
arrives:
"Fisk approaches its second
century of service at a time
when America faces unpre-
cedented challenges—a time
when higher education is being
mobilized to meet these chal-
lenges.
In such a time, neither Fisk
nor the nation can afford the
-lemma liatienb mo; jo Om
tion."
The record, reflected through
its graduates, shows that Fisk
in its first century steadfastly
held to the kinds of programs






-still Life," thi• Broadway
bound play being produced by
Chicagoan Jerry Jones with
local talent featured, will be
presented at Jack and Jill
theatre, 218 S. Wabash, Feb.
9 through 17
''Still Life' is an interesting
story and des with many
everyday problems involved in
domestic life As to the Feb.
9 show it biit some of the
most talented artists to be
found in rnidwest and should




INNEN ̀ 100 SEE A CAR MOVING ALONG LIKE INIS..,ji
GIA 11 WIDE IRWIN bECL1ASE. INE DRWER .
DoESN1 CARE WO HIMSELF OR ̀IOU !
(ALI A PEEK-NOLE 1t4. FONT, -
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SIOP LIGHTS AND REAR VIEW
CoMP E, L.4 COVERED
LICE SNOUT) TICKEI 'MS 'CANER
ovELoRpi
Dear Mme Chante: I would
like very much for you to pub-
lish my letter in your column.
I am 32, 5 feet, 4 inches tall,
135 lbs., brown complexion.
Would like very much to have
pen pals. Enjoy writing. Na-
tionality does not matter —
nor does age. —Mable Perkins,




Dear Mmethante: I am a
retired professional woman de-
sirous of meeting a gentleman
with good habits over 65 years
of age and would like to travel.
I am religious, but not a
fanatic. I still like clean fun.
If not interested, please do not
take up my time. All sincere
persons will be considered. —
Mrs. Georgia Griffin, General
Delivery, Main Post Office,
Chicago 7, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
divorcee 40 years of age, light
brownskin, 5 feet, 3 inches
tall, weigh 165 lbs., have a
child 7 years of age. I am in-
terested in a mate —not a
pen pal. I know how to treat
everyone for I aro a woman
who knows God. Yet I am hu-
man, very affectionate; like
clean fun and some sports. Pre-
fer a man between 40 and 70
years old. If not serious do
not answer. — Miss M. Clem-
mons, 550 N. Tremont St., In-
dianapolis, Ind.
• • •
Dear Mine Chante: Y o u
have helped so many others. I
wish you 'would print my let-
ter. I am a man 50 years old—
like all clean sports. Would
like to hear from ladies be-
tween 30 and 45. Will answer
all letters. Only the serious
need apply. — Henry Alexan-
der. 713 E. 5th St., Los Angeles,
13, Calif.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
lonely young man. Would like
-a;
to correspond with ladies. I
pomise to answer all letters. r
am 5 feet, 9 inches tall, weigb
185 lbs., brown complexinte
Like TV, movies, church and,
all sports. — L. Harris, 116 ,
Winner Ave., Columbus 3,
Ohio. 'yra
Dear Mme Chante: I read
your column every week and
would like very much to hear
from lonely ladies. I am brown
skin, 6 feet tall, weigh 175
— Roland Vaughn, 604 E. 51s1
St., Chicago 10, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mine Chante: I am
6 feet, 5 inches tall, 200 lbfc
dark complexioned. Would like
to hear from young ladies. All
mail win be answered I'M
photos exchanged. — Floyd




Dear Mme. Chante: I ama
Christian gentleman. 37 yeatit
old. Would like to meet .1
Christian lady between the
ages of 30 and 40. Like singing
and church work. Would Into
to find someone who likes the
same things. Fond of children.
—Leroy Miller, 1632 N. Senate,
Indianapolis, Ind.
• • •
Dear Mme Chante: I am' a
regular reader of the Defender
and I think it is great. Woad
like to correspond with a geri=
tleman between the ages ;a
55 and 60 who is interested in
the better things in life. lie
must have a job. I am 47;
weigh 187 lbs, brownakin.
Have an II year old daughter.
Please do not answer if not
sincere. He must not weigh
over 200 lbs and must be kill
and understanding and watt
eompanionship. I like movies,
church and TV. — Mrs. Beg*




Assistant Secretary of Labor
George L. P. Weaver will be
among a list of widely-known
figures who will appear at
Clark college under sponsor-
ship of the institution's Forum
and Forensic Society.
Organized last year. the so-
ciety has brought to the cam-
pus an outstanding array of
speakers who were invited to
come to the 92-year old in-
stitution and discuss topics of
national interest before Clark
students and the public.
Now developing into one of
I he leading college lecture
series, the recently announced
winter and spring schedule
will be opened with a talk by
Rabbi Alfred L. Goodman on
Jan. 17. Rabbi Goodman is
Jewish chaplain for the Warm
Springs Foundation. He will
talk on "Sedan Change and the
Jew in the South."
Assistant Secretary of La-
bor George L . P. Weaver will
talk at the Clark campus on
Feb. 2, and the atto-ney for
Georgia Ku Klux Kiang and
the Black Muslims, James R.
Venable, will talk here on
Feb. 15.
FORUMS'S PROGRAM
Clark College professor of
drama and speech Dr. Esther
Merle Jackson, recently re-
turned from a series of lee.'
tures in Europe, will appear
on the Forum's programs for
March 22. The Harvard Uni-
versity Debate Council will
appear in a series of debates
with Clark's Forensic Society
on April 3, 4, and 6. e„
Dr. Edward J. Brantley,
Clark registrar, will appear„in
a talk on April 5, and Dr.
James A. Moss, director- of
research f o r Southern Re-
gional Council will appear;on
April 26. Dr. Moss is on lesee.
from Union College in Eldest-
nectady, New York, whers,he
is an assistant professor -of
sociology.
Earlier in the year As
Forum and Forensic Sock*
presented Louis Lomax, 'Of*
ter and television producurat
the documentary film "Walk
in My Shoes."
Dr. C. Eric Lincoln is chair-
man of the Clark Forum and
Forensic Society, Faculty
member Paul MeGirt is sec-
retary and Haskell Ward, a
junior is president of the
Forensic Team. which ,is
coached by faculty member
Robert Fishman
All programs in the series
'wee open to the public and
there is no admission charge.
DEFENDER
Here's A Page 01 Weekend Comics For The Whole Family
DONALD DUCK
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To learn your "Fortune" for today from the stars, write in the lettersof the alphabet corresponding to the numerals on the line of the Astralogical period in which you were born. You will find It fun.
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- World RIO,* Rererred
"I don't trust his navigating!"
Try and Stop Me
 By BENNETT CERF 
JIM LOMBARD tells about the tender hearted motorist
J who accidentally ran over a hare, stopped his car, and
ran back to see if he could help the poor animal. The hare
was hurt but miraculous-
ly still alive. The motor-
ist ',hipped out his
pocket flask and gave
the hare a swig of its
contents. A moment later
the hare, seemingly in
the pink again, bounded
happily off into a thicket
"Amazing," comment-
ed the motorist's com-
panion, "What on earth





John Straley encountered a volunteer for the PeaceilDorpe who
had to sigh a statement at the bottom of his entrance IMAM that
he had neither given nor received help in the preparation of same.
The volunteer testified, "I ain't received no kelp, and Lord knows
oeuldn't have liven nom"




Win 400'Ll_TiN TO t5E tkEP.













"I've taught him to say Sappy bIttbday: You team












































































West, second from right, dur-
ing a birthday celebration in
her honor at the South Side
Mechanics Club. Miss West
is a prominent member of
the Young Democratic Or.
ganization of the 2nd Ward.
Shown left to right: James
Brown. Mrs. Lemmie Dar-
don, R. D. West. Mary West
and Sylvester Patterson.
Hostesses were: Roberta
Gore. Cora Mason. Cynthia
Williams, Laramie Darden,
Mae Stevens, Connie Sting-
er, Thelma Ingram. Juanita
Love. Flora Adams. and Car-
rie Rogers. Hosts were: John
Watts, James Brown, Ira
Dawson. Ralph Dorn, Joseph
Dogan, James Watkins, Cleo
Lyles, William Willborn,
Tommy Lumsey and Birdie
Raven.
Outstanding Volunteers To Receive
Awards From Community Committees
da, The Chicago Federation of
Virommunity Committees w i 11
present awards to 27 neigh-
borhoods residents from var-
ious areas of Chicago who rend-
ered oustanding volunteer ser-
vice in behalf of youth and
community betterment during
1961.
Presentations will be made
by Mr. John A. Troike, chair-
man, Illinois Youth Commis-
sion, at the Federation's Six-
teenth Annual Dinner Meet-
ing on Jan. 27 in the Como
Inn.
Judge Thaddeus V. Adesko
will be the guest speaker for
the evening. Among the hon-
ored guests for the evening
will be Anthony Sorrentino,
head of the Cook County Unit,
Alkivision of Community Ser-
gi', ces of the Illinois Youth Com-
mission.
Present. as honored guests
will be Edward J. Nerad, Chief
Administrative Officer of the
Family Court, f i v e judges
under whom he has served:
Judges Frank H. Bicek, Alfred
J. Cilella, Thomas C. Donovan,
Robert J. Dunne, and Thomas
E. Kluczynski.
The Federation is sponsored
by the Division of Community
Services of the Illinois Youth
Commission and by the Chicago
Area Project, an organization
supporting the idea of neigh-
borhood self-help in promoting
youth welfare programs for
the prevention of delinquency
and treatment of delinquents.
NORTH SIDE AWARDS
From the MID NORTH COM-
MUNITY COMMITTEE: George
Butterly, 1733 North Mohawk
and Eugene Lemkow, 3023 West
Logan blvd.; from the NORTH
CENTR A L COMMUNITY
COMMITTEE: Mrs.
PERFORMING THE JOINT
ritual of cutting the first
slice of wedding cake. Mr.
and Mrs. J. T. Alexander of
Bessemer. Ala., embark on
life's journey of marital
bliss. The bride, the former
Flora Lydia Lewis and a
high school teacher is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Clinton E. Lewis, sr. The
groom is the assistant mana-
ger of the Bessemer Hous-
ing Projects and the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Fayette Alex-
ander, sr.
Jackye Brown, 929 North Hud-
son ave.
From the LAWNDALE COM-
MUNITY COMMITTEE: Mrs.
Elnora Hudnell, 4004 W. Gren-
shaw, Jesse Norwood, 4113 W.
Grenshaw, and Mrs. Maever-
ner Smith, 4135 W. Grenshaw;
from the LAWNDALE MOBI-
LIZATION FOR YOU TH
COUNCIL: Mrs. Carrie Mae
Reese, 1546 So. Christiana ave.;
from the LeCLAIRE COM-
MUNITY COMMITTEE: Mrs.
Kate Lane, 4321 W. 43rd st.,
and Mrs. Sara Frances Robin-
son, 4423 So. LaCrosse ave.;
from the MIDWEST YOUTH
& COMMUNITY COMMIITEh:
Lawrence Irving, 3143 West
Polk st., and Mr. Reinaldo Rey,
1337 W. Huron st.; from the
NEAR WEST SIDE COM-
MUNITY COMMITTEE F 0 R
YOUTH: Mrs. Bessie Williams,
311 So. Campbell; from the
WEST SIDE SPANISH CIVIC
COMMITTEE: Felix Ortiz, 1636
W. Huron st.; from the WEST
SIDE COMMUNITY YOUTH
SERVICE COMMITTEE: Mrs.
Jerlene Winters, 2253 W. War-
ren blvd.; from the WEST SIDE
YOUTH BOOSTERS & CIVIC
COMMITTEE: Mrs. Henrietta
Chism, 2649 W. Adams st.
SOUTH SIDE AWARDS
From the BIG BUDDIES,
INC AND LADIES AUXILI-
ARY: Wallace White, 6500 St.
Lawrence; from the CHICA-
GO HEIGHTS COMMUNITY
COMMITTEE: Mrs. Yvonne
Irons, 3004 Union st., Steger,
Ill.; from the HEGEWISCH
COMMUNITY COMMITTEE:
Mrs. Agnes Simpson, 13209
Buffalo and John A. Simpson,
13209 Buffalo ave.; from the
GOVERNOR LOWDEN COM-
MUNITY COUNCIL: a posthu-
mous award to the late Paul
C Commerce, Sr., 262A West
95th st., and the Rev. M. S.
Dickerson of the Lutheran
Church of Resurrection, 94th
and Wentworth; from the NEW
ERA COMMUNITY COMMIT-
it.: Mrs. Bertha Jones Harris,
117 East 37th pl.; from the
RUSSELL SQUARE C 0 M-
MUNITY COMMrrit,E: Casi-
mer Gwizdalski, 8261 SA. Bran-
don; Mrs. Genevieve Stoeller.
8350 So. Baker ave.; from the
SOUTHSIDE COMMUNITY
COMMITTEE: Fred D. Johnson,
6505 Minerva and Mrs. Quin-
cie Wakefield, 6228 Langley
ave.; and from the SOUTH
SIDE CITIZENS CAMP AS-
SOCIATION, INC.; Mrs. Velma
Schell, 4738 So. Forrestville
ave.
Flora Lewis And Judson Alexander
*Repeat Vows In Impressive Ceremonies
BESSEMER, Ala. — The
wedding of Miss Flora Lydia
Lewis and Judson Theodus
Alexander was solemnized re-
cently by the Rev. S. H. Ravi-
zeg at the New Zion Mission-
ary Baptist church
Parents of the newly-weds
are Mr. and Mrs. Clinton E.
Lewis, Sr., and Mr. and Mrs.
Fayette Alexander, sr, both of
Bessemer.
BRIDAL ATTENDANTS
Sister of the bride, Miss
Gwendolyn Lewis, was maid
of honor. Bridesmaids were
Mary Ellen Steverson, Faye
Joyce Davis, Laurie Forniss of
Birmingham, Barbara Foster of
Mobile and Marjorie Wilson.
Matron of honor was Mrs. LII-
Iie J. King Lewis.The bridal attendants wore
street length dresses of opera
green silk taffeta with scooped
necklines and draped skirts
swirling to back fullness. Their
headpieces were of matching
taffeta with feathered tiered




his brother as best man. Ush-
ers were Frederick Dudley, El-
lis Fears, Atty. Mason Davis,
Rev. Erskine Faush, Alvin
Scott, Harold Williams and W.
B. Smith.
Tapers were lighted by Mis-
ses Joan Pigroin and Andrea
Scott. They were adorned in
red silk taffeta dresses with
matching headpieces and shoes.
The flower girls, Karen Davis
and Terry Tiddle, wore white
dresses and headpieces. They
carried green baskets with
white rose petals.
Given in marriage by her
father, the bride wore a gown
of white satin with the sa- fountain.
brina neckline enhanced by
jeweled alencon lace applique.
The ,bouffant skirt featured ap-
pliqued alencon lace medal-
lions with a perky bow above
the chapel train. Her veil of
illusion fell from a crown of
pearls and rhinestones. She
carried a prayer book covered
with orchids and stephanotis.
Mrs. Florida Pigrom was
the organist. Mrs. Mary Jean
Gadie, soloist, sang the "Lord's
Prayer" and the "Wedding
Prayer."
GALA RECEPTION
Parents of the bride were
hosts at the reception which
followed the ceremony at the
Sunset Homes Center. After
the toast to the couple by the
best man, more than 300
guests toasted the bride and
groom with sparkling cham-
pagne flowing from a silver
CELEBRANTS at •ga la
birthday party given in hon-
or of Mary West, a member
of the 2nd W • r d Young
Democratic Org., was held re-
cently in the Southside Me-
chanics Club, 3524 Indiana.
join in a chit-chat. Pictured
left to right: Esther Griffin.
Connie Toole, Elizabeth Mull-
ion, Richard A. Harewood,
Mary West, Lawrence Woods.
secretary to Cong. William
L. Dawson; Roberta Gore and
William Parker, prominent
real estate broker and a top
Democratic precinct captain
at Prairie Shores. Parker
was recently cited by the
congressman for outstanding




Miss Olive M. Diggs, public
relations specialist with the
Chicago Land Clearance Com-
mission, was signally honored
this week when she was eh°.
sen by the February graduat-
ing class of Roosevelt univer-
sity as a special guest at Its
dinner-dance a n d reception
Friday night in the Blackstone
hotel.
Miss Diggs, who was grad-
uated from Roosevelt in 1958
with a masters degree in social
science, will stand in the re-
ceiving line with President
and Mrs. Edward J. Sperling
and members of the faculty.
OBVIOUSLY PROUD of his
Spring collection of cha-
peaux, Raymond Hudd, fea-
tured guest designer at the




The Grace Lee Stevens Civli
and Charity club assembled re-
cently in the home of Mrs. Car-
rie Collier, 5440 So. Indira
ave., and voted to go an record
as opposing any font of segre-
gation in the public schools of
Chicago, the publicity chairman
Mrs. Oreitha K. Charles, dis-
closed this week.
A letter of protest was ord-
ered sent to Mayor Daley, Su-
perintendent Benjamin Willis
and the board of education. Mrs.
Grace Lee Stevens gave a re-
port on members received ill
the club at a previous meet-
ing in the home of Dr. Inez
Wheatley, 6226 So. St. Law-
rence ave.
They are Mesdames Kathryn
LeSure, Elinor Gould Schorr,
Florence Walker and Pauline
Lee, an associate member.
Mrs. Stevens also
reported that 26 bas-
kets of food were dis-
tributed through the Chicago
Defender Charities and t h e
Crusader Charities and a dona-
tion was made to the Provi-
dent hospital's Women's Auxi-
liary board fund.
As a followup to the action
taken on the school segregation
issue, members of the club met
with a committee from the Chi-
cago Urban League in refer-
ence to the current controversy,
Mrs. Charles reported.
Mrs. C. W. Hayes introduced
the receiving line. The mother
of the bride wore a creation
of moss green peau de soie and
lace with a matching hat de-
signed by Yvonne Turner,
and an orchid corsage.
The mother of the groom
wore rose beige lace and a
corsage of orchids.
The Bride's book was kept
by Mrs. Wiletha Faush and
Mrs. Patricia Shakespeare.
Gifts were registered by Mrs.
Danetta Kennon Thornton,
Mrs. Gertrude McCall and
Mrs. Hazel McWilliams.
Hostesses were Mesdames
Pearl Shelton, Thelda Austin,
L. Cora Conwell, Ethel Fallin,
Hazel Watkins, Mamie Dow-
dell, T. Corine Sears, Thelma
Emmons, Bessie Cook, Essie
Pigrom;
Mesdames Johnnie Reed,
Lillie Pearson, Belzora Ward,
Minnie Gaston, Daisy Gray
Jones, Mayo Forniss, Florida
Hudson, Edna Gardner, Mabel
Kelly, Hettie Coker, Willie
Mae Jones, Savannah Crews
Jones, Rosalyn Ware, Bernice
Bedell, Sherline Harris, Irma
Jones, Mae Washington and
Evelyn Branch.
A series of pre-nuptial par-
ties preceded the wedding
Among them was a shower-
tea given at the Sunset Homes
Provident hospital's Seventh
Annual Designers Chapeau
Extravaganza. makes • last
minute check before his
models make their entrance
into the spotlight. Model-
lovies are (left to right)
Harriet Johns, Ruth Oussley
and Connie Conn.
2nd Ward Demo Women To
Show 'Mission To Africa'
A public showing of the
outstanding documentary film
"Mission to Africa" made and
produced by Atty. Russell It.
DeBow -will be presented Tues-
day, Feb. 6 at 8:30 p.m. at the
2nd Ward Regular Democratic
Organization headquarters, 3435
So. Indiana ave., it was an-
nounced early this week.
The announcement came from
the president of the 2nd Ward
Women's Auxiliary, Mrs. Mary
Campbell.
The hour-long sound a n d
technicolor film is the first of
its kind ever produced and con-
tams candid scenes from sev-
eral African nations.
Included are Liberia, Nigeria,
Senegal, Sierre Leone, Congo,
Kenya and Egypt.
ON SPOT FILMING
The documentary was film-
ed by Attorney DeBow while
he was serving as a member
of the Study Mission to Africa
headed by State Rep. Barrat
&
FURS FOR MILADY, cour- Gill. Omega Taylor, Robec- eaux Extravaganza at Rob-
ison, of R. J. McFarland, ca Irving and Marguerite art's club recently.
are modeled by LaVergne Gillem at the V.S.G. Chap.
center. In a setting of pink and
silver decorations, guests were
served from a table covered
with white organza with pink
applique. Gifts were register-
ed by Mrs. Winifred Catlin
and Mrs. Beryce White.
The home of Mrs. Willie
Baylor provided the setting
for a personal shower with
Mrs. Willie Nell Howell and
Mrs. Hazel Smith as hostess-
es.
The bridal party was en-
tertained with dinner at the
Gaston motel lounge, hosted
by Mrs. Mayo Forniss, Mrs.
Daisy Gray Jones and Miss
Laurie Forniss.
The after-rehearsal dinner
was given by Mrs. Patricia
Shakespeare and her mother,
Mrs. Carl Ard in their beauti-
ful new home.
Mrs. Alexander is a gradu-
ate of Talledega college, a
summer graduate student at
Indiana university and a
member of Alpha Kappa Al-
pha sorority. At present she
is employed by the Jefferson
County board of education as
a teacher at the Wenonah high
school.
Alexander attended Clark
college, and is now the as-
sistant manager of the Besse-
mer Housing Projects.
The couple now reside at
2300 Holbrook Terrace.
The donor's name and ad-
dress go with each CARE Food
Crusade package, to bring a
personal message of friend-
ship from the people of Amer-
ica to those in need across the
world.
GENERAL CHAIRMAN,
Mrs. Mildred Powell (stand-
ing center), stops for a brief
moment to smile for photo
with guest designers at the
recent chapeaux extravagan-
za sponsored by the V.S.G.'s
of Provident hospital. De-
signers (standing I. to r.)
are T. Kighschelle, Raymond
O'Hara, chairman of the sub.
committee on Africa of t h 4
house Committee on Foreign
Affairs.
Others were takeh on two
special missions to Africa as
a consultant to the Interns.
tional Cooperation Administra•
lion.
The "Mission to Africa" de•
picts life not only in the mo-
dern capitols of the new Afri-
can nations but of the tribal
life and in "bush country." It
includes an on-the-spot record-
ing of the funeral rites given
Liberia's former president,
Charles Dunbar Burgess King
which is contained in a special
section covering West Africa.
The public is extended an
invitation to attend the spe-
cial "Mission to Africa" show-
ing, Mrs. Campbell said. Rep.
William L. Dawson is the Com-





BURLINGTON, N. C. A 1961
cum laude graduate of A. and
T. college, the former Miss
Gladys Marie Morris' marriage
to William Henry Fowler was
announced recently by the par-
ents of the bride, Mr. and Mrs.
W. I. Morris.
The ceremonies for the couple
were conducted at Danville,
Va., April 25, 1960.
Mrs. Fowler a clothing major
in college, is assistant to the
buyer in youth clothes at the
B. Altman company, New York
City.
Fowler, a former football star
at A. and T. college, received
the B.S. degree in sociology
from the college in 1961.
He will complete shortly a
tour of duty with the U. S.
Army and is now stationed at
an army installation near Har-
risburg, Pa.
He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles E. Davis, Free-
hold, N. J.
Hudd, Mrs. Powell, Fancie
Windham and Bill Collins.
Seated are models Louie
Jackson and Pauline Carter.
Rev. Blake To Talk At U. Of C.
The Rev. Eugene Carson
Blake, of the United Presby-
terian Church, will be the
guest preacher Sunday, at the
University of Chicago's Rocke-
feller Memorial Chapel, 1156
E. 59th st.
The non-denominational re-
ligious service begins at 11 a.
m. Topic of the sermon is,
"The Bask for Christian Cour-
age."
The Rev. Dr. Blake will be
guest of honor at a luncheon
following the service to he giv-
en by the Porter Foundation
which serves Presbyterian,
Congregational, Evangelical,
and Reformed students at the
university.
The luncheon will be held at
12:30 p.m., at Swift Common
Room, 1025 E. 58th at. The
Rev. Blake will discuss "The
Blake-Pike Proposals f t
Church Union" at a forum fillv
lowing the luncheon.
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cLUB members enjoyed their
first meeting of 1962 with
pert NEDRA SMITH, at her
lovely home in Lakeview
Gardens recently. There, mem-
ories of their Kalendar Kapers
dance held last month, were
dill lingering, and in that
Mood, turned their sights on
the new heights they will en-
deavor to achieve this year.
Following a savory dinner,
three rounds of bridge com-
petition culminated with first
and second prizes going to
Helen H. Bowen and Marianne
Roach. Martha Galloway was
the winner of the guest prize.
Other Entre Nous present
were Gladys Anderson, Ear-
nestine Gray, Mollie Long,
Lillian Wolfe, L. Delores Scott,
Carrie S. Scott, Essie G. Shaw
and Arand Taylor. Additional
guests included Barbara At-
kins, Mary E. Franklin, Hes-
ter Miller, Martha Whitney,





beckoned the call of MARY
ELIZABETH LEWIS, to come
to her home at 3179 Winslow
road for their recent meeting.
Dinner was followed by
bridge, and the astute players
received lovely bracelets for
their efforts—including mem-
bers Thelma Moore, Gwendo-
lyn McEwen and Lulah Mc-
Ewen . . . and guests Velton
Tankins and Marie Begley.
Enjoying the evening of re-
laxful fun with close friends
were Eleanor Currie, St. Elmo
Hampton, Mattie Oates, Char-





FORD, and her husband
MARION FORD are crowing
with delight over the arrival
of their beautiful little son,
Barry Antoine, who made his
debut at E. H. Crump hos-
pital on Jan. it Marion Ford
is a well-known postman, and
he has no trouble awaking for
his job these days with the
presence of the little human
darm clock who currently
runs the household of the
Fords on Quinn avenue.
COFFEE HOUR
EMMANUEL EPISCOPAL
CHURCH cordially invites the
public, friends, patrons, as
sell as members to be pre-
sent at its 11 o'clock service,
Sunday, Feb. 4, when the
ght Rev, John Vander Horst,
Bishop of the Diocese of Ten-
nessee will conduct the lay-
ing on of hands 'ceremony at
the confirmation of 20 new
members, and who will also
deliver the sermon. Immediate-
Isr following the service, mem-
1sers of the Women's Auxiliary
The Men's club and Rev. and
Mrs. S. D. Rudder, will be
hosts at a coffee hour com-
plimenting the confirmants
and Bishop Vander Horst.
MEMPHIS ALPHAS
The brothers of Alpha Lamb-
da Delta chapter of Alpha











Tickets On Sale At
Goldsmith's and teMoyne
sam•••••••n
Phi Alpha Fraternity will be
hosts to a State meeting of
graduate and undergraduate
chapters of the fraternity on
Saturday and Sunday, Feb.
3 and 4, to be held at Le-
Moyne college, where their
Southern Vice President, Wal-
ter Washington of Utica, Mis-
sissippi, will preside.
In charge of arrangements
are Memphis Alphas Edison
Morrison, Mervin McCoy and
James Swearengen, and Dr
Theron Northcross is chapter
president.
All in all, it will be an
Alpha Week-end, as the chap-
ter will alsci• hold its Annual
Scholarship Dance on Friday,
Feb. 2, at Curries Club Tro.
picana.
The dance will benefit schol-
arship programs of the chap-
ter at LeMoyne and Owen
colleges. So, plan to dance
with the Alphas, before they
settle down the following day
for their serious business,
which will include several
workshops.
CULTURAL EVENT
In the realm of culture, a
noteworthy event is planned
for the enjoyment and enrich-
ment of our community.
LeMoyne college will pre-
sent famed ODETTA in Bruce
Hall at LeMoyne on Wednes-
day, Feb. 21, at 8:30 p.m.
Odetta is a star high on the
horizon of American art, and
may be remembered as a guest
of Harry Belafonte on his first
big TV spectacular, in addi-
tion to her records and al-
bums. She is hailed as the
most exciting female folk sing-
er in the U. S. While training
for a career as an opera
singer, she heard a folksing-
ing group one night. That was
the turning point in her career.
Odetta fell in love with folk
music. She sings folk tunes
with what has been described
as a certain amount of pas-
sionate hate and venom.
Odetta accompanies herself
with a guitar and uses drums
in the background.
WEDS BAND LEADER
Much interest is centered
in the announcement of the
marriage of wellknown and
talented MISS THELMA
GREEN. Washington high
school art instructor, to famed
band leader and recording
artist ROY MILTON, on Dec.
23, at Los Angeles, Calif.
Mr. Milton and his mother,
Mrs. Janie Milton of Tulsa,
Okla. have been frequent
visitors of the former Miss
Gren at her showplace contem-
porary home on Shelby Drive,
where her outstanding artistic
talents have created a decor
which defies the ability of
any of the country's top-
notch interior decorators.
Currently, Mr. Milton is ap-
pearing on LA's Sunset Strip,
and following other appearan-
ces in the same city and
in San Francisco, he will join
his bride here in March for
a three months' stay. Mr. and
Mrs. Milton will maintain (heir
home here, as well as in Los
Angeles, where he is also en-
gaged in business enterprises
This culmination of a 15
year romance caught everyone
off-guard, but being built on
an enduring foundation, we
are sure they have a lifetime
of happiness before them. Bee
Wishes and congratulations
MR. AND MRS. RUFUS
BOWLING. JR., are seen with
their bridal party brunaidiate-
ly after their Dec. 31 wed-
ding at St. John Baptist
church.
Seen to the left of Mr. and
Mrs. Bowling is Mr. Sterling
Adams, best man and right
of Mr. and Mns. Bowling is
seen the Maid of honor, Miss
Angela Reed, niece of the
bride. Soon in the foreground
are the bridesmaids and the
Miss Barbara Ann Bailey Becomes
Wife Of Rufus Bowling Jr., Dec. 31
In a setting of white mums,
eala lilies, gladiolas, greenery
and glowing tapers, Miss Bar-
bara Ann Bailey became the
bride of Rufus Bowling Jr. in
a ceremony at the historic St.
John Baptist church, Sunday,
Dec. 31, 1961.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bailey,
Sr., of 2554 Park ave., and the
bridegroom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Rufus Bowling, Sr.,
of 1452 Park ave.
The Rev, A. McEwen Wil-
Thelma and Roy!
CHIT CHAT
We were sorry to learn of
the sudden illness of JOHN
PARKER, who was en route
home on the train in Min-
nesota. His wife, Ruth, has
gone there where he is hos-
pitalized and seriously ill.
MISS RAMELLE EDDINS
is again confined to E. H.
Crump Hospital, and we hope
that she will soon be back
at her post in the Manassas
home economics department.
MRS. STANLEY ISH has re-
turned from Nashville, Tenn.,
where she attended a board
meeting of the National Coun-
cil on Human Relations. She
is the vice president of the
West Tennessee Council and a
member of the State board.
Wife of Dr. Stanley Ish, son
of the fah family which figur-
ed prominently in a national
magazine's article on cultured
and affluent Negroes, she is
also the daughter of Mrs.
Claude Barnett, the former
singer and artist. Etta Moten,
who with her husband, were
also featured in the article.
Presently, her mother is
about to revisit Africa, pos-
sibly holding the distinction
of having visited that con-
tinent more than any other
American, where she and Mr.
Barnet have acquired one of
the nation's most outstanding
collections of African art.
NEW OFFICERS
THE ELITE LITERARY
AND SOCIAL club elected
officers at their recent meet.
ing held at the home of Mrs.
H. H. Jones with Mrs. J. W.
Ester as co-hostess. This club
is one of the city's oldest
cultural organizations and se-
veral of the current members
are the second generation in
family representation.
The new officers are Mrs.
Henry A. Collins, president:
Mrs. J. W. Ester, vice presi-
dent; Mrs. John C. Mickle,
secretary; Mrs. H. H. Jones,
corresponding_ secretary Miss
Martelle Trigg, treasurer; Mrs.
J. H. Seward, pianist; Mrs.
M. J. Owens, critic; Mrs. T.
H. Watkins. parliamentarian;
Mrs. W. P. Guy, historian; and
Mrs. A. Hunnicutt, reporter.
hams officiated at the double
ring ceremony and a program
of nuptial music was presented
by Mrs. Josie Nelson Cobb, or-
ganist, and Miss Vivian Mc
Milian, soloist from Houston,
Texas.
WHITE ORCHIDS
The bride, given in marriage
by her father, was resplendent
in a peau de soie Elizabethean
wedding gown which featured
a lace embossed bodice, and a
princess waistline which fell
into a soft cascading train.
The hand pearlized sequined
tiara bordered with pearls
gave a halo effect to the
bride's face which was fur-
ther highlighted by the elbow
length illusion veil. She carried
a bouquet of white orchids and
baby breath.
Miss Angela Faye Reed of
Tennessee State University,
niece of the bride, was maid
of honor. She wore a white
velvet dress with matching
headdress and carried yellow
tea roses.
The bridesmaids, Miss Lil-
lian Fisher from Lincoln uni-
versity, Miss Junienne Briscoe
from Indiana university; Miss
Doris Clariette from Tennessee
State university; Miss Aloma
Lytle from Memphis State and
Miss Crystal Strong from the
University of Buffalo were
lovely in red velvet dresses
which were adorned with baby
bows of red satin.
They wore matching head-
dresses and red satin shoes.
They carried hand bouquets of
yellow tea roses to enhance the
color scheme of the bride and
bridegroom's sorority and fra-
ternity colors.
DIRECTOR OF WEDDING
Little Misses Shari Lynn
Evans, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Evans and Robin
Elizabeth Robertson, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. William R.
Robertson were flower girls.
Little Otis F. Brown, jr., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Otis F. Brown.
Sr.. was ring bearer. He wore
the traditional white suit
which was tailored especially
for this occasion.
The best man was Sterlin
Adams. Groomsmen were Cri-
ven Dean, Alvin Crawford,
James Lee. Larry Julian, Grant
Parham and Friedel Greene.
Mrs. Bailey chose for her
daughter's wedding a white
brocade silk after-five dress
and a tiny hat of pink flowers.
She wore a pink orchid. Mrs.
Bowling, Sr.. wore a blue lace
after-five dress and a small
flowered white hat. Her
shoulder corsage was a white
orchid. The wedding was di-
rected by Mrs. Richard Greene
and Mrs. Betty Bland.
KCEPTION
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groomsmen. left to right,
Friedel Greene, Alvin Craw-
ford, Miss Lillian Fisher,
Larry Julian, Miss Junienne
Briscoe, Miss Doris Clarions,
James Lee. Miss Crystal
Strong. Criven Dean, Miss
with a reception at the Sigma
Gamma Rho Sorority House.
The bride's table, overlaid
with a lace cloth, was centered
by a five tiered wedding cake
flanked on each side by glow-
ing tapers held in silver can-
delabras,
Assisting at the reception,
wearing red and white after-
five dresses, were Misses Au-
brey Bryant, Gwendolyn Fife,
Carolyn Love, Levada Gross,
Faye Lee, Dorothy Wright,
Nadine Cobble and Elizabeth
Mitchell. The hostesses also in-
cluded Mrs. Marydelle Reed
and Mrs. Hattie M. Sanders.
GUESTS
Guests were introduced to
the receiving line by Mrs.
George Saunders. Among them
were: Mrs. Elphreda Jones,
Mrs. A. Sample and son, Mr.
G. Bradshaw, Mr. James Estes,
Miss M. L. McDowell, Mrs. M.
0. Mebane and mother, Mrs.
Robert Fields, Mrs. J. Win-
bush, Mr. and Mrs. J. Green,
Miss V. Jones, Mrs. K. Hunter,
Miss F. Green, Miss Y. Brown,
David Acey, Mr. and Mrs. E.
0. Green, Mr. and Mrs. Lee
Jefferson, Mr and Mrs. J.
Saulsberry:
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Poston,
Miss Annette Jones, Miss Fred-
die Ushrea, Mrs. Jean Burnette
Wright, Mr. R. T. Jones, Mr.
and Mrs. Otis Brown and Miss
Ester Pullians, also Mr. Wash
Whitker, Mrs. Hattie L. Web-
ster, Mrs. Debra Thompson,
Miss C. Sanders.
Out of town guests included
Miss Nadine Cobble from Chi-
cago, IlirMr. and Mrs. Oscar
Thomas from Chattanooga,
Tenn., ad Dr. and Mrs. F. W.
Cooke 'from Carruthersville,
Mo., Miss Vivian McMillian
from Houston, Texas,
OTHER GUESTS
" Other 'guests seen congratu-
lating the bride and groom
wet,: Miss- B. Williams, Mrs.
Theo Davis, Clifton O'Neal, jr.,
Harvey Duff, Miss Faye De-
lores Lee, Rev. D. Warner
Browning, Mrs. Lillian Bowles,
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Cochran,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Nevills,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Evans,
Mrs. Laura Thomas, Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Ewell, Mrs. Mari-
lus Scott, Mrs. Ed Smith, Mrs.
Samuel Johnson, Mrs. R. Wool-
drige and children, Mrs. H.
Webst r, Mrs. L. W. Lanier
and Mrs. Edith Cotton, Mr.
Theo. Spencer.
Some of the guests seen at
the wedding included R. L.
Waller, Mr. and Mrs. Al San-
ders, Mrs. Marydelle Reed,
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Goodlow,
W. Whitaker, Mrs. Fannie
Palmer, Edward Knight, Mr.
and Mrs. Warren Dixon and
daughter Delois, Mr. and Mrs.
William Robertson, Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Moore;
Mrs. Lovie Myers, Mrs.
Rosie Mauldon, Mrs. L. B. Ly-
tle, Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Sut-
ties, Mrs. Leora Wilson, Mrs.
E. Thornton, Mrs. S. M. Love,
Mrs. G. L. Greene, Mrs. J.
Williams, Mrs. Bertha Buckles,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Love, A.
Hull, Mrs. Awnie Holmes, Mr.
and Mrs. Tyler Glover, Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Roach, Mrs. An-
nie Holt, Mrs. Elizabeth Gold-
em, Mrs. Eliza Bailey, Mrs. L.
N. Spencer and Mrs. Pearl
Overton and Mr. and Mrs. Le-
roy Silmon and Mrs. Beulah
Williams.
MORE GUESTS
Other guests included Mrs.
William Holmes. B. Bridge-
forth, Mr. and Mrs. Wilson
Jordan. Rev. and Mrs71Perer
Jones, Mrs. J. Kyles, Mrs. J.
W. McKinney and daughter,
Vera Jane, Mrs. H. McDaniel,
Mrs. Minnie Spencer, Mr. W. S.
Larkin, Mr. Edw. Rucker, Miss
Lavern Howard, Mrs. Ruthie
La.Grone and daughter, Phy-
Atoms Lytle. and Grant L.
Parham, Jr. Seated in cen-
ter are Shari Lynn Evans,
flower girl, niece of the
bride, Oils F. Brown, Jr.,




Members of the 35th Ward
City Beautiful club climaxed a
year's activity with a dinner
party for husbands and friends
n the lovely home of Mrs. Ad-
die Wright of 347 W. Fields
ave., recently, and took stock
of the deeds accomplished dur-
ing 1902.
Under the leadership of Mrs.
Beecher Dobbs, the members
entered Miss Fay Rice in the
city-wide Bronze Queen con-
test, campaigned for funds for
retarded children, presented
tropical plants to the new
YWCA branch on Arbor Day
and contributed money to the
sick and food baskets to the
needy.
During the year, flowers and
cards were sent to bereaved
members, and beautiful hand-
kerchiefs given each member
•
MISS TAYLOR ENGAGED:
. .. Social interest is center-
ed on the announcement by
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Taylor,
sr., of 831 Jennette st., of the
engagement of their daughter,
Miss Lana Joyce Taylor to
Capt. Harold Rudolph Sims,
son of the late Prof. and Mrs.
B. W. Sims, Sr.. of 83 South
Parkway West. A June wad-
ding is planned by the pop-
ular couple. Miss Taylor is a
junior at Spillman college,
Atlanta, Ga.; and Capt. Sims,
a graduate of Southern uni-
versity and has studied at the
University of Poona at Bom-
bay, India. He is currently in
in the Army with the 1st
Psychological Warta:* Bat-
talion at Fort Bragg. N. C.
Lana Joyce Taylor To Become
Bride Of Capt. Harold Sims
Mr. and Mrs. John J. Taylor,
Sr. of 631 Jennette street have
announced the engagement of
their daughter, Miss Lana
Joyce Taylor, to Capt. Harold
Rudolph Sims, son of the late
Prof. and Mrs. ,B. W. Sims,
Sr. of 83 South Parkway West.
Miss Taylor is a graduate of
Booker T. Washington high
school, where she was presi-
dent of the National Honor
Society, a member of the De-
bating Club, business manager
and valedictorian of the class
of 1959, and listed as a mem-
ber of Who's Who among High
School leaders of America.
She is presently a junior
at Spelt-rum College, Atlanta,
Ga., where she is a member
lies, Rev. and Mrs. Theo. Dav-
is, Mrs. Marie Rawling, Mrs.
Trulty B. Wallace, Mrs. Odia
Powell, Lonnie Briscoe, Mrs.
Leora Bradley, Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Payton, Edward Davis,
Miss L. Holmes, Mr. and Mrs.
James Gayden, Miss Ann
Hines, E. Seals, Mr. and Mrs.
T. Bailey, Mrs. S. H. Johnson,
Mrs. Eva Tate, Mr. and Mrs.
Cleo Hudson, Mrs. C Williams,
Miss .1. Glover, Miss S. Brans-
comb, Mrs. L. Branscomb,
Miss Velma Spencer, Miss G.
Lamar, Mr. and Mrs. B. L.
Clark, Mrs. Aline Bailey, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Cobb, Mrs.
Gazella McDonald, Mrs. Mary
Rucker, Mrs. Jean Webster and
Mrs. James Swearenger and
many others.
After a brief stay in the city,
the couple left for Las Cruces,
New Mexico where Bowling is
a mathematician at the White
Sands Missile Range where
Mrs. Bowling will continue








of the Official Hostess Club,
Social Science Club and on the
Steering Committee of the
committee on the Appeal for
Human Rights. During the
school year of 1960-01, Miss
Taylor Was an exchange stu-
dent at Carleton College,
Northfield, Minnesota.
NNE- WEDDING
She is the granddaughter of
Mr. Jerry Taylor, Sr., and the
late Mrs. Birdie Taylor.
Captain Sims is a graduate
of Booker T. Washington high
school and received his B. A.
from Southern University in
Baton Rouge, La. He is a mem-
ber of Alpha Phi Alpha Pre-
ternity, studied at the Uni-
versity of Poona at Bombay,
India, and is currently in the
Army with the 1st Psycholo-
gical Warfare Battalion, Fort
Bragg, N. C.
The wedding will take place
in June.
Wife Preservers
If dried p•as and lima beans de-
velop little holes, it's time to throw
them out. This is a sign of Infiltra-
tion by weevils.
on her birthday.
Mrs. Ernestine Buntyn made
a report on yards and shrubs
of members.




s haede:ohant petce o fuotls
been during 1981.
Members of the committee
in charge of the party were
Mrs. Ernestine Buntyn, and
Mrs. Fordie Mae Burton.
Guests included Mrs. Minor
Johnican, a member of the
City Beautiful committee and
Mr. Johnican, Mrs. Bernice
Bra tcher, Mrs. Mary Jones,
Joseph Dobbs, Willie White,
George Robinson, Clarence
Walk, Lem Timberlake, Leo
Buntyn and others.
OFFICERS
Officers include Mrs. Dobt,
chairman; Mrs. Evil Timberlakik
and Mrs. Beatrice Thornton.
co-chairman; Mrs. Mable
Young, secretary; Mrs. Bun-
tyn, assistant secretary; Mrs.
Bemis Claybrook, treasurer;
Mrs. Georgia Curtis, chaplain;
Mrs. Thornton and Mrs. Clay-
brook, sick committee; and
Mrs. Hazel Hudson and Mrs.
Ida Robinson, reporters.
Other members are Mrs.
Annie Walk, Mrs. Fordie Mae
Burton, Mrs. Ida Bramlett,
Mrs. Lula White, Mrs. Connie
White, Mrs. Addie Wright,
Mrs. Martha Sutton, Mrs. Is-





All of a sudden, Memphians
are talking about Odetta. They
remember her as the star of
Harry Belafonte's first big TV
spectacular—and many of them
have fallen in love with her
records and albums. She is
coming to Memphis, Feb. 21,
to appear in concert in Le-
Moyne college's Bruce Hall
at 8:30 p.m.
This stands to be one of
Memphis' biggest attractions
of the year, for Odetta has
been applauded as the most
exciting female folk singer in
the U.S.
Tickets are on sale in
Moyne's business office, Gol -
smith's Central Ticket Office
and at Owen college.
Odetta was slow catching on
to folk music but once she
got the message she went over
in a big way. She had been
dreaming of opera and was
being trained for it until she
heard a folk-singing group one
night. That was the turning
point. She fell in love with
the music and was a smash hit
her first time out.
She sings these folk tunes
with a certain amount of
passionate hate and venom.
One critic said: "She sings
with anger and protest, and
her voice has an immense
power, a fine range and an
amazing command of nuances
and inflections."
Odetta accompanies herself
with a guitar when she is
reeling off her folk numbers.
















You get Fast Convenient Service at
N,ANCE .1V1..A131:
SPEED WASH
614 Nance Ave., at cynlhia
Wash 20C-3o Minute Dry 250
MEMPHIS' FIRST NEGRO OWNED COIN-OPERATED
LAUNDERETTE
• Fully Aeteniettc stall New Foolproof. t
• Cl•••,O•mfort•bl• •N•er Saver.' Stores
• Public Telephone •W•Il Lighted
FOR YOUR RELAXATION,
• Rivfnishni•nto • Moils:
BRING YOUR FRIENDS - HAVE A BALL
Wm, E. Jon•s, Own•r



































































































































































































  Anna C. CookeZ
The main topic for discus-
sion is still the weather and
Fm sure this winter will
one talked about for years to
come.
In spite of the weather acti-
vity is still going on. Mrs.
Alene Maney was the delight-
ful hostess to the monthly
meeting of the Criterion Bridge
club with everyone present in
a mixture of rain and snow
last Thursday night. Delicious
baked ham, congealed salad
etc. 'made up the most tasty
menu preceeding the playing
of bridge.
Present were: Mesdames V.
illiV 
Walker, Bernice Lucas, Ger-
ude Ford, Vera Brooks, Julia
Sheegog, Merietta Hughes,
Georgia Atkins, Lula Bell Mar-
tin, F. A. Dobbins, Annie M.
Bond, Rosetta McKissack,
Miss Phonoy Granberry, and
your scribe.
Prizes for high score went to
Mesdames Walker and Lucas
with Mrs. McKissack receiv-
ing the booby.
The annual Art Exhibit was
presented by the Jackson Fe-
derated Clubs Sunday after-
noon at the Lane College lib-
rary. Many of the beautiful
pieces of art were made by
the local members in the
various clubs that compose the
Federated Clubs.
The delegate Assembly of
the Tennessee Education Con-
gress found many persons from
Jackson and Madison County
fthen it convened on last Sat-
Wrday. The assembly, held at
Tennessee A. & I. State uni-
versity was presided over by
C. N. Berry 'of Jackson who
is president of the association.
Seated delegates from Jack-
son City School System were:
Miss Jessie L. Brooks, City
Supervisor, delegate at large;
Mrs. Bertha Collins, John
Werthing, A. J. Payne, Jr.,
and J. L. Davis From. Madison
County were: Mrs. Juanette
Beasley, Madison County Su-
pervisor, L. R. Cunningham.
president of the Madison coun-
ty Teachers' Association, Mrs.
R. L. Drain, Mrs. Georgia Kel-
ley Wisdom, S. W. Beasley,
and Ernest Golden. Mrs. F. A.
Dobbins, retired Madison coun-
Ai supervisor, relinquished her
Wosition as an executive board
member.
The theme for the meeting
was "A Look at Ourselves in
the Space Age" with the main
speaker for the ocasaion 'Dr
John W. Davis of New York
city.
The second annual Charm
Clinic was held at East High
school on Ashport Road in
Madison county on Thursday.
The theme used for the clinic
was: "Charm Speaks for You
Before You Can Speak for
Yourself." Introducing the
theme was Mrs. Marie Penn
dean of women at Lane col-
lege. The students heard a
wonderful panel discussion
with the following topic being
discussed: Public Conduct,
Good Grooming, Good Citi-
zenship and the Care of the
Teeth with Mr. Jessie Massey,
Mr. Bernard Clay, Mrs. Mat-
tie Merry and Dr. Ernest
Carter.
Dr. Carter served in the ab-
sence of Dr. W. R. Bell who
was ill and could not be pre-
sent. The students were also
honored in the general as-
sembly with the presence of
Miss Personality and Mr. Es-
quire, in the person of Miss
Dorothy Pyles and Charles
Cox of Lane college. Th ey
both performed in dramatics
and music respectively.
In the group sessions serving
as consultants were: Mrs. Es-
sie M. Perry, Dr. E. L. Carter.
Mr. James Spacer, Mr. Ber-
nard Clay, Mr. Jessie Massey.
Mr. Albert Porter, Dr. Wil-
liam McKissack, Mrs. Willie
Fogelman, Miss Dorothy Pyles,
Mrs. Anna L. Cooke, Miss
Anna B. Jackson, Mrs. Marie
Penn, and Mrs. Lillie B. Cole.
Discussions were on Good
Grooming, -Good Manners, and
Good Health as a means to
develpping that Charm we all
would like to possess.
Speaker for the afternoon
session was 'Mr. A. L. Robin-
son, principal of Montgomery
high, school, in Lexington.
Tenn. It was at this session
also that the morning session
highlights were given.
East High faculty and stu-
dents were very happy to have
as their special guests, Mrs.
Cora DeBerry, English Ins-
tructor at East High who had




Be loyal to a friend. Friend-
ship is not worth much unless
you stand by your friends
when the rest of the world
seems to have let them down.
Prove to them that they can
rust you by keeping your
Irromises and by never repeat-
ing anything which they tell
you in confidence.
Do not assume that because
a person is your friend you
have a right to say anything
you feel like saying to him.
You should be as careful,
courteous and tactful to friends
as you are to strangers. The
fact that you are a good friend
means that your fault find-
ing or your praise will be
taken more seriously than any-
thing that could be said by
someone else.
Dear Carlota:
My best friend always ig-
nores me when we are out
with other people. When ,we
are together (just the two
of us) we get along beauti-
fully and enjoy each others
company immensely. But when
anyone joins us he acts as if




Your friend is trying too
hard to make a favorable im•
pression on others while he is
creating an unfavorable one
with you. Tell him honestly
that this trait of his annoys
you. Give him a chance to
prove himself a true and loyal
pal.
Dear Mrs. Watson:
I am 14 and have never been
asked to a dance. I have lots
of girl friends and the boys are
nice to me. The guys just
won't ask me out. I am good
in sports and am not fat or
ugly. The first dance I attended
I had.to ask the boy to take
me. He never asked me out
again. I am ashamed because
I am not popular.
NNN.
Dear NNN.:
Being popolar means noth-
ing unless it is deserved. Stop
worrying about yourself and
become a more interesting
person. Enter into school ac-
tivities and try to excel in
them so folks will admire you
for your abilities and be proud
to take you places.
Members of General Remodelers of Memphis
HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
DELUXE COMBINATION ALUMINUM DOORS
S33.95 WITH THIS AD
Fiber Glass Awnings and Carports
Combination Doors - Painting and Papering
Aluminum and Insulated Siding - Roofing - Insulation
Garages - Fences - Ornamental Iron .Work
Screens - Windows - Floor and Plastic Tile
Panes • Driveways - snip Estimates
FHA and Conventional Terms
WH 8-4079
Soft-Lite
• Fiber- Glass Construction
CO., INC. OF MEMPHIS
1211 SOUTH PARKWAY EAST
NOTED PIANIST TO AP-
PEAR AT 'OWEN COL-
LEGE: The Student Affairs
Committee of Owen college
expects to present Theodore
Ullmann, concert pianist, in
a recital Friday. Feb. 9, at
10 a.m. in the Roger Wil-
liams hall auditorium, till.
mann has performed in
countries located on every
continent of the globe, in-
cluding each of the SO
United States of America. A
holder of the B. S., M. A.,




There's lots of honey in the
southeastern foodstores this
month—thanks to billions of
busy bees who worked over-
time last summer to supply us
with this versatile sweet.
News from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture is that this
year's corn of honey totals 276
million pounds. This is 33 mil-
lion pounds more than aver-
age.
So, with this in mind let's
explore, experiment and de-
velope some new honey dishes.
Honey is a natural sweet which
weaves a magical spell when
just a little bit is added to
most any good food.
Use it uncooked as a Spread,
topping or beverage sweet-
ener.
Use it in your baked prod-
ucts. Honey may be used in
puddings, custards, pie fillings,
baked apples, salad dressings
and on toast.
For a beautiful' golden
glaze and extra flavor, glaze
your next ham with honey.
Simply bake the ham as usual
until a half hour before it is
done. Remove the ham from
the oven, and score the surface
with diamond-shaped criss-
crosses. Then gently pow
honey over the meat. Basic
occasionally with honey while
the ham finishes baking.
Elegant—but economical des-
cribes our next recipe for
baked beans. To start, soak
and cook I cup dry beans and
put them in a casserole. Add
Vs cup chopped onion, 2 table-
spoons honey, and 1/2 to 1 cup
milk, depending upon the
amount of moisture needed to
keep the beans from drying
out during baking. Slice a can
of luncheon meat almost
through and slip half an
orange slice into each "slot."
Nestle the meat into the beans
and bake in a 350-degree oven
until thoroughly heated, or
about one hour.
The younger set will enjoy
milk-honey refreshers. Make a
honey-shake by mixing ¼ cup
honey, 1 cup milk, and a scoop
of any flavor ice cream.
For a honey-malt, mix 2
talespoons honey, 1 cup milk,
1 scoop vanilla or chocolate
ice cream, and 1 teaspoon
malted milk powder.
Cakes and cookies made
from honey remain moist in
storage. Usually, it's best to
use a special recipe. But the
home economists With the
U.S.D.A. say that you can use
honey for part of the sugar in
standard recipes if you follow
these suggestions: In cakes
simply substitute honey for
one half the sugar. In cookies,
the artiount of honey that can












IA 6-5835 or WH 6-3289
and PH. D. degrees, be has
studied at the University of
Wyoming; New York Uni-
versity; Columbia Universi-
ty; Newark University; Juil-
hard School of Music; and
abroad in France and Eng-
land. He is a member of the
teaching staff under the
Hutcheson administration of
Juilliard School of Music in
New York. There is no ad-




Members of the DAC club
held a meeting last week at
the home of Mrs. Mattie
Waller of 1192 S. Parkway
east, and welcomed Mrs. Ethel
R. Hooks, a new member, of
286 Decatur at., into the club.
The winner of the club's gift
box was Mrs. Lottie Wade.
Tasty sandwiches were served
by the hostess.
Member will hold their next
meeting in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Norman Young of
1140 Cella St. on Wednesday
night, Feb. 21.
Mrs. Steve Smith is presi-
dent of the club, Mrs. Laney
Brown secretary and Mrs. Al-
berta Ford reporter.
ONLY ONE of the many hats
for all occasions to be seen at
the Hilarious Hat Show at the
Hanley Elementary school pro-
gram Friday night, Feb. 2, is
shown by this model. The pro-
gram will be completed with a
fried chicken and spaghetti
supper.
NOW YOU KNOW
More wines have been ship-
ped from the French port of
Bordeaux to all parts of the
world than from any other
port. — (UPI).
replace the sugar varies with
the type cookie. For ginger-
snaps, honey can substitute
for no more than a third of
the sugar. For brownies, use
as much as half honey; for
fruit bars, up to two-thirds.
In both cookies and cakes,
the honey should be mixed
thoroughly with the other in-
gredients. Combine honey with
either shortening or the liquid.
Surprise Party
On Birthdate
Evander Ford, Jr., of S71
Plern at., was "knocked off his
feet" when he was given a
stgprise birthday anniversary
A.rty by George B. Blancard
and Alphonso Neal' last week-
end. The three are co-workers
at the Big M.
Cocktails preceeded a buffet.
The honoree was present many
efts.
Among those attending —
other than the hosts—were A.
T. Macke, Raymond Lee, Marie
Macke, Betty Chapman, Ma-
dine Henderson, Bonita James,
Les Parker, Jo Ann Hogan
Annette Young, Marie Ford,
Helen Duncan, Elizabeth Blan-
chard, Ruth. Johnson, Cons-
tance Moore, Cecil Moore De




The Men of Leisure Social
club has made plans to sponsor
a pre-Valentine Dance at
Curries' Club Tropicana on
Saturday, Feb. 10, from 10 p.m.
to 2 a.m., announces the club
president, Melvin Bonds.
Music will be supplied by
Ben Branch and his orchestra.
Bonds said "this will be our
third annual pre-Valentine
dance."
LE MOYNE'S MISS UNCF
for 1982 is Miss Lizzie Mae Pat-
terson, a junior at the college.
who will represent Memphis in
the national "Miss UNCF" Con-
test in Washington, D. C.. on
Feb. 10-11, when she attends
the 18th Annual Conference of
the National Alumni Council of




The Hanley School Parent-
Teachers association says it
is not exaggerating when it
says the Memphis citizenry
will "tip their hats" in awe as
they gaze on some of the
cceations to be exhibited in
the school's Second Annual
Hilarious Hat Parade to be
presented on Friday night, Feb.
2, starting at 7 p.m.
While the hats are being
viewed, members of the food
committee will be preparing
to serve the guests with South-
ern Fried chicken and Italian
spaghetti to make the program
a double treat.
Among the designers who
will direct the showing of
their own creations are Mrs.
Versa B. Moorer. a former
Chicagoan; Miss Eunice Car-
ruthers, and Miss Mary Fran-
ces Allen of W. W. Williams
and company of Memphis.
Several prizes will be
awarded to winners of hats
in the various categories.
Mrs. Arlette Wright is gen-
eral chairman of the pro-
gram, Mrs. Maggie Jordan, co-
chairman; Mrs. Fannie D.
West, director of the hat show,
and Mrs. Selena McCargo,
president of the PTA.
A MEMPHIAN WAS
THERE: Nashville. Tenn.—
A committee of Fisk Uni-
versity alumni leaders came
here recently to revitalize
and review plans for enter-
ing the second year of alu-
rani participation in the uni-
versity's 96,000,000 Centem
nial Fund development pro-
gram. Their efforts, support-
led by about 4.000 Fisk grad-
uates and former students,
are aimed toward raising
$850.000 in alumni contribu.
tions to the fund. The group
includes, seated, from left.
Mrs. E. L. Edwards. adminis-
trative secretary to the pres-
ident of Fisk: A. Maceo
Walker, of Memphis, chair-
man of alumni program;
Mrs. Fransayde Calloway.
Chicago. special field consul-
tant to the alumni campaigns
and Mrs. Zenobia Coleman
Hart, Washington. D. C..
vice chairman of alumni as-
sociation executive commit-
ter; chairman; Dr. Stephen J.
Wright, Fisk president; and





Mrs. B. M. Williams is prin- lin a crossfire.
cipal of the school. Charles Blevins, don't be
This is Gwendolyn Hardin
your guest writer for this week
bringing you all the haps and
mishaps around the mighty
Mitchell High.
LIMELIGHT
The limelight, this week
falls upon one of our seniors,
Roland Orlando Beasley, who
resides with his parents Mr.
and Mrs. Ernest Beasley of 393
Brooks road.
Around the campus he is a
member of the French club,
the YMI. and the 12-1 home-
room of Mrs. Daisy Scott.
Roland is a member of the
Walker Memorial Christian
church where he sings in the
choir.
He is very interested in elec-
tronics and plans to go into
this field. Roland was also
voted the most likely to suc-
ceed in the senior class and is
highly regarded by all the stu-
dents and teachers of Mitchell.
FASHIONS
Around Mitchell the fashions
are "tres courte" or very short,
the skirts are past knee-length.
For the last month, I've no-
ticed most girls bringing back
the leotards or tights. The ma-
jority are in favor of short
skirts, bulky-netled sweaters,
and tights.
A member of the senior
class, Margie Deloach, was
voted best dressed this year.
and is a perfect example of a
well dress,c1 young lady. Other
nicely dressed young ladies
are Minnie Harris, Carolyn
Davis, Jacqueline Wortharn.
Evelyn Campbell. Patricia
Paine, Mary Snow, Maryland
Timms and Mary Davis.
The young men of Mitchell
have been seen sporting their
neat blue or black suds and
double breasted suits. Some of
these are William Partee, Ar-
thur Patterson, Joseph Jack-
son, David Wrushen, Raymond
Jackson, John Turner Adrian
Hubbard and James Weary.
CHIT CHAT
Carclyn Davis who are you
really wild :chant, N. Y. or G.
A.?
Jewelene Owens is really
popular, what do you have
to say about that E. L. L.
Aaron Thompson, James
Harris and Eddie Little are
still going strong.
Stanley Richardson, is really
devoted to B. C. Watch out
Gaston Armour.
John Henry Smith has Jerr
Deloach and Willie Jennings
NOTE: January 27th Ad, Page 3, In Error - Should Read
MODEL UPHOLSTERY





2 or 3 Cushion Sofa 
Club Chair 
Wide Selection of Materials, Including:
Naugahyde Tweeds Freize
Tapestry Mattelasse, etc.
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mean to Evelyn Larry.
Minnie Harris, why don't we
see much of Andrew any
inure?
Troy Jackson is really a
playboy. What about it M. W.?
Hattie Gibson and Wardell
Thomas have pledged to-
t
oo an im• owe
get herness.
Ronald Beasley is still head
ed for the moon.
I wonder if James Britton i
as jazzy as he thinks he is.
Albert Hurt is as smart a
ever. (joke)
Perry Withers and Clareno
are pests.
Raymond Jackson says Bei
tha Puryear (F. B.) is his fins
decision.
I wonder if Stanley gavt
Gaston that black eye.
William wants Jeanette bu
he's afraid of Pee Wee.
Wardell Thomas is dis
jockey for W. D. I. A.





I HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF I
ROSATI.
SCOTT
Serve tempting bowls of this Quick Chili.. .better yet, let
your teenagers have the fun of making it! They really
go for it. This Quick Chili is popular party food for them
too. It's easy and delicious. ..and creamy Carnation Evap




1 pound ground beef
2 cups (#303 can) spiced
chili beans
1/2 cup chopped onion
Brown beef in skillet. Add chili
beans and onion. Combine flour,
Carnation and chili sauce. Stir
slowly into meat mixture. Cook
over medium heat until thick-
C.513 Printed In U.S.A. (22)
1 tablespoon flour
1 cup undiluted CARATION
EVAPORATED MILK
% Cup chili sauce
ened, stirring constantly. Bert
In bowls with crackers,*
• For those who like it hot, mg
ply chill powder at the table.
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MEMPHIS CO-ETTES SHARE SPOTLIGHT WITH AUTHOR DURING GUEST APPEARANCE
POPULAR GROUP of teen-
agers, the Memphis Co-E1-
tee, banded together as a
link in the national Co-
Mies, Inc., chain gather with




The Fie& de Lis club met
recently in the lovely and spac-
ious home of Mrs. Eunice
Thomas to hold election of of-
ficers the year 1962, announhes
Mrs. Gertrude Armstrong, re-
porter for the group.
The 1963 slate includes Mrs.
Ellen Foxey Hale. president,
Mrs. Clara Virgil Jones, vice
president; Mrs. Eunice Thomas,
financial secretary; Mrs. Shir-
"'ley Fernandez, recording secre-
tary; Mrs. Ira Georgia Porgie
Gardner, treasurer;
Mrs. Pauline Albert Carter.
business manager; Mrs. Opal
Cheek, Ways and Means treas-
urer; Mrs. Lettie Powell, tic-
ket chairman and Mrs. Ger-
trude Armstrong, reporter.
After the election, Mrs.
Thomas, the hostess, served a
delectable turkey dinner.
!I Po'FL DRAPES, .
Il l CPaRie $ 1 jCURTAINS 1 !,
'VALANCES .391i WHILE STOCK LASTS
I Slipcovers • Draw Drapes I
Curtoins - Bedspreads
I Venetian Blinds - Window SI cdes
16541 S HALSTED HU 1-03001
I LEE'S DRAPERIES
PANIC IN
Galileo finally gave up
looking for the likes of
famous Canepa's Red Cross
SpaghettL You'll have no
trouble, however. Find it at
your favorite food store




Net eoseected with Bowles* Nelleall Biblois
guest of honor. Mrs. Elsie
Archer. who spoke in Mem-
phis recently under their
sponsorship on her book
"Let's Face It." The group
faced the television camera
NEW OFFICES of Beta Iota
Zeta chapter of Zeta Phi
Beta sorority are being
charged with the responsi-
bility of their positions by
Soror Genevieve Leonard
during Mrs. Archer's visit.
Shown with their sponsor,
Miss Erma Lee Laws (seat-
ed second from right) and
the author. Mrs. Archer
(holding copy of her book)
during the installation cere-
mony held in connection with
the sorority's celebration of
its 41st anniversary. The af-
fair was held in the Meadows
Clubhouse during a Founders'
are Co-Ettes Irene Taylor,
Anne Burford. Joyce Glason
and Jacquelyn Ann Broad-
nax. Rear; Paulette Brink-
ley, Lydia Campbell, Joan
Hargraves and Carolyn
Day dinner and program.
Group includes (from left)





Brandon. Center photo: Ricki
McGraw, chairman of the
book review "Let's Face It"
program pins an orchid on
Mrs. Archer while Jacquelyn
Ann Broadnax, Miss Co-Ette,
Ressye B. Scott, epistoleus:
Barbara Jones, Semitic Ra-
chelle Thomas, grammateus;
Lois Owens, first anti-basil-
eus and Sandra Franklin
basileus. (Story in adjoining
column; FM.)
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority Celebrates
Forty-One Years Of Untiring Service
By RESSYE B. SCOTT
A celebration feting 41 years
of service to the community
was held last Saturday at the
beautiful Meadows club, 3211
S. Ellis ave. Hostesses were
members of the Zeta Phi Beta
sorority.
Beta Iota Zeta chapter and
its guests were served a de-
licious meal and were enter-
tained royally during a special
program that was arranged by
he Founders' Day committee.
Soror Carrie Woodfolk, who
was chairman of the committee,
also served as the mistress of
ceremonies.
The other members of her
committee were Sorors Lois
Owens Camille Roby, Aldelaide
Byrd, Bertha Fitzhugh, Rom-
ona Forgerty, Ressye Scott and
Rochelle Thomas.
The officers of Beta Iota Zeta
chapter of, the Zeta Phi Beta
sorority for 1961-62 are Sandra





A Sciert;fic:',Ieth , d of Weav-
ing hur.an hair into your in
Shampoo, press curl, or dyc
aright on the head. No hair
ping or strings necessary
This is not a wig or attach
ent.
Budget TeIMS May Be Arrong•el
—gt —
Hair W•eving is now being taught
to licensed beauticians by Mrs.
Ohara,





5107 So. Michigan An..
first anti-basileus; Rochelle
Thomas, grammateus; Barbara
M. Jones, tamias; Barbara Ben-
ford, tamias grammateurs; Res-
sye B. Scott, epistaleus; Camil-
le Roby, phylacter; Carrie
Woodfork, chaplin and Romona
Fergerty, laisson officer.
As the new officers took their
oaths, they also promised to ac-
cept the challenge of today, to
seek diligently for new ave-
nues of service, to make avail-
able educational opportunities
and to erect themselves higher
through sisterly love, unselfish
thinking and cooperation.
The newly elected officers
were installed by Soror Genivi-
eve Leonard.
T h e inspiring acceptance
speech by the new basileus,
Sandra Franklin, ended t h e
very successful celebration.
Soror Franklin reveled that the
next event on the sorority cal-
endar is the observance of Fin-
er Womanhood Week next





4300 S. DREXEL BLVD.
AT 5-6092
If You Wont To Be Beautiful Com•
To MR. BROADWAY'S Wh•r• We
Specialise In High Fashion Bouf-
fant Styling.
month.
Zeta Phi Beta sorority was
organized January 16, 1920, on
the college campus of Howard
university with only five mem-
bers. It has now increased its
membership to over 200 chapt-
ers, graduate and undergradu-
TO ALL SOCIAL, CIVIC & CHARITABLE
CLUBS, GROUPS AND ORGANIZATIONS.
B. sure your group name is listed with The Chi-
cage Defender. Send a post card with club nom*,
presid•nt and secretary's names, typ• of club,
and mailing address printed clearly to:
CHICAGO DEFENDER CLUB LIST
e/o MERCHANDISING DEPARTMENT
2400 S. MICHIGAN AVE. CHICAGO 16, ILL.
_
ate, covering the United States
and Africa.
The sorority is an organiza-
tion consisting of growing girls
and women who are striving to
find their place in the world
of women in every field of
endeavor, who from their vast
store of acquired knowledge
and skills have something to
offer their sisters who must
carry on this great sisterhood
and give the communities in
the form of services that will
make the world a better place
to live.
NEWLYWEDS — Mr. and
Mrs. Ansel George Nisbeth
prepare to pledge their troth
in a toast to happiness dur-
ing their recent wedding re-
ception at 5138 So. Kenvrood
ave.. in Chicago. The bride is
the former Dorothy West,
daughter of Mrs. Drucilla
West of Bristol. Tenn., and
a registered nurse. T h •
groom is from Kingston. Ja-
maica.
Through techniques perfected
in the treatment of severely
crippled polio victims, the
March of Dimes has helped the
medical profession obtain a vast
reservoir of knowledge applic-
able to such other cripplers as
birth defects and arthritis.
smiles her approval. Photo
right: Miss Co-Ette and her
court present charming front.
Group with Miss Broadnax
includes Joan Hargraves.
alternate to Miss Co-Ette of
1961; Elice Reese, second al-
tamale to Miss Co-Ette of
1962; Jana Davis, Miss Co-
Ette of 1960; Jana Davis,
Miss Co-Ette of 1960; Elea-
nor Faye Williams, a stu-
dent at Fisk University and
Miss Co-Ette of 1961; Irene
Taylor. chairman of ball;
Paulette Brinkley, chairman
of Miss Co-Ette contest,
Anne Burford, president and
Lydia Campbell first al-
ternate to Miss Co-Elt• of
1882.
Memphis Co-Ettes Present Mrs. Elsie
Archer, Author Of 'Let's Face It!'
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — The Co-
Ettes here are living up to
their reputation of introducing
"firsts" to Memphis teensge
and adult society.
The pretty and vivacious
group of high school teenage
girls, just over its recent chari-
ty ball, at which they presented
$500 to Dr. Hollis F. Price,
president of LeMoyne college,
for the United Negro College
Fund, more recently present-
ed Mrs. Elsie Archer of New
York City, in a review of her
book, "Let's Face It."
Mrs. Archer, who is a fas-
hion patterns representative a
national magazine and fashion
consultant for a shoe company
in New York addressed a stand-
ing room only throng of smart-
ly clad teenage girls and the
fashionably attired women who
responded to the invitation of
Co-Ettes at the new modernis-
tic Sarah H. Brown YWCA
here.
The Co-Ettes were excited
at presenting an author and
adding to the excitement was
the appearance of the tele-
vision reporter and photograph-
er who came to cover the af-
fair.
Upon seeing the large at-
tendance, the local Memphis
television personality, Russ
Hodge asked what the mem-
bership was and when he
learned it was only 24, he re-
plied:
"It must be a powerful or-
ganization to attract an audi-
ence as large as this." The pro-
gram was shown on WREC-TV
on the news the day following
the review.
PROGRAM SPEARHEADS
Chairman of the successful
program was Ricki McGraw,
who is chairman of cultural af-
fairs for the club. Others par-
ticipating on the program and
seated at the speakers table
were Anne Carolyn Burford,
president; Joan Hargraves,
Paulette Brinkley, Jacquelyn
Brodnax, "Miss Co - Ette of
1962" and Miss Erma Lee Laws,
sponsor.
"Let's Face It," a guide to
good grooming for teenage girls
was well received by the audi-
ence as evidenced by the live-
ly question and answer period
of the program. A reception fol-
lowed the program. Pouring tea
and coffee were Lydia Camp-
bell and Elice Reece, first and
second alternates to Miss Co-
Ette.
Co-Ettes acting as hostesses
and seeing that the program
and reception were running
smoothly included, Yvonne
Owens, Sallye June Bowman,
Carolyn Brandon, Beverly Guy,
Irene Taylor, Myrna Williams,
Yvonne Jordan, Jana Davis, La-
y ern Brandon, Maudette
Brownlee, Joyce Glason, Roger
House, Lynda Hargraves, Bev-
erly Hooks, Pheobe Weaver,
Sandra Taylor, and Annie Ruth
Phillips.
OTHER APPEARANCES
The Co-Ettes made arrange-
ments for Mrs. Archer to make
two personal appearances in
a leading downtown department
store where she autographed
her book. Mrs. Archer was also
interviewed on WDIA by Mrs.
Martha Jean Steinberg on her
Homemaker's Show.
She held charm clinics at
LeMoyne college a n d sev-
eral high schools before they
were closed due to the snow
and below zero freezing weath-
er.
While in Memphis, Mrs.
cher was , the house guest
the Co-Ette sponsor, Miss -
ma Lee Laws, and her mother
Mrs. Frances Laws. She was
entertained with a party by
the Co-Ette mothers at the
home of Atty. and Mrs. A. A.
Letting. Mrs. Letting is co-
sponsor of the Co-Ettes.
Others extending courtesies
to Mrs. Archer were Mrs.
Johnetta W. Emmett Kelso Ho-
say, a recent bride, of Memphis
and Los Angeles and her sis-
ter-in-law, Mrs. A. Mac eo
Walker, Miss Velma Lois
Jones, Mrs. Frederick A. Riv-
ers, Mrs. James S. Byas, Mrs.
Marjorie I. Ulen and Mrs. W.
0. Speight, jr.
MEET THE KRUN-CHEE G11101
THIS SATURDAY, JANUARY 21th, at R and R CERTI-
FIED STORE, 3948 WEST ROOSEVELT ROAD, From.








AT YOUR FAVORITE STORE-SHE HAS A BARGAIN FOR YOU!
Visit Cleo's New West Side School
Cleo's Modeling School of Charm
WEST SIDE • SOUTH SIDE
2400 W. MADISON 13161. 47th
Special Announcement
To Girls, Women, Housewives and Career Girls: Be a
Model, or look like a Model. Cleo offers a complete
Modeling and Charm Course. At '2 (On. half the Usual
Cost) Easy Payment Plan.
CLASSES IN:






























































































































Many students were home
for the Christmas holidays
from the various colleges.
Among them were: Robie
Ann Neely, Tenn. A&1 State,
Nashville, Tenn.; George Ras-
berry, Tuskegee Institute; Dal-
las L Davis, Wallace I. Davis
and Alice M. Davis of South-




Johnnie G. Floyd, Vera
Mitchell, Lillie Mitchell, Jewel
Bell, Bettie Bobo, Everlena
Rice, Minnie Thomas, Lula
Grays, Etta T. Roby, and Val-
lie Washington of Alcorn Col-
lege;
James G ill ispie, Howard
Univ., Melissa Walker, M. 1.
College, Holly Springs, Miss.
Joyce and Vanhorn Jones
visited their mother, Mrs.
Beatrice Jone s, Chicago,
Ill., during the holidays.
Cornelia Walker, a student
at M. I. College was married
to Willie S. Willard of the U. S.
Army. now stationed at Aug-
usta, Ga. He formerly attend-
ed Mary Holmes Jr. College.
Schools were dismissed for





Choir presented three concerts
last Sunday at Lafftery Mem-
orial Methodist Church, at
First Methodist and later at
Central Avenue Methodist
church. Carl Harris, Jr. is choir
master and Miss Etta Wheeler,
accompanist.
Mrs. U.S. Kitchen is recu-
perating at home.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rucker
visited in LaCross recently at
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Kandrey.
Gloria Jean Crawford, 2
week old daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John Wilky Crawford
died Jan. 16. Graveside serv-
ices were held at Friendship
Cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Warren
are proud parents of a son
born Jan. 18. He weighed 7
lbs. 12 ounces.
Rev. and Mrs. Albert St.
Clair attended services at La-
Cross last Sunday.
Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Scribner
attended services at New Ark
last Sunday.
Mrs. Mollie Smith and Mr.
and Mrs. Rardo Brown Visited
In Alexander, Ark. last Sun-
day. Mrs. Smith's husband is
ill
The sick are James Thomas,




the severe snow. It was con-
sidered a state holiday for two
days throughout the state.
The Fifth Street Bombers
were victorious in a tourna-
ment at Starksville, Jan 5. The
boys played Columbus basket-
ball team and the scores were
72-58. It was quite a thriller.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Meadows
of Memphis, Tenn., visited her
parents during the holidays.
Dr. and Mrs. James Neely of
the U. S. Army now sta-
tioned in St. Louis, Mo., visited
their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Neely and Mrs. Julia
Kilgore for a few days.
STARKVILLE
By LEANDY MOORE
Pvt. Elroyce Jones, of Los
Angeles, Calif., spent his fur-
lough with his mother, Mrs.
Marie Jones.
Mrs. Bernice Williams Hen-
derson was a recent visitor in
out city due to the illness of
her mother, Mrs. Minnie L
Coleman. Mrs. Henderson is
making her home in St. Louis,
Mo.
Mrs. Annie Nash returned to
her home in St. Louis last
Thursday after spending an
extensive visit with her sister
and other relatives.
Sammie Rush, of Detroit,
Mich., has returned to Stark-
ville to stay with his aunt,
Mrs. Mary Washington. Her
niece, Mary Estell of Chicago,
was here for the Christmas
holidays.
By M. L. CROSSLAND
Rev. Courtney conducted
services on scheduled time last
Sunday at Wayman AMR
church.
Mrs. Garnett who has been
hospitalized is now home.
Rev. James Dupes conduct-
ed services on scheduled time
last Sunday at Mt. Herman
Baptist church.
, Read the Chicago Defender
—only 20 cents per copy.
SOUTH EAST STARKVILLE
By WILLA DuPREE
Visiting yours truly's ill
mother were Mrs. Estella Wil-
liams, Georgie White, The
Tucker family, Tommy Elliott.
Betty Lee Childs, Creasy
Porter and Marie Harris.
Mrs. 011ie Walker of Jack-
son, Miss., reported very ill.
She is a former resident of
Starkville.
Mrs. Sarah Doss is home
from the hospital.
Funeral for Rufus Rice was
held at Zion.
Mrs. Lucy Tucker died last
Monday.
Bessie Mae Minor's father
died of a stroke. He was burn-
ed about the head last month
when fire gutted their home.
Mr. and Mrs. James Henley
are the proud parents of a
baby boy, Siegfried.
Mrs. Maude Childs arrived
with the body of her youngest
brother from Chicago for buri-
al here. -
A civil defense course will
be held at Henderson High
school beginning Jan. 29 at
7:30 p.m. The course is open to
the public at no cost. All
materials will be provided free
of charge.
Buy the Defender - don't
borrow.
LOGANSPORT
Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Kenner
and family of Kokomo were
visitors of Mrs. Kedner and
Mrs. and Mrs. Henry Moore
during the holidays.
Claude Skelton and sons
were Christmas holiday guests
of relatives and friends in
Tennessee.
Mr. and Mrs. Jame8 and




for the past year will be torn
down and the space will be
used as a city parking lot.
Customers please prepare
your news for collection. Your
agent M. L. Crossland will cal
weekly for your news items
BATES VILLE
By CLEY W. JOINER
Pvt. Alfred Kings who is
stationed at Ft. Benning, Ga.,
was home on a 10 day fur-
lough with his parents. While
here he visited Miss Billie
Jean Davidson.
Services held at the Church
of God in Christ and at New
Hope M. B. churches last Sun-
day were enjoyable.
We were very sorry to learn
of the illness of Mr. C. H.
Joiner and his wife. We wish





six Bennett College seniors
have reason to smile because
they completed requirements
for graduation as the first
semester came to an end last
week at the Greensboro, N.
C. institution. Left to right,
they Sr.: Mrs. Charletta P.
Felder, of Sumter, S. C.; Miss
Eleanor Fulton of Hartford.
Conn.; Miss Johanna Pole-
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND RHEA
Mrs. Isabella Rutledge, 707
W. Popular st., passed away
at her home after an extended
illness. Final rites were held
at Thankful Baptist church
with the Rev. J. F. Birchette
jr., officiating. She is survived
by two sons, three daughters
and other relatives. Interment
was in the West Lawn ceme-
tery with J. D. Ledford Funer-
al home in charge.
Funeral rites for Richard
Walls, 65 were held at Friend-
ship Baptist church. He is sur-
vived by his wife, Mrs. Myrtle
Walls; two brothers, Joseph of
N. C., and James C. of Mary-
land; three sisters, Mrs. Henry
Ford and Mrs. Bertha Davis,
Albemarle, N. C., and Mrs.
Geneva Clark of Mockingville,
N. C. Interment was in West
Lawn cemetery with the J. D.
Ledford Funeral home in
charge.
Mrs. Willie Young has re-
turned from Washington, D. C.
where she spent a Christmas
vacation with her daughter,
Mrs. Emma L. Chiles and fam-
ily.
The Rev. T. K Owens is con-
fined to his home because of
an injury received as an em-
ployee in Chattanooga, Tenn.
Mrs. G. R. Sherrill has re-
turned to the city after a
brief visit in Washington, D.
C. Mrs. Sherrill is music teach-
er at Langston High schooL
Prof. and Mrs. T. J. Harville
and family have returned from
a recent vacation in Benham,
Ky. Mr. Harville is principal
of the Douglass school, Eliza-
bethton.
Mrs. Linzell S. Nelson and
Mrs. Genola Redd attended the
third District Teachers Asso-
ciation recently at Rolling
Rock, Miss.
The third Sunday was regu-
lar service day at Bethlehem
Baptist church. Rev. P. C.
Gordon, pastor preached a
soul stirring sermon which was
enjoyed by all.
Several parents, children,
along with three teachers here,
Mrs Glenola Redd, Mrs. Lois
nen. of Surinam, South
America; Mrs. Carolyn T.
Peele, of Durham. N. C.;
Miss Anne E. Watson, of
Colombus. Ohio and Mrs.
Kathoryne G. Riddick, of
Greensboro.
Tennessee
returned to Johnson City after
a brief visit to Statesville, N.
C. He was called away because
of the death of a relative.
Funeral rites for David
Lawrence, who died Dec. 22
were held from the Ledford
Funeral home, Dec. 27 with
Rev. Cicero Webb officiating.
He is survived by a wife and
three children. The remains
were shipped to Georgia for
interment. J. D. Ledford Fu-
neral home in charge.
Atty. Bernard Cantor will be
the principal speaker for the
Third Annual Men's Day ob-
servance at Bethel Christian
church, Jonesboro. Atty. Cantor
is an outstanding lawyer and
is past president of the Young
Democratic club of Washing-
ton County. Ernest L. McKin-
ney, W. T. Bridwell, sr., Alfred
Greenlee and Charles Pace, Sr.,
are in charge of the program.
The Langston Golden Tigers
paced by Kenny Hamilton won
a double header from the
Douglass High Kingsport Tig-
ers on Friday, Jan. 12. The
Langston Lassies won the
opener by a score of 35-14. The
Golden Tigers led in each peri-
od and won by a score of 93-
38. This marks the 11th suc-
cessive game the Golden Tig-
ers have won this season. The
Langston Golden Tigers are
coached by Paul E. Christman,
assisted by Otis A. Peeler and
Charles Douglas.
The next outing for the
Golden Tigers will be at Doug-
lass High, BrAtol, Va.
Mrs. 011ie Webb has return-
ed to Cheraw, S. C., where
she is a teacher at Robert
Elementary school. Mrs. Webb
visited her husband, Rev.
Cicero Webb who is minister
at St. Paul AME Zion church.
Prof. Harold Thomas has
Garland and Rev. 0. B. Davis
attended the March of Dimes
program at West school. A de-
licious tea was served at the
close of the program.
LEARNING ABOUT RUSSIA
—Three Bennett College stu-
dents who are members of a
seminar on Russia from
which two or three repre-
sentatives will be selected to
visit Russia, are shown dis-
cussing that country with
Dr. Harry W. Roberts. head
of the history department at
V i r g ini a State College,
Petersburg, Va., who visited
Russia some time ago. Left to
right, misses Toni Douglas,
of Greensboro, Catherine
Bounds. of Moorestown, N.
J.. Dr. Roberts, and Carolyn




Rev. George P. Janes, pas-
tor of Shaffer Chapel AME
church let the junior church
take over the first Sunday in
the year. Rev. Roland Tharps
had charge of the service. He
delivered a wonderful sermon.
The youth choir rendered the
music. The service was well
attended and enjoyed by all.
The Sunshine Club met at
the home of Anna Billingsley
recently. Mrs. Lillian Russell
president.
Mrs. Naomi Hill and daugh-
ter are visiting her mother,
Mrs. E. L Hill of Detroit.
Mrs. Mildred Page of Peron,
is visiting her uncle, Olwin
Farrar.
Several carloads of friends
attended the funeral of Mr.
Static Mosley in Carbondale.
He was the father of Rev.
Archibald Mosley.
Those in the hospital are
Willard Day, Miss Louise Oden
and Mrs. Emma Allen Carter.
The nursing home at Mari-
on, Ill., was burned to the
ground last week. All patients
were saved.
lie S. Lowe were guests at the
home of Mrs. Emma Spain
and daughter Allie last Sun-
day night.
A musical program will be
held at Pleasant Grove M.B.C.
Sunday, Feb. 10, sponsored by
Evan Stephan. Another music-
al will be held" onFeb. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Junior Mullins
are the proud parents of a
baby boy.
Also Mr. and Mrs. Jessie
Pirtle are pround parents of
a new baby boy. This is their
12th child.
James Murphy is now teach-
ing at Grand Junction Elemen-
tary school.
Little Andrew Cheairs will
participate in a talent context
next month. He will be assisted




Mrs. Mary Lou Jones fell
Sunday and suffered a broken
ankle. We are hoping for her
a speedy recovery.
Mrs. Wilma Lee Scott came
home Saturday morning from
Ft. Wayne, Ind., where she has
been visiting her daughter.
Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Ed-
ward and daughter are visiting
with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse W. Jones.
Miss Mildred Kindle took
her son Jerry Lynn to John
Gaston hospital in Memphis
last Sunday where he will
undergo a physical checkup.
Those who remain on the
sick list are Mrs. Louis Ander-
son, Price Woods, Mrs. Bessie
Scott, Mrs. Addle Johnson,
Mrs. Iona Kirk and Mrs. Alice
Mayberry.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Walker
of Toledo, Ohio, are here visit-




By D. C. DIME
Rev. R. A. Hooks and choir
No. 2 rendered services at
Bryant for Rev. A. It. Dray-
ton recently. Rev. Hooks
preached a wonderful sermon.
Joe Killingsworth, Dortha
Moe, Laura Mae, Annie Pearl
and Mary Lee gave a beautiful
out door patio performance at
the Stream Line Bar and
Grill. The event was enjoyed
by all. Mrs. Irene Jones was
one of the directors of the af-
fair.
Miss Dorothy Jean Dean and
James Gadson had a house
party, Jan. 20 and a very tragic
incident happened. Mr. Gadsen
received serious burns.
Robert Durr, Mrs. Pearl Wil-
son, Mrs. Lizzie Morris, Mrs.
Hester Peterson and Mrs. Sa-
die Thompson and Willie Jones
are all on the sick list.
Nathaniel Busby and Doro-
thy gave a fine floor show at
Rogers Bar.
Rev. W. M. Bowie was guest
speaker at the City Federation
at New Macedonia, Sand City.
Fred Abner was week end
guest of Mr. and Mrs. John L
Brinson.
Willie Miller is planning
holy matrimony in the near
future.
Charlie Gregory and Emmit
Jones are planning a vacation
in New York and New Jersey.
GRAND JUNCTION
The Missionary Society met
at the home of Mrs. Willie
Hodge last Wednesday night.
Mrs. L. Stephens, president;
Mrs. Winnie Cheiars, secretary.
Miss Willie Sue Lowe served
refreshments. Next meeting
will be held at the home of
Mrs. Willie Lee Parks.
A Valentine's party will be
held at Pleasant Grove M. B.
Church on Feb. 14 sponsored
by the King & Queen Drive
Workers. Miss Willie Sue
Lowe is sponsor.
Miss Helen Joy helped en-
tertain at the dinner held at
Mrs. Lillie Mae Jones house
last Saturday.




Willie Lewis entered Tus-
kegee hospital last Saturday.
Peter Robert attended the
funeral of his uncle, Russie
Andrews who passed away at
Monroeville, Ala. hospital.
George Thomas, 72, passed
away at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Steward, Thursday
morning. He was the husband
of Mrs. Hattie Travis Thomas
who died some years ago.
Mrs. L. D. Williams and fam-
ily motored to Mobile last
week to attend the funeral
of her brother, Mr. Bust who
lived in Mobile.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Jackson
had out of town guests recent-
ly.
Dock Low died at his home
here last Wednesday. Survivors
are 2 sisters, 4 brothers.
Funeral was held last Thurs-
day for Mrs. Lucille Hill.
AURORA
By ADA L. CARNOR
Those recently baptized
were George, Shirley a n d
Pauline Jaynes. Ethel Wil-
liams and Warren Batlett were
riot able to be present. Bap-
tismal services were held at
Wheaton, Ill., at Second Baptist
church.
The quarterly meeting of
Fox River Baptist Association
was held last Sunday at Logan
Street Baptist church. Rev. J.
E. Boyd, pastor of Gales Me-
morial was represented by a
trio, Jo Ann Thomas, Ethel
Williams and Pauline Janes,
singing a special arrangement
of "In The Garden.' Mrs. Char-
les Smith did a reading.
Leon Barriger is a patient at
the government hospital in
Maywood.
Mr. and Mrs. Bails and
daughter, Sandra, spent the
holidays with relatives in Mil-
waukee, Wis.
Mrs. Frank Sims of North
Farnsworth gave a surprise
birthday party for her moth-
er, Mrs. Turner.
Jesse Hurd left last Sunday
by jet for Los Angeles where
he will visit his sister-in-law,
who is
John A. Moore died last
Monday after a brief illness.
He is survived by his wife,
Julia; one brother, Clarence;
three nephews, Dr. Edward
Douglas of this city and one
niece, Mrs. Adelaide Hand of
Dayton. Funeral services were
held at Branch Fvneral Home.
Rev. Robb Washy- officiated.
Mrs. Ida Swain entertained
at dinner on her, .birthday.
Guests included her brother,
Daniel Harding of Elgin; her
nephews, Griffin Cockrell and
Walter Allen Woods and niece
Mrs. Charlotte Clarke also of
Elgin.
M r s. Boger entertained
members of the Trustee Aid
club of St. Johns AME church.
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Smith
were Chicago visitors last Sun-
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Marsh-
all are proud parents of a
baby daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Clency Thom-
as are also proud parents of a
new baby daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Hughes
have a new son.
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Funeral rites for Will How-
ard who was 102 years old,
were held at First Baptist
church, Old Jonesboro. Rev.
W . C. Ward officiated. He
leaves to mourn his passing,
one daughter, two sons, one
brother, 21 grandchildren, 32
great-grandchildren and a host
of other relatives and friends.
Chambers Funeral directors in
charge. Interment Lincoln
Memorial cemetery.
Sylvester Ford is a patient
at Bessemer General hospital
after being injured on his job
at F. S. Royster plant.
Our get well wishes are to
Mrs. Hattie Ivey, Isom Walton,
McKinley DeRamus, Frank
Harris and Arter King.
Anniversary' observance for
the pastor and St. John Inde-
pendent Methodist church will
be held Feb. 5 through the 11.
Anniversary sermon will be
delivered by Rev. S. H. Ravi-
zee, pastor of New Zion Bap-
tist church. Rev. R. G. Wil-




Mrs. Willie Mae McDanie.
died last Wednesday morning.
Those on the sick list art
Mrs. Lillie Mincy and sister,
Mrs. Willie Merrill, Mrs. Josie
Russell and Mrs. Mary Brown.
Mrs. Mary Summerville has
returned home after attending
the funeral of her sister-in-law,
Mrs. Anna M. Hall in Besse-
mer.
Mrs. Josephine Jayvine of
Praco was a recent guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cliff
Summerville.
Mr. Emmett Ellis died.
TRAFFORD
Mr. Rich Coleman, 85, of
Birmingham died in Detroit
at the home of his daughter.
Mr. Coleman was buried here
at Trafford cemetery. He was
a Christian until death. Sur-
vivors are his sister, two
daughters and other relatives.
TRUSSVILLE
By L. R. Myers
Mesdames Rosa L. Allen and
Annie Harris appeared on a
program entitled "Missionary
Journey," held under the
auspices of the extension Bible
class of Easonian Theological
Seminary at Faithful Few Bap-
tist church, Birmingham, last
Sunday afternoon.
Despite the inclemency of
the weather last Sunday serv-
ices were held at New Bethel
and were well attended.
Mrs. Tressie Washington,
wife of the Rev. L. J. Wash-
ington, who has been ill for
several days is much improv-
ed.
Mrs. Minnie Beans is conval-
escing from her recent Illness.
John Hunter is ill.
Mrs. Lillie Mae Jones Of
Akron was a remit* visitor
here with her sister, Mrs. Rosa
L Cross and famiY.
Sub-Zero Weather Grips
South, 2 Dead, 2 Injured
By WILLA DUPREE
During the recent snow storm
in the southland including
Mississippi, fatalities ran high
while many southerners who
were not accustomed to sub-
zero weather shivered.
Business throughout the
Starkville area was virtually at
a standstill as the mercury
dropped to a record low in
Mississippi. Heavy snow-fall
measured 77 inches and chil-
dren played in snow drifts up
to 10 inches tall.
At Leland, Miss., Samuel
Sams, was burned fatally when
he lit a charcoal stove in his
car to keep warm. The car
caught fire.
In Clarksdale, Vienna Spain,
a 6-year old, received 2nd de-
gree burns when her clothing
caught fire while she was
standing near a heater in her
home. The child died later at
Coahoma County hospital.
Mrs. Emma Jean Golden, of
Lambert, Miss., sustained 2nd
and 3rd degree burns when her
cloothing was ignited by a kit-
chen stove. Mrs. Golden is in
Treasury Department
Recruiting Personnel
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The
Treasury Department has an-
nounced a recruitment program
to fill a number of positions
in the Washington and Balti-
more Offices of its various
agencies.
Salaries for beginning range
from $4,345 to $8,435 a year;
however, there are openings
or positions paying up to $12,-
210 a year.
Included among the posi-
tions now, or soon to be avail-
able, are statisticians and sta-
tistical assistants; research
analysts; management trainees
and specialists; attorneys; phy-
sicists; chemists; engineers
Cyprus Students To Attend
Afro-Asian Institute
Cyprus will be represented
for the first time among the
nations sending students to
Histadrut's Afro-Asian Institute
opening its third regular course
for labor studies and coopera-
tion. '
So far, the third seminar has
52 students from 21 English-
speakiing countries, 8 Asian
and 13 African. The course
will last until mid-April.
The Institute's director is
Akiva Eger and E. Elath, Isra-
el's former Ambassador to the
United Kingdom, and AFL-CIO
President George Meany are
co-chairmen of the board of di-
rectors.
Two foreign lectures to teach
this year's course are Prof. I.
Aboyada of the University of
lbadan, Nigeria, and F. How-
arth of the Cooperative College,
Loughborough, England. Lec-
tures from Israel include pro-
fessors of the Hebrew Uni-
versity in Jerusalem, trade
union leaders, experts in co-
operation, collective bargain-
ing, and community services.
The students originate as
follows:
Cyprus, 3; India, 3; Ceylon, 1;
Kenya, 8; Nigeria, 7; Gambia,
1: S. Rhodesia, 1; Burma, 5:
Japan, 1; Nepal, 1; Uganda, 4;
Zanzibar, 1; Sierra Leone, 1;
Malay, 3; Philippines, 1; Tan-
ganyika, g; Ghana, 3; Mauritius.
1; and N. Rhodesia, I.
Also students from Nyasa-
land and from Liberia are ex-
pected.
Coahorna hospital where doc-
tors said her condition is seri-
ous.
FIERY CRASH
The sound of an automobile
crashing caused Henry and
Joseph Lee, 18 and 16 years
old respectively to such to a
cat driven by Ray Vaughn
Green, a white man, that
had crashed.
Both doors were locked, the
car was on fire and Green was
unconscious. The younsters
broke a window, pulled Green
out and flagged down a pas-
sing motorist who rushed him
to a doctor's office in Drew,
Mississippi. Green Is expected
to recover.
(civil, electrical, mechanical,
and marine); revenue officers
and revenue agents; and clerk-
stenographers.
The basic requirement for
most of the professional posi-
tions in the Treasury Depart-
ment, as in other government
agencies, is qualifying in the
Federal Service Entrance Ex-
amination, popularly referred to
as FSEE. This examination will
be given a number of times
this year in most large cities.
Green's father a native of
Memphis, Term., said he would
make a special trip to thank
the youths.
In Bourbon, Miss., Mrs. Mae
Lee Johnson, and her grand-
daughter Gwendolyn were on
their way to Los Angeles via
Continental bus when the ve-
hicle was marooned in Cros-
sett, Ark.
C. C. Barlow the driver of
the bus made beds out of seats
and kept the bus's heater going
while the travellers waited
out a two-day stay. White
passengers on the bus were
sheltered in a local hotel.
Finally a radio broadcast
told of the plight of the Negro
passengers and Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Johnson of Crossett
took them in.
Forms for the Federal Service
Entrance Examination may be
obtained from the Civil Ser-
vice window of most Post Of-
fices. Scheduled dates of the
examination are: Feb. 10 (fil-
ing deadline Jan. 25); March 17
(filing deadine (March I);
April 14 (filing deadline, March
29); May 12 (filing deadline,
April 28).
Applicants for the position
of revenue officer must pass
the Federal Service Entrance
Examination. Internal Revenue
agents must have three years
of acceptable accounting ex-
perience and pass a written
test but this is not necessary
for those who have four years
of college, including 24 semest-
er hours of accounting. The
beginning salary level for most
of these positions is $4,345 or
$5,355 per annum.
The Treasury Department is
soliciting the cooperation of
colleges, universities, and civic
organizations to encourage
graduating college seniors and
all other qualified, to take the




FOR ?SPIRITUAL ADVICE PRAYER
for the Sick. Cross-Conditions.
Money - Love • Business CH 1-51161.
Bishop Henry, 5400!4 East 23rd St.
Kansa, City, ?do.
Magical Secrets for LOWS
Win the love of anyone you wish.
Free details. Send • self-addressed
envelope to ANN. BOX 7752. Chicago
50. Illinois.
SPIRITUAL HELP/
Are you seeking real satisfsction?
Then write Bishop Baker for real
success & heaviness Quick sure
from sickness ds money to your
pocket. Help in 24 Hrs. We will
send 3 Prayers Rs Blessing Enclose
a donation of $3.00 for Reply Bishop
Baker, 1717 E. 55th St., eat. IS.
Cleveland, Ohio
1S—tlerresposiesetee Oink
LONELY, BE HAPPY. JOIN THE
American Club. Box 751. Clary, In-
diana. Send 10o for Information.
LONELY, FIND LOVE - ROMANCE-
Marriage Special lint (names-pic
tures-descriptionsi of °posits sex. only
25c. Dixie Club Box 1213 orals 3. Fla.
iti—iesente Help Wanted
MAIDS - TOP SALARIES
IN NEW YORK AREA
Pick the job you want in N.Y Mg
salaries paid weekly. Fare advanced
PTO* room Al beard. Write name a,
dress, telephone of reference.
steam 341 W 44th St N.Y. Dept. e.
N. Y. tivE•ot MAIDS
You need a friend in N Y. Let Mr.
Harold of the Mallory Agency he your
friend He guarantees you a live-in
Job in a F0011 home. Devine $30 to
$50 a week. free room. meals TV.
He ad•ances Bus tickets and expenses
to NY. 6F.ND REFERENCES to Mr.Harold.The Mallory Agency. 574 Mer-
rick And. Lynbrook. N Y.
MAIDS • N. Y - TO .80 WE. =E-
ste seat Jots waiting. M Is id
Agency. 110 Poet Ave. Westbury.
WY.
DLPFENIMR
WOMEN OF PROVIDENT SEAT SLATE, INTRODUCE NEW MEMBERS AT LUNCHEON
ON ONE OF THE coldest
days of Winter's blizzards
and feet-high snowfalls a
fashionable throng of mem-
bers and friends of the
Women's Auxiliary Board of
Provident hospital braved
the inclement weather to
gather in the picturesque
The Meadows club-house for
the installation which seated
WAB's 1962 after slate.
The affair, sparked by a
delectable luncheon, the
sparkling remarks of the
mistress of ceremonies and
co-chairman with Mrs. Hen-
ry Tolbert of the installation
program. also was highlight-
ed by the introduction of
new members, the vocalising
of Theodore Charles Stone,
baritone-critic to the accom-
paniment of Donald Miller.
Officers were intalled by Dr.
Robert Morris, president of
the medical staff of Provi-
dent hospital. Photo left:
Four of the six new members
joining the Woman's Auxi-
liary Board in its vital fund-
raising efforts for the hos-
pital give an example of the
charm and grace which will
go into their work as photo-
grapher Wilbur Holmes
camera-records their loveli-
ness. They are Mesdames
Melvin Baker, Paul Bourel-
ly, Barry 0. Beguesse and
Louvenia Norris. New mem-
bers not present are Mes-
dames Donald Prather and
Benjamin Counts. Next
1,200 Dance, Make Merry With Foxes Club, Inc.,
At Gala Formal Dance In Parkway Ballroom
• By W. B. TAYLOR
the popular Foxes Club, Inc.,
brie of Defenderland's leading
male aggregations, played hosts
recently at a formal dancing
party at the Parkway ballroom.
Despite the inclement weath-
er approximately 1200 guests
were atfracted to t h e affair




rating the stairway f rom
if p.m. to midnight and was
hlladed by the popular presi-
dent, Edward A. Fulford, Mrs.
Fidford, its First Lady and the
gllunorous queen, Marjorie
D2nald, "Miss Cinderella. 1961". 
4llembers, dapper and person-
ae in formal attire received
etrplirrients from hundreds
wimp arrived during the early
hears of the dance.
3.Yhen the receiving line was
dllpersed the club's official pic-
tures, together with those of
di charming feminine escorts




at 1 a.m. when the genial
master of cermonies, Eddie
Pacque, lead the grand march
to7orm a delightful setting for
the introduction of members
of thehost group.
Members marched from the
bandstand and circled the ball-
room floor. As each member
was introduced he marched to
the center of the ballroom floor
where he met his lady-escort.
He then escorted her to a
place designated by the mater
of ceremonies.
The unique introduction was
received with thunderous ap-
pluase. The members, as usual,
selected their escorts from well
known clubs throughout De-
fenderland.
Edward A. Fulford, president,
thanked guests on behalf of the
organization and then present-
ed the club's queen, Miss Mar-
jorie Donald, with a huge bas-
ket of American Beauty roses.
OTHER PRESENTATIONS
Awards also were presented
to Messrs. James Jones and
Sammie Williams, for outstand-
ing service to the club during
1961. Walter T. Smith, vice
president, presented the club's
gift to the president.
William B. Taylor, treasury
and director of public relation*,
presented a beautiful bouquit
of red roses to the First Lady
Mrs. Fulford as photographers
camera-recorded the g a 1 a
events. James W. Mowers sr.,
"Mr. Club" and Miss Sadie
Burrows, "First Lady-of Clubs"
also were presented. Guests
from St. Louis, Gary, Detroit
and Milwaukee were introduc-
NICE BESSY
You and your family will
have an abundance of milk in
'62 thanks to the productive
American cow. She now pro-
duces an average of over 3,250
quarts of milk a year compar-
ed with around 2,465 quarts a





▪ HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF
ROSALIE
SCOTT
Serve tempting bowls of this Quick Chili.., better yet, let
your teenagers have the fun of making it! They really
gp for it. This Quick Chili is popular party food for them,
tpo. It's easy and delicious...and creamy Carnation Evap-
grated Milk makes it extra rich and nourishing. Do try
12 soon.
1 rearm! ground 6..4
2 cups (±±3O3 enn) spiced
chili beccs
IA cup chopped °oleo
Stiffen% beef in skillet. Add chili
beans and onion. Combine flour,
Clarnation and chili sauce. Stir
Into meat mixture. Cook
base medium heat sent* thick-
01111 Printed In iiS A. (721
ed by the master of ceremonies.
Following t h e introduction
ceremonies dancing and mer-
rymaking prevailed until the
strains of "Home Sweet Home"
heralded the evening's e n d.
Among guests dancing, chat-
ting and greeting friends not-
ed throughout t h e evening
were:
Mesdames and Misses Od-
essa McDonald, Marianne Bu-
ford, Helen Suydan, Kate De-
Lanie, Mary Brown; Mr. and
Mrs. O. K Hambright, Daniel
J. Faulkner, Lavada
Charles Willis, A. Karriam,
Mr. and Mrs. James Sims;
Mrs. Roebrta Crawford, Fiz-
ell Battle, Mr. and Mrs. Yar-
brough of Milwaukee; Wilver-
yn Williams, Callie Hall, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Harlan, Lillian
I tablespoon flew
1 cup undiluted CARATIOIR
EVAPORATED MIL1(
1/2 cop chili sauce
ened, stirring constantly. Serve
in bowls with crackers.'
•Tor those who like it hot, aup-
illy shin powdee at the table.
POSIES FOR FIRST LADY.
W. B. Taylor, director of
public relations of the Foxes
Club, Inc., presents beautiful
bouquet of American Beauty
roses to the clubs First Lady,
Smith, Jane Johnson, C. C. Wil-
son, Bertha Clifton, John Ran-
dle, Ivory Woods, James O'Dan-
iel, E. R. Brown, Chick Gor-
don, Clarence Parham, Mr. and
Mrs. William Wall and Mar-
garet Walker.
CLUB ROSTER
Other officers and members
of the host group still receiving
congratulations for a delight-
ful affair are James Jones jr.,
financial secretary;
James C. Macklin, recording,
secretary; H. H. Hendricks,
business manager; Jesse J. Da-
ly, social chairman; Joseph
Posey jr., sergeant-at-arms;
Messrs. Sammie Williams, Al-
len L Goens, Robert Critten-
don, Atty. David S. Minor,
Messrs. Roy Anderson a n d
Henry Brunson.
Mrs. Edward A. Fulford. wife
of the popular president
(standing background). The
presentation was made dur-
ing the Foxes' recent formal
dance in Parkway ballroom.
(F.8.)
PRINTED STATIONERY
50 DOUBLE SHEETS 50 ENVELOPES
World's finest stationery in color--- blue, white or






WE Al ARE A 1111,1, LINE OF:
Informal not — 34 notes — 31 envelopes $1 24 per box
continental stripes — assorted. pink or yellow
LI notes and 24 envelopes 81.51 per box.
Itts.as SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER..7Lese_
photo: The hospital's effi-
cient and genial adminis-
trator, Clyde Reynolds. chats
with (from left) Mrs. W.
Dennison Dunning, president
of the Illinois Hospital Asso-
ciation Auxiliary, who
brought greetings from
IHAA; and Mrs. David
Johnson, mistress of cere-
monies. Next photo: Newly
GAIETY PREVAILED in the
Parkway ballroom when the
popular Foxes Club, Inc.,
recently played hosts at a
formal dancing party. The
installed officers are con-
gratulated by Dr. Morris
who expressed the hospital's
appreciation for the services
they have rendered. Group
(from left) includes Mes-
dames Ernest Bacon, re-
elected treasurer; Laurence
Young Sr.. corresponding
secretary; Atty. Veva Young,
standing in for Mrs. Leon
dapper and personable ag-
gregation is shown with the
club's "Miss Cinderella of
Chicago, 1961," Marjorie
Donald. Group includes
(from left) W. B. Taylor. Jo-
Morehouse 'Distaffs' Seek
'Miss Varsity' At Gay Ball
For the first time, the dis-
taff side of the Morehouse
lege supports in Chicago is
sponsoring a "Miss Varsity
Scholarship Benefit" which
will take the form of a contest
for the title of "Miss Varsity."
The contest will be culminat-
ed on March 3 at a gala Var-
sity Ball in Parkway ballroom
following t h e annual More-
house-Fisk basketball game.
The ball will be held be-
tween 11 p.m. and 3 cm.
Prizes for the winner and
the runnersup in the Miss Var-
sity competition will include
a mink stole from one of the
city's leading furriers, a set
of matched luggage and other
valuable items.
Competition for Miss Var-
sity is open to any candidate
entered by the sweetheart or
wife of a Morehouse man with-
out qualification as to age or
vital statistics.
Mrs. Elizabeth Power a n d
Mrs. Dorothy Cross are serv-
ing as co-chairmen of the pro-
motion. The names of candi-
dates may be submitted to
Miss Power by calling OAklana
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vice president; Jesse Owens.
first vice president and
Francis Hawkins. re-elected
president. Next photo: Mrs.
Hawkins turns over to Rey-
nolds a check for 81,000 from
the Woman's Auxiliary
board. Photo extreme right:
There will be a press party
to kick off the contest Sunday
from 4 to 7 p.m. at the home
of ,Mr, a n d Mrs. Stanford
Smith, 6120 So. University ave.
Those interested are invited to
enter the candidate of their
choice at this affair.
ITCHING Torture
Stopped like Magic
Here's blessed relief from tenures of vaginal
hell, rectal itch, chufing, rash and eczema
with so sinaring new scientific formula
galled LANACANE. This fau-soing, stain-
less medicated creme kills harmful bacteria
=1,1.derltile it soothes raw, irritated and
skin tissue. Stops ocratching—so
rrIbelling. Don't suffer mother uncut..dNACANE today at all drus cord.
End Hair Color Worries For
Second Chance at Youth!
You're younger look•
ib ...arab a RI", (7,
perm•n•nt TYP• )1,16,
ham color m mere
minut•• I I.•t -
'Ftstn rt.-color
your grey, dingy
hair with color as
lustrous and natural
looking as if You wwwhorn with it. Tints
leaves heir soft, radiant
—young looking. No harsh












3 our nr 4 Women Tested Got Glorious Relief froni Noreen, sssssand Hot Flashes that Pflak• "The Change" So Depressing fChange-of-life can do devilish ham Tablets gave 3 out of 4things to a woman! It's hard to wonderful relief —without costlybe cheerful, suffocated by "hot shots! "Hot flashes" subsided.flashes" and nervous as a cat/ Irritability Was calmed. So don'tYet some stay serene as an let change-of-life bedevil you!angel! They don't suffer that Oet Lydia E. Plnkham Tabletsmisery! They take Lydia from druggists. See how angelicPinkham Tablets like vitamins! you can be when misery, fear go.Specially developed for female ailments, Pinkham can relieveboth physical distresa and tensefeelings. In doctor's testa, Pink-
IF egg PalFtlt A 1.1111fle drugglete alsohave tannins Lydia S Plnkham's
Vegetable Compound.
seph Posey, jr., Allen L.
Goens, Roy Anderson. H. H.
Hendricks, Edward A. Ful-
ford, president: Sammie Wil-
liams. James C. Macklin,
The general chairman, Mrs.
Henry Tolbert. welcomes
two of the speaker's table
guests. They are (from left)
the Rev. Owen D. Pelt of
Shiloh Baptist church, who
delivered the invocation and
benediction, and Dr. Henry
Matthews. (Photos by Wil-
bur Holmes).
Walter T. Smith. Jesse .;
Daly and James Jones, ill,
Members not shown: Attl
D. S. Minor and Robert Cril
tendon. (PS.)
Pattern
Cape Flare Tops Sleek Sheath--
A Spring Costume Success
PRINTED
PATTERN
A 678 SUES 10-18
Sleek sheath flaring, flaring cape coat—each simple to sew,
together an outstanding Spring costume. The designer is fam-
ed Don Loper, fashion wizard Of the West Coast. He cuts
collar and coat all in one—s real cut in time and work.
Princess seaming shapes the beautiful bodice fit of -the dress.
Really, go to town on fabrics—choose solid, print or tweed in
wool, silk shantung, jersey, linen, ribbed silk or cotton. Then,
go to town from morn to meontime in this all-occasion cos-
tume.
Printed Pattern A678 is available 'n Misses' Sizes 10, 12,
14, 16 and 18. Size 16 dress requires 2 '../4 yards 39-inch fab-
ric: coat requires 4 1/4 yards.
Send ONE DOLLAR for Printed Pattern A678 to Chicago
Daily Defender, Pattern Department, P. 0. Box 59, Old Chel-
sea Station, New York 11, N. Y. Please print plainly YOUR
NAME. ADDRESS with ZONE, STYLE NUMBER and SIZE.



















































































































































jACKIE MAKES IT sepia player 8-6, with an ad-
Jackie Robinson, an athlete, vantage in jumping and hay-
who has been the recipient of ing longer arms, was conceded
many awards during a long and to be better than his 8-10 white
illustrious career that dates counterpart.
back to collegiate days at UCLA MAN OF YEAR
to becoming the first Negro to Mt. Moriah Baptist church
play for a major league base- honored one of its out
ball team, was voted into base- standing members when head
ball's Hall of Fame last week, football coach at Manassas
The former Brooklyn Dodgers Johnny Johnson was named,
star became the first of his race the "Man of the Year" last Sun-
to be voted to take a place day afternoon in the Orange
among baseball immortals. Mound Institution. Coach John-
The grea t B ob Fel- son, a native of Jackson, Tenn.,
ler wasalso voted and a graduate of Lane college.
in with Jackie. K no w n has guided Manassas football
for his blazing speedball pitch- fortunes to new heights with
ing while with the Cleveland a string of three consecutive
*Indians, Feller and Robinson prep championships, t h e last
Wwere expected to earn the votes two undisputed. T h e Tigers
of the writers. Both will be shared the title with Hamilton
formally inducted at Coopers- in 1959.
town, N. Y., home of Hall of Prof. J. D. Springer, princi-
Fame records, this spring, pal of Booker T. Washington,
Roy Campanella, still par- presented the church's annual
alyzed over most of his body award in observing Men's Day,
from an auto accident a few an inscribed plaque.
years ago, was very happy Superintendent of Memphis
over Jackie being chosen. City schools, E. C. Stimbert, a
Campy and Jackie led the flat- former coach himself, was the
bushers to the best years in guest speaker. The school head
their colorful history. emphasized the job a coach can
VAN WINKLE AWAKENS do in molding the character of
Because Memphis State his players. He further point-
coach Bob Vanattata has coach- ed out that with all the intraca-
ed at Bradley university we cies involved in highly techni-
have reason to believe he is cal computing machines "a
more concern with winning machine can't give a human
rather than the particular play- being character." Other re-
ers that get the job done, marks made by the superin-
Memphis State's two straight tendent that elated the capac-
losses to Loyola of Chicago and ity audience was his revels-
Villanova has served to open (ion that he had to be sure that
Mile eyes of university officials coach Johnson was worthy of
Wto policy that would permit the such an award before he con-
MSU coaching staff to recruit sented to be the speaker. He
Negro athletes, stated that his personnel files
This realistic view of the uni- showed nothing but good about
versity's future was implied re- the "honoree."
cently by the local newspaper The gathering included many
writer that follows the Tigers of the prep league coaches, for-
when they are on the road. In mer coaches, players. In John-
the last two games against Loy- s o n 's acceptance speech he
ola in Chicago and Villanova in pointed that his success could
Philadelphia the brunt of the be traced to co-operation of
attacks of the two highly tout- his staff, co-workers, players
ed teams•have been handled by of course, and his family. With-
sepia players, out those and many others sue-
Loyola had two sophomores me ould not have been pos-
who were plucked right out of sible was the gist of his ex-
Nashville's Pearl high school. pression of thanks.
Both teams scored a 100 or bet- TOP TEAMS SCORE HIGH
ter points in dropping State, The top three small college
with Villanova's 109-84 conquest teams across the nation all top-
over the Tigers last Saturday ed the century mark in posting
gib-tight in the Quarker City the victories last Saturday night
Wmost humiliating ever receiv- No. 1 Tennessee A&I trampled
ed by a Vanattata coached Villa Madonna 108-81, Gramb
MSU squad. ling outran Southern U. 104-
Three ebony Villanova play- 86, and Prairie View stamped-
era accounted for 67 of the vie- ed pass hapless Wiley, 107-5,.i
tors' markers. Hubie White, the CAGE COMEDIANS
Wildcats' leading point pro- The ageless Reece "Goose"
ducer, was ably assisted by Taturn, dribbling wizard Mar-
George Leftwitch with 19. and ques Haynes and Josh Grider
Wally Jones 18. White is an All, gave nearly 3,000 fans in the
American candidate. amphitheater three-fifths of a
The MSU scribe seemed to former Harlem Globetrotters
have been point in to the unit in leading the Harlem Ma-
"sign of the times." The Tigers gicians to a 82-89 victory over
were referred to as one of the the Kansas City Stars. All three
''better of the all 'white teams players left the Abe Saperstein
around." The observation of the organized group seeking green-
Negro athlete took in considers- er pastures. The Golden Goose
tion possible antropoligal fac- had his own team before re-
tors or sociological ties. The joining his old mates.
Patterson Honored As
Year's 'Sports Citizen'
I ATLANTA, Ga.—Floyd Pat-terson, world heavyweight
champion, has been named
"Sports Citizen of the Year"
by The 100 per cent Wron
Club of this city which will
hold its 27th annual All-Sports
Jamboree on Feb. 2, in the
grand ballroom of the Walu-
haje Apartments.
In making final announce-
ment of honorees, the national-
ly recognized sports group also
pointed out that Sandy Ste-
phens and John Mulvena,
quarterback and captain, res-
pectively, of the University of
Minnesota "Gophers," will be
in Atlanta to receive com-
panion citations as "The Two
Friends" of the year. Charles
0. Finley, Chicago, owner of
the Kansas Athletics, is the
Club's "Pioneer Award" hon-
•
oree and will deliver the prin-
cipal address of the evening.
A. S. Gaither's Florida A&M
blood, sweat and tears "Tigers"
See #t to receive 'The W. A.
Scott, II, Memorial Trophy,
the symbol of football supre-
macy in the Negro colleges.
Coach John Merritt, football
mentor at Jackson (Miss.) State
College, whose team opposed
FAMU in the 1961 Orange
Blossom Classic, is the 100 per
cent football coach of the year
Mr. Merritt has already been
honored as the top coach in
his conference, while Coach
Gaither is the 1961 small col-
lege coach of the nation.
MEN, AT LAST 11'S HERE
Take New RUMTOREX And (Noy It.
A dietary preparation RUMIORER take.
up where nature leaves off A PHYSI
CANS FORMULA. Only $5 00 bat a 2.
week supply Money-bark if no! safls
fled after I bottles, Sone COO. Omsk
or Money Order NOW
THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 E. 115th St.. Boa 17
















ment of Saturnino Orestes
"Minnie" Minoso to the public
relations staff of Anheuser-
Busch, Inc., was announced
this week.
Minoso, who was bought by
the St. Louis Cardinals late
last year from the Chicago
White Sox, will work in [nark-
els serviced by the brewery
prior to reporting for spring
training at St. Petersburgh,
Fla.
Minoso hit .280 for the Sox
last year, although he has a
.304 all time average. Born
Nov. 29, 1922 at Perfico, Ka-
tanzas, Cuba, Minnie stands
511" and weights 175 pounds.
He bats and throws right
handed. He played with Cleve-
land in 1951 before going to
Chicago. In 1958 he went back
to Cleveland where he played
in 149-148 games in that and
the following year.
Big Blues cagers in two depart-
ments as Tennessee State heads
the United Press International
poll for the second straight
week, and Coach Harold Hunt-
er's "Whiz-Kids" crawled to
Associated Press' second spot.
Sporting an 8-2 record near
mid-way of the season, Coach
Hunter's Whiz-Kids face tough
road games the next two weeks.
Fresh from a 14-day layoff,
Hunter's crew face Villa Mad-
onna at Covington. Ky. with
the Rebels gunning for their
first victory over Tennessee
State in six meetings on Jan.
27.
Four and three on their ser-
ies with Southern Illinois, Ten-
nessee State will go to the Sa-
lukis' den Jan. 29. Last season
Harry "The Horse" Gallatin's
Salukis dumped the Big Blues
91-89 at Carbondale and lost




Hu.nter's top rebounder, has
pulled in an average of 20.3
rebounds a game and is lead-
ing the scoring column with
165 points. Senior backcourt-
man Porter Meriwether trails
Werts by 10 points for scoring
honors. Sophomore pivotman
Willie Porter is the team's
sharpshooter. Deadeyed Willie
played string music with 40
of 75 shots from the field to
post a sizzling 53.2 per cent
from the floor.
The fast-breaking Big Blues
are burning the nets for a hot
97.1 points per game while lim-
iting their opponents to 77.5
Hunting And Fishing B
Phone Is First Step
Tennessee's Game and Fish
Commission is about to under-
take a telephone survey to de-
termine from cross section re-
ports of 15 cities in Tennessee
the amount of participation in
hunting and fishing by persons
or families interviewed.
The first atop began Jan. 26
and will run until selected tele-
phone numbers have been con-
tacted.
At the completion of this
step a second step will begje
on Feb. 19 and will continue
until completion,
Further, in the coaching
area, the 100 per centers will
honor Southern University's
Stanley Wright, track. The
outstanding Tennessee A&I
track star, Ralph Boston, gets
the collegiate track nod. Curtis
Miranda Florida A&M's All-
America center, is college foot-
ball player of the year, and
Charles Hardnett is being
crowned the college basket-
ball star for the period. Each
of these coaches and athletes
is slated to be in Atlanta for
the All-Sports Jamboree and
other activities of the sports
weekend
The following cities will be







Part-time employees of the
Game and Fish Commission
will attempt to contact 1,000
people in Memphi s, 800 in
Nashville, 500 in Knoxville, 500
in Chattanooga. Three hundred
will be contacted in each of the
remaining cities listed.
On Feb. 19 regular employees
of the Game and Fish Commis-
sion will arrange personal in-
terviews with those who have
indicated in the first survey
that they or some family mem-
ber have hunted or fished in
1961. They will wish to deter-
mine the extent of this partici-
pation, developing possibly the
amount of time thus employed,
mileage traveled, money spent.
Interviewers will seek to dis-
cover whether hunting or fish-
ing is their choice. There will
be other questions that can be
answered yes or no.
Gene Legler is managing this
Boston '600'
Rugged Test
operation and has been training
the part-time employees who
will begin this survey.
"This must not be considered
as prying into the other fel-
low's business," says Legler,
"and the Game and Fish Com-
mission is seeking only basic
information from individual
Tennesseans which they may
use later for the benefit of all






BOSTON — (UPI) — "Our
right field job was open any-
way because I planned to give
Lu Clinton and Carroll Hardy
a crack at it even if Jackie
Jensen did come back."
With that announcement,
Boston Red Sox manager Mike
Higgins marked finish to the
hectic career of a one-time
All-America football player
who become the American
League's Most Valuable Player
in 1958 and who for six years
dominated the American Lea-
gue's runs-batted-in race.
Jensen's retirement from
baseball was made official by
the Boston management after
it had been rumored repeated-
ly since the end of last sea-
son.
BOSTON—(UPD—A pair of
domestic runners face truly
rugged opposition from a
brace of visiting nationals in
the 600-yard feature of the
Boston Athletic Association
track meet at Boston Garden
this Saturday.
Yale alumnus Jim Stack, now
running out of his native Chi-
cago, and Olympian Jack Yer-
man of California make up the
U.S. phase of the field in
the race.
Top favorite in the event iF
Olympic bronze medalist
George Kerr of Jamaica. Be and
Canadian quarter-mile champi-
on George Sheperd of Toronto
Iround out the four-man field.
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
For As Little As
$30 MONTHLY
You Can Have One or Two Modern, Convenient Offices
In The 'Fri-State Defender Building.
DOCTORS - LAWYERS - BUSINESSMEN. ETC.
Contact Mr Whittier Songstacke
TRI-STATE DEFENDER JA. 6-8391
Hunter's Big Blues
Take Lead In UPI Poll
paces the Tennessee State by 1.8 percent-
NASHVILLE — Six-foot-six However, the opponents lead
senior Gene Werts
age points shooting from the
floor. Currently the Big Blues
has e hit 973 salvoes et 804 for
46.3 per cent from the field.
Scores of Games played to
dal Northern Michigan 77
97 Jamaco Saints

















TALL MAGICIAN — Cleo-
phus Owens, sophomore for-
ward, is on• of the tallest mon
on LeMoyns's basketball team.
Crie of throe Momphians on the
squad, he has Improved con•
siderably In his two years at
LeMoyne.
Downes, Pender Agree To
Boston Match In April
LONDON — (UPI) —Repre-
sentatives for Terry Downes
or England and Paul Pender
if Brookline, Mass., agreed to
an April 7 match in Boston
that could bring about unified
recognition of the world mid-
dleweight boxing champion-
ship.
According to the agreement
reached by Sam Burns, Downes'
manager, and John Cronin,
Pender's advisor, the winner of
their match would meet Gene
Fullmer, recognized as cham-
pion by the U.S. National Box-
ing Association, within 90 days.
The winner of that match
with Fullmer would be recog-
nized universally as the 160.
pound champion.
TITLE HOLDER
Downes currently is recog-
nized as titleholder in Europe.
the British commonwealth,
South America and the states
of New York and Massachu-
setts.
"I'm happy to say that the
long controversy about this
match has been overcome,"
said Cronin, following a meet-
ing at the British Board of
Higgins admitted that he
had been keeping an "open
mind" on the Jensen situation.
"Usually when a manager
goes to spring training, he
knows with the exception of
his pitching who is going to
play where.
"But even if Jackie decided
to play this year, I was plan-
ning to give Hardy and Clin-
ton a very big opportunity to
win the right field job," Hig-
gins said.
Boxing Control headquarters.
This would be the third
match between Pender and
Downes. Pender who had
gained middleweight title
recognition by beating Sugar
first fight at Boston, Jan,
14, 1981.
Downes then won the title by
stopping Pender in the ninth
round of their return match
at London, lag July 11.
Burns said "some of the diffi-
culties have been ironed out"
and that Downes would receive
approximately 20,000 pounds
($36,000) of an anticipated 9100,
000 gate.
It also was agreed that
neither fighter would engage
in any bout before the title
match.
Cronin, an American attor-
ney who acts as Pender's advis-
or, warned the Britons that the
television sponsors would
frown on any postponement of
the bout.
Although their second-match
contract called for Downes to
give Pender a return bout
within 90 days, the Briton has
not fulfilled that agreement.
Top Yank 'Bonus Baby,'




who became the top "bonus
baby" in New York Yankee
history last year when he sign-
ed for $100,000, was one of
three Yankee rookies who re-
turned signed 1982 contracts
Monday.
Others who signed were
southpaw pitcher Howie Kitt
Three Rookies
Dodgers Sign
LOS ANGELES — (UPI)—
Three rookies, including the
predicted successor to Charlie
Neal at second base, have re-
turned their 1962 signed con-
tracts to the Los Angeles
Dodgers.
Dodger general manager and
vice president E. J. (Buzzie)
Bavasi announced Saturday that
infielder Larry Burright and
lefthanded pitchers Pete Rich-
ert and Larry Staab had signed.
With Neal traded to the
New York Mets, observers
have predicted Burright would
move up and take over the
position. Burright was signed
off the campus of Fullerton
(Calif.) Junior college in 1957.
Last season he batted .291 and
did an excellent job of field-
ing for Atlanta.
Richert, bothered by a sore
arm last season was 5-10 with
Spokane. But he was report-
ed recovered and has been
pitching well enough in
/Puerto Rico to warrant the
/reeognition he received in
1960.
Staab had a 7-6 record in
his first season at Kokomo
last year.
Attention, Bowlers!
FREE BOWUNG BAG..,• Pot Ileralls•
Eboni+e—Columbie—Brunswick




Near Cairo, III. 120 Acres
FULL SET OF TOOLS $14,000 TERMS
CONTACT:
PARKER HOUSE SAUSAGE CO.
4605 S. State St., Chicago 9,111., KE 8-1112
Magicians To 'Twist'
With Alabama Cagers
Here Friday At 8 P.M.
LeMoyne's Magicians return
to their home court Friday
night of this week in an
engagement with the invad-
ing
I
A&M college cagers. Game
time is 8 o'clock.
This will be another revenge
game as far as the Magicians
are concerned because they
were defeated earlier in the
season. 80-75, by the Alabama
quint at Normal, Ala,
Coach Jerry C. Johnson's
LeMoyne charges will play
two games in Bruce Hall next
week, including the annual
Homecoming contest. The Ma-
gicians meet the Paul Quinn
and righthanded pitcher
George Haney, making a total
of 12 members of the world
champions' squad under con-
tract.
Gibbs, a lefthanded batter,
spent the 1931 season with the
Yankees' Richmond farm team
of the International League and
compiled a .270 batting aver-
age in 106 games with six home
runs and 28 runs batted in. He
played at second base, short-
stop, and third .base for Rich-
mond.
A Yankee spokesman said
that the club considers him
"primarily a third baseman.'
Thus Gibbs becomes a definite
hot corner job if manager Ralph
candidate for the New York
Houk decides to move third
baseman Cletis Boyer to short-
stop to replace Tony Kubek,




—Bradley's Chet Walker keeps
the scoring pace in the Mis-
souri Valley Basketball con-
ference, even though he's in
the hospital for treatment of
a kidney ailment.
Walker leads the conference
scores 'with a 27.4-point aver-
age in five games and has
averaged 26.9 points in 14
games over the season, con-
ference statistics revealed
Tuesday.
Walker missed Bradley's 84-
70 victory over North Texas
State last week, and lost
ground in total points, how-
ever. Lanny Van Etnan of
Wichita, who ended his varsi-
ty career last week, is tops in
total points in conference play
with 140. Walker is three
points behind him.
College basketball team fiS• t▪ n
Waco, Tex., here Feb. 5,
clash with Stillman Coll 's
basketmen fr o m Tuscal
Ala., on the LeMoyne cart,
Feb. (1.
The cIssh with Stillman *ill
be the Homecoming g a e.
"Miss Homecoming," whC is
selected by members of F.ie
I.eMoyne team, will be crown-
ed at halftime. All gradates
and former students of Vie
college are invited to pack ate
gym for this tilt.
Following the Homecomtn- g
battle, LeMoyne will seiy
three more games, two ...at
home and one on the rid,
before the season comes _ to
an end. The Magicians meet
Fisk University here, Feb. 12.
and tackle Kentucky State in
Hulce Hall, Feb. 17. They'll
he at Philander Smith in tat-
tle Rock, Ark., Feb. 10. -
LeMoyne ranked fourth list
week, in the Southern Inter-
collegiate Athletic Conference
basketball race and will par-
ticipate in the SIAC tourna-
ment at Tuskegee. Feb. 22-24,
if the team can remain among










LIMITFD TIME ONLY I
1
NOW WITH BILL SPEROS
CHARLIE WASHBURN
INVITES HIS FRIENDS TO CALL HIM FOR
THE BEST DEAL IN TOWN AT 525-058L...,
BILL SPEROS
PLYMOUTH - VALIANT DEALER
309 UNION AVENUE
BROTHER BOB
4 to 6, 10 to 11, 1:30
GOLDEN GIRL





Sunday — Sign On
To Sign Off
HUNKY DORY
6 to 8:30, 11 to 1:30
CANE COLE




NEW MEMBERS of the Mem-
phians club were photograph-
ed here recently with the
president. George A. Stevens
SPOTLIGHT
This week the limelight falls
on the charming and versatile
Miss Jacqueline Foster. Jackie
is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Columbus Foster and re-
sides with them at 282 First
St.
She is a senior at Carver
High where she is the Tail-
Back of the Majorettes.
A member of such clubs and
organizations as the Majorette
Club, the band and glee club,
Newsett Staff, Red Cross, she
is also the secretary of the
senior class.
After graduation Jackie
plans on attending E. H.
Crump School of Nursing. So
hats off to very fine young
lady.
POPULARITY POLL
B. T. W.: Vivian Barnes and
Kenneth Brown.
Lester: Kay Joy and John
Swift.
Carver: Jackie Foster and
McArthur Roberts.
Bertrand: Audrey Alexander









ren and Charles "Danny Boy"
Pete.





Mr. Esquire: Willie Kim-
mons.
Mis Charm: Joan Hampton.




Most Popular: Larry Mitch-
ell.
Most Popular: Zinnic Hill.
Cutest: Hubert McGhee.
Cutest: Bettye Laster.
Best Dressed: Melvin Bar-
nett.
Best Dressed: Lynn Howell
CURRENT COUPLES
Lyncha Johnson and Patsy
Veese.
Leo Kolheim and Dorothy
Graham.
Arl Williams and Teresa
Thompson.
Romeo McNairy and Lynn
Howell.
Hubert McGhee and Faye
Turner.
Jimmie Greene and Diane
after he was reelected for trig. same order are Sherman kerson. Ural B. Adams, arid
1962. Sealed from left are W. Robinson, William Fite- Malcolm Lofton. — (Withers
George Isabel, Sr.. Stevens gerald. Oscar Crawford, Boa- Photo)
and Edgard Davis, jr., Stand- coe McWilliams, Joseph Wil.
Morris.
TOP COUPLES
Joan Hampton and Powell
Thompson.
Zennie Hill and Sam Drake.
Henrietta Hall and Clarence
Ingram.
Kay Joy and Larry Miller.
Betty Laster and James
Marshall.
Jana Davis and Andrew Wil-
liams.
Lucinda Stovall and Edward
Bryant.
Amelia Hayes and William
Brodnax.





Larry King and Carla Cun-
ningham are in the swing?
What will Anita Ware say of
this?
George Jones is replacing
Jimmie Greene as "Tarzan"
and his latest "Jane" is Gloria
Campbell?
Joan Ford is love prospect-
ing and looking for a rich
'sample?
Alton "Milk" Mosby has fi-
nally settled down?
Jo Ann Hooper can't decide
between A. J. Albright and
Chai les Logan? Juanita Robin-
son isn't worried about com-
petition because she has the
number 1 spot covered?
Lynn Howell refers to Ro-
meo MeNairy as "Big Boss
Man"?
Bonnie McClod has had a
crush on Melvin Bartlett since
7th Grade.
DEDICATIONS
"Hello Again." Fred Jackson
and Helene Flipping.
"I've Lost Someone," Doro-
thy Graham and Leo Kolhiem.
"Rough Lover," Musette
Stinson and Lawrence War-
ren.
"Dear Old Lady Twist," Wil-
liam Worsham and Bunnie Col-
lins.
"Pardon Me, Buddy," Carla
Cunningham and Larry King.
"Letter Full of Tears,"
Elaine Alexander and Lewis
Dunlap.
"I Know," Charles Whitsy
and Claudia Nevels.
"I Kinda Think He Does,"
Morylan Brownlee and Ster-
ling Thomas.
"Love Is Like a Flower,"
Teresa Thompson and Art Wil-
liams.
"Too Soon To Know," David
Parker and Carole Walker.
By RUTHIE STOUT &
RUBY JONES
HOMECOMING
We have returned with the
latest data on the happen rigs
around the campus and in the
classrooms of the big "P." We
know you are anxious to get
to the details, so let's blast
off.
The Mt. Pisgah Eagles were
defeated by Douglass high
school of Memphis, Jan. 24.
The score was 61-58.
The athletic committee has
just completed plans for the
homecoming activities.
The Coronation Ball will be
held Tuesday Feb. 6, 1962 at
8 p.m. Music will be furnished
by Squash and the Mad Lads.
The homecoming game will
put the Mt. Pisgah Eagles
against the Allen White high
school. The game will be play-
ed Friday, Feb. 9, 1962.
BOY SCOUTS
The Boy Scouts of America
No. 165 at Mt. Pisgah high
school are proud to be a part
of the largest uniform body
of volunteers in the world.
They share the rich exper-
iences of five million boys
and leaders who belong to the
boy scout movement.
The scouts of Mt. Pisgah
started this year with 27 mem-
bers. Recently, they have in-
creased their membership to
42 and they still expect others
to join.
The Boy Scouts of ,America
No. 165 have renewed vigor
under its new leadership and
program for continued com-
munity assistance.
The scouts are presenting a
chapel program on Feb. 7,
which will be the "kick off"
for their drive to raise money
for new scouting equipment.
Since $250 is the amount ne-
cessary to get completely
ready for summer camp, they
have set this as their goal.
E. H. Cole is scoutmaster
and Floyd Rogers, Assistant
Scoutmaster.
HONOR ROLL
The Junior class seems to
be making it a habit of taking
the leadership at Mt. Pisgah.
The junior class leads all other
grades with sixteen students
being placed on the semester
honor roll.
William stokes leads the
entire list with an average
of 96.7. next in line is a se-
nior, Donald Allen, averaging
95.4, freshman Lester Fleming
with an average of 95.2, and
Bonnie Williams with an aver-
age for the semester of 92.3
for the sophomores.
Of the 27 juniors and seniors
making this semesters honor
roll( 18 of them belong to the
future teachers club of which
Donald Allen is president. Be-
low is the list of students so
honored this semester.
50 DOUBLE SHEF'is 50 EN V El.dt'ES
World's finest stationery in color — blue, white or aa Was A Surprisepine. Printed with your name, address; city and state.
$1.50 per box Party For Mrs.Tate
6651 Michigan Avenue
Chicago 37, IllinoIs
WE 41'40 I ARRY A F111.1, LINE 01,:
Isformal amps - 35 Retry — SR nevelopee $1.51 per boa
esietieentsl stripe. - siciorted, pink ef gel low
114 NO, sad 7.4 envelopes $1.58 per Ism
SEND CBE( 1L OR MONEY °iota.
Louis V. Tate of 1975 Frisco,
a math teacher at Melrose
high school, surprised his wife,
Mrs. Delois Thigpen Tate, an
English teacher at Mitchell Rd.,
with a birthday anniversary
party. At the Flame Restau-
rant last Friday night.
Mrs. Tate, expecting to
"crash" a party with friends.
was totally surprised when she
entered and learned that she
was the honoree, after every-
one began to sing happy birth-
day.
A shrimp dinner was served
with other refreshments.
After dining, the party went
to the Bachelor apartment of
Ernest Barnett for a "bit of the
twist." Mrs. Tate received
some lovely gifts.
Guests attending were: Fred
L. "Buddy" Brown, Miss
Amelia Williams, T W. Willi-
ams, Miss Ernestine Brown, Mr.
and Mrs. James R. Mabry, and
Mr. and Mrs. Arnett G. Monta-
gue.
SENIORS are Donald Allen
Jannie Rhodes, Ellis Mitchell,
Addie Moore, Ellen King,
John Malone, Lillie Brown,
Rose Fitzpatrick, Lola Dodson,
Laddie Morris and Almarie
Brooks.
JUNIORS are William
Stokes, Vera Watkins, Cle-
arthur Morris, Pearlie Biles,
Lula Reid, Dewey Harris, Bob-
by Spears, John Riley, Marlon
Green, Dorothy Chaffin, Mary
Jones, Melvin Fleming, Mil-
dred Fleming, Bonnie Guinn,
Mary Hodges, and Willie Nes-
by.
SOPHOMORES are Bonnie
Williams, Earlie Biles, Stella




Lois Washington, Lorine Har-
ris, Carolyn Herring, Connie
Fisher, Mary Tatum, Little
Jordan, Willia141 Allen, James
Holmes, Rosetta Kirkwood,















































The most all around ladies
and gents around the big
are Ruby Jones. Emma
Stokes, Ruthie Stout, Charles
Brooks, Wilson Know and Wil-
lie Franks Brooks, Jr.
A certain girl known as tall
T. is really watching one of
the basketball players, No. 23.
The three Stooges of the
senior class are Putting Lillie.
Rose & Sarah out of business.
History is really getting im-
portant lately with the stu-
dents.
TOP TEEN
This week our spotlight falls
upon Ray E. Mullins, a senior
at Mt. Pisgah high school,
and son of Mrs. Mosella Wash-
ington of 7113 Macon road.
. Religiously, he is the as-
sistant superintendent of the
Zion Hill CME church.
Socially, he is a member of
the BWSC. Ray has planned
to attend Los Angeles State
university this summer, ma-
joring in mechaRical engineer-
ing. Hats off to Ray.
The B.W.S.C. presented an
exciting party on Jan. 22 at
Henry Barnes' stand, consist-
ed of members, sponsors, and
their guests.
Outstanding members of this
organization are Vergie Mc-
Vay and McArthur Peters.
The sponsors are Jannie
Rhodes and Lola Dodson.
Betty Mason was the out-
standing guest attending the
affair.
QUESTIONS
Has Clemonstlne Davis and
Richard Dorsey reached their
destination yet?
How long has Lola Dodson
FAMILY AFFAIR—NAACP
employees belonging to the
NAACP Chapter of Local
1707, CSAE, AFL-C10, have
purchased an NAACP Life
Membership. Union officers
are here shown receiving
their plaque from Executive
Secretary Roy Wilkins. From
left are Mesdames Janie
Butts, secretary, Lillian Lyt-
tie, vice chairman, Mr. Wil-
kins, Maybelle Ward, chap-
ter chairman, and Watson
Duncanson. NAACP em-
ployees staged a fund-raising
drive to purchase the Life
Membership.
and Freddie Rhodes been on
the scene together?
Did you know that Li/lie
Richmond was back from Chi-
cago?
Will Pearlie Biles do any
better after her true love.
Charles Dorsey, is discharged
from the hospital?
Where on earth will Veris
Watkins find the type of boy
friend she's searching for?
Where is Verbina Richmond?
Is Josephine Richmond real-
ly falling for Charles Brooks?
Is Bonnie Williams really
serious about Henry Taylor?
Is Clemontine Rembert still
here?
TOP COUPLES
Shirley Dodson, and Syl-
vester Wright; Bonnie Harris
and Earl Rhodes; Marsha Mc
Lemore and Larry Owens;
Arneita Williams and Lubin
White; Louise Pinson and
Tommy Becton; Shirley Rhodes
and Seabron Brow n: Gale
Dodson and Willie Biles Jr.:
Jerry Richmond and Glenda
Biles; Carylon Richmond and
Cliff Henderson; Charles Dor-
sey and P. M. Miles. Clemons-
tine Davis and Pvt. R. Dorsey;
Lola Dodson and Freddie
Rhodes; Jammie Rhodes and
Albert R. Douglas, Josephine
Richmond and Tommy Wil-
liams, Bonnie Williams and
Michael' Harris.
Advertise In The Want-Ad Section
Call JAckson 6-8397
3 Lines For 2. Weeks 
AGENTS WANTED
429 South Main
0 MEN 10 WOMEN
apply
FULLER PRODUCTS
U.S. CIVIL SERVICE TESTS!
Men-women, 18-52. Start high as
$102.00 a week. Preparatory train-
ing until appointed. Thousands of
jobs op•n. Experience usually un-
n•c•ssary. FREE informotion on
jobs, salaries, requirements. Write
TODAY giving phone. Lincoln
Service, Pekin 74, Illinois.
(LICENSED BUILDER





WAYS NO JOB roe
SMALL OR TOO LARGE
PLASTERING
763 NEPTUNE ST




"My Baby-Taking Care of Ca,
Bassullhal Chine. Rea
Look• Better Than New inside se,
Out Equipped With Record Piss.,
And All Other Power.
30.006 Mile. Price sime
Call JA 6-6360
Ask For A. D. Aaron
FOR SALE
P (eh Up Payments On
French Previncloi Furniture





Pull or pert time in Memphis. Send
postcard with name, address, and
telephone to Dept. D; 147 8. Strat-
ford Drive;
TIOCOON, ARIZONA
LIVE - IN MAIDS, NEW
YORK $130 - $220 MONTH
20-35 YEARS
Tickets. expenses advanced Send
REFERENCES.
MALLORY AOENCY, LY 3-3200
576 Merrick Rd. Lynbrook, N.Y.
WILL SACRIFICE:
Simmons Dauble Cocoa hide-a-bed
Mahogany breakfront, 5 lista chande-
lier, Mahogany dining table. sixchairs. 68 Inch mahogany buffet.
Round 36 inch mirror (gold frame).
3 end tables. Antique satin lined draw
drapes, matched cornices for 36 feet.perfect condition).
Call BR 5-2869
Koin & Nichols operate a
slot machine automatic laun-




1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week
—.—
We need capable and aggressive display adver-
tising salesmen and saleswomen to work in ad-
vertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
The New Tri-State Defender
236 South Wellington Street
JAckson 6.8 3 9 7
$90 Weekly Earnings
Age 55 - 45. High School Education
Men with sales experience preferreo
Must oe neat in appearance. Car is
Necessary. Able to furnish Bond.
PROMOTION TO
QUALIFIED MEN
Write to P.O. Box 311 — Giving
Detail. .....
MAIDS - N.Y. TO IMO WE. TICKETSsent - Jobs wahine M & M Agcy.
'210 POST AVE
WESTB(JRY. N. Y.
TYPISTS! HOMEWORKERSI MAKEmoney Si home! Mailers, 2 madi-son.
GREENCASTLE, INDIANA— - •—•—..--- • --
Live - In Maids
New York
4130 - SIM MONTH. 20-34 YEARSrickets, expenses advanced. send Referencs.
MALLORY AGENCY, LY 3-2200576 /Inlet Rd., Lynbrook. N.Y.
SAYE SS/ — Buy Thousands of Rates
at wholesale. Send 81.00 (refundable)for large illustrated catalog. Armortir
of California, P O. Box 31117, Holly-
wend. California.
$10.00 DOWN
Own a beautiful home site on
Grenada Lake in Carver
Point Subdivision - Easy
terms, wonderful resort area
for fishing, boating, s w i m-
ming, hiking and just plain
living. Call me for complete
information and pictures. Mrs.Ak
Ruby Fant - BR 6-7090.
Baker Electric Co., Inc.
2219 Young Ave.
BR 6-0016
Licensed & Bonded Electricians
Free Estimates
We wire new room additions,
ranges, dryers, air conditioners,
hot water heaters, electric heat.
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523
NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
I9-Dormitory Rooms: — Clean, Comfortable, Modern Furniture,
Private Bath — Clean Wash Rooms — Showers . . .Weekly Rates: $5 - $IO
Modern Swimming Pool — Year Round Swimming: 75.30 ft. —Diving — Swimming — Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting —
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
Regulatior Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators Section with1200 seating capacity — For Leagues. Tournaments, CompetatIvis
Matches, Cl  Bolting -- Community Programs
7-Large Club Rooms: Club Meetings — Classes — Forums —
Conferences — Teas — Socials
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES $7 — $10 — $25
(English Lady)a. 
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
Ii 
A (yp
IJ 31 This is her new office at the Missis-
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is hack to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweet-
heart? Are you in had health: Are you discouraged',
If any of these are 'tour problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would road an open hook. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have fail-
ed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missis-
sippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
he DeSoto Motel. Ile sure to look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
ne%er had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
